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ABSTRACT

Software Development for Neuroscience, Biology, and Biomechanics Applications

by

Omid Haji Maghsoudi

Chair: Andrew Spence Understanding locomotion is an important focus of modern

science. Our health and well-being are directly linked to our movement. Animal,

including human, movement can explain many biological phenomena. Also, it im-

pacts our ability to treat musculoskeletal injuries and neurological disorders, improve

prosthetic limbs, and construct agile legged robots. Two fundamental methods used

in locomotion research, especially in the field of neuroscience, are 1) quantification

of kinematics from videography, and 2) the creation of stable internal neural inter-

faces using metal electrodes. With the recent explosion of computer vision algorithms

for gathering meaning from video, robotic tools for physical interaction, and a bevy

of new genetic tools with which to manipulate the nervous system in intact, freely

behaving rodents, there is a need for software that applies these advancements to

movement science problems. These tools are especially important now as perturba-

tion based research, where internal or external perturbations are applied to a moving

animal in order to better dissect the mechanisms of movement, become more common.

To address the need in the former area, we present Python-based software to

segment and track landmarks from multiple views, high-speed video using color and

3D information, producing and analyzing kinematics in 3D. This software produces

kinematics from raw multiple camera video, and furthermore can perform joint angle

analyses in 2D or 3D, a standard technique in locomotor biomechanics. The software

has been evaluated using 20 animals and under different conditions (e.g., intact, spinal

cord injured, and aged animals).
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To address the need in the area of neural interfacing, we present open source Mat-

lab software to acquire, characterize, and model the impedance spectra of metal elec-

trodes in solution. Requiring only Matlab and standard data acquisition hardware,

the software measures the magnitude and phase of the interface, and fits the most

commonly used Randles model. The software was evaluated using five custom-made

nerve cuffs. The Randles model parameters, including the constant phase element,

were calculated and are in good agreement with the literature. Together, these tools

will aid researchers in movement science and related fields.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Understanding locomotion is an important focus of modern science. Our health

and well-being are directly linked to our movement. Animal movement (including hu-

man movement) can explain many biological phenomena. Furthermore, understand-

ing movement impacts our ability to treat musculoskeletal injuries and neurological

disorders, improve prosthetic limbs, and construct agile legged robots Ijspeert (2014).

1.1 Locomotion and Biomechanics

As the study of animals, including human, locomotion and its applications ad-

vance, reviewing the key historical developments can be helpful to realize the impor-

tance and effect of these studies to the field of biomechanics. Studying these devel-

opments can provide a wealth of information about how the field has been evolved

which can help us to answer some fundamental questions with the technology capable

of addressing the questions Andriacchi and Alexander (2000).

There have been many reasons to study locomotion. There is a possibility that

the cave drawings in the Paleolithic Era showing men and animals in motion were

graphed based on curiosity about survival, the ability to efficiently move from place

to place, escape from predators, and hunt for food. This has been mentioned by the

Greek philosophers (500-300 BC) which they mainly investigated a related need to

place harmony to the universe. The Greek philosophers tried to find truth based on

logical thoughts rather than using experimental methods. However, this philosophy

makes relevant questions to study locomotion in modern science. Do our deceives
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for locomotion sensing limit our ability to observe and analyze movement? Or can

these methods for quantifying the locomotion contaminate the natural characteristics?

These concerns should be considered when attempting to generalize from a specific

observation. Some early examples of the limitations of our senses are seen in the

depiction of horses in motion, where the position of the legs was incorrectly drawn

Dagg (1977). Also, the eye was not capable of capturing the sequence of rapid limb

movements of horses in motion Muybridge (1887). The need to resolve these issues

led to developing new methods and technologies for observation and measurement

of locomotion. The ability to observe and interpret measurements of the movement

have been the primary factors limiting growth of the field Andriacchi and Alexander

(2000).

1.2 Locomotion and Neuroscience

Our understanding from brain function relays partially on studying locomotion

and movement control. However, it needs multidisciplinary investigations involv-

ing different fields like neurology, biomechanics, cognitive neuroscience, rehabilita-

tion medicine, and robotics. There is a direct relationship between our knowledge

of functional movements and movement disorders and their appropriate treatment.

Movement-related disorders are one of the most important fields in medicine. These

disorders cause a significant cost in the rehabilitation treatments. Understanding the

neuronal control of locomotion has many clinical reasons as the disorders can be con-

sidered as initial symptoms of the central or peripheral abnormalities affecting the

motor system. The complexity of effects of a lesion causes that detailed analysis of a

movement disorder is required to define the target of any treatment Dietz (2002).

Locomotion in mammals depends on neuronal circuits (referred to as interneurons)

in the spinal cord which is called central pattern generator (CPG). Additionally,

afferent signals can change and adjust the generated pattern through CPG according
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to external requirements. This is summed up with the proprioceptive information

giving the basis for a conscious representation of our body in space. Finally, the

movement disorders appear on any disturbance of the interaction among afferent

inputs, proprioception information, and the pattern generated by the CPG, such as

stroke or spinal cord injury,

1.3 Locomotion and Perturbations

Locomotor gait, defined as the relative timing of leg recirculation Deumens et al.

(2007), is an important observable feature of movement. To understand how features

such as gait are controlled, moving subjects can be perturbed, potentially using either

an internal or external perturbation. An external perturbation could consist of a

mechanical perturbation while an animal is running, by a deflection of the substrate

(an “earthquake”) or an unexpected drop in a hole Daley et al. (2006). Internal

perturbations could be an electrical stimulation applied to the neuromuscular system

Sponberg et al. (2011), or the application of new genetically targeted techniques, like

optogenetics Deisseroth (2011) or designer receptors exclusively activated by designer

drugs Roth (2016). These are just a few of the increasingly sophisticated methods

available for applying perturbations that dissect the neuromechanical mechanisms

underlying movement.

1.4 The Main Contribution of This Study

Two important methods that underly much of movement research, especially in

the field of neuroscience, are 1) quantifying the kinematics of freely moving animals,

and 2) the creation of stable neural interfaces. High spatial and temporal resolution

kinematics are more important than ever for research using perturbations, because

these are often fast, and can be small in amplitude. For neural interfaces, methods
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to characterize the interface are important to measure the effectiveness of neural

stimulation and the accuracy of neural recording.

Here, we present methods to 1) help scientists studying gait and animal locomo-

tion, with tools we refer to as “kinematic gait analysis methods”, and 2) quantify the

electrical properties of electrodes incorporated into nerve cuffs before, during, and

after implanting, which we refer to as “electrode characterization methods”.
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CHAPTER 2

TRACKING OF DRAWN MARKERS ON THE

BODY OF RUNNING RODENTS

NOTE: This chapter was adapted from currently under review manuscript at

journal: Omid Haji Maghsoudi, Annie Vahedipour, Thomas Hallowell, Andrew Spence.

“Open-source python software for analysis of 3D kinematics from quadrupedal ani-

mals.” Journal of Biomedical Signal Processing and Control, August 2018.

2.1 Introduction

To study gait and body kinematics from a video, it is typically necessary to first

track specific landmarks on the body. Tracking of these landmarks usually relies on

shaving fur, drawing markers on the skin, attaching retroreflective markers, or simple

manual clicking by a user for consecutive framesMaghsoudi et al. (2016c). The attach-

ment of retroreflective markers can be difficult in many cases as animals, especially

rats and mice, will groom off and/or chew markers.NOTE: This chapter was adapted

from currently under review manuscript at journal: Omid Haji Maghsoudi, Annie

Vahedipour, Thomas Hallowell, Andrew Spence. “Open-source python software for

analysis of 3D kinematics from quadrupedal animals.” Journal of Biomedical Signal

Processing and Control, August 2018.
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2.2 Introduction

To study gait and body kinematics from a video, it is typically necessary to first

track specific landmarks on the body. Tracking of these landmarks usually relies

on shaving fur, drawing markers on the skin, attaching retroreflective markers, or

simple manual clicking by a user for consecutive framesMaghsoudi et al. (2016c).

The attachment of retroreflective markers can be difficult in many cases as animals,

especially rats and mice, will groom off and/or chew markers. Therefore, shaving

fur and drawing markers is frequently the best available method for tracking specific

landmarks Schubert et al. (2015).

Commercially available systems (Digigait Dorman et al. (2014); Gadalla et al.

(2014); Nori et al. (2015), Motorater Preisig et al. (2016), Noldus Catwalk Deumens

et al. (2007); Hamers et al. (2001); Huehnchen et al. (2013); Parvathy and Masocha

(2013)) are prohibitively expensive, and may only provide information about paws

during the stance phase which makes them limited for some studies. These systems

employ various methods (simple thresholding, cross-correlation, or template match-

ing) to answer the need for automated tracking. However, the difficulty of tracking

markers in general means that manual clicking is still the usual method to track

markers for many researchers Hedrick (2008). Therefore, there is a need for more

automated, robust methods for landmark tracking in movement research.

In both research and commercial systems, tracking mice has frequently relied on

shaving fur and then drawing markers on the skin for subsequent tracking from raw

video Maghsoudi et al. (2016c,0), or on the attachment of retroreflective markers, and

the use of optical motion capture systems Karakostas et al. (2014). Applying a marker

to make tracking easier is the conventional method in neuroscience and biomechan-

ics. However, these methods have the drawback of requiring anesthesia and multiple

handlings for the application of markers, and the problem of the animal removing

the attached markers. Both conditions would benefit from a more comprehensive
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solution.

Tracking is a popular topic in image processing. The Kalman Filter (KF) Sonka

et al. (2014), global nearest neighbor standard filter Veenman et al. (2001), joint

probabilistic data association Rezatofighi et al. (2015), multiple hypotheses tracking

Kim et al. (2015), Markov chain Monte Carlo data association Oh et al. (2004), and

probabilistic multiple-hypothesis tracking Streit and Luginbuhl (1993) are some of

the most common methods for multiple object tracking. However, the conditions

governing specific tracking problems (e.g., occlusions, marker transformations, etc.)

mean that it is important to develop new methods for important special use cases

where a large number researchers worldwide may benefit from new tracking algo-

rithms. Tracking the tips of the legs of moving animals, as addressed here, is one

such use case.

To track the body of animals, many methods have been developed. Most of these

methods have been used for behavioral studies Dankert et al. (2009); Deng et al.

(2013); Eyjolfsdottir et al. (2014). However, a multi-camera system was developed

to capture frames from flying insects in real-time Straw et al. (2011). There, an

extended KF and the nearest neighbor standard filter data association algorithm

were used to track multiple targets. Also, the software has been presented that can

track animals using a signature or fingerprint from each animal Pérez-Escudero et al.

(2014). These methods use to shape and color contrast features from the body of

animals to differentiate them. However, at present these methods do not provide a

feasible solution for tracking of moving landmarks on the body of an animal. This is

because the movement of animals next to each other (in a cage, a dish, or an arena)

can cause small occlusions or collisions of the animals for a few frames, but the

shape, size, and the location of animal remain almost constant and trackable. On the

other hand, the landmarks on the body of an animal (especially, ankle and knee) can

disappear entirely for several consecutive frames, and reappear in a different location
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Figure 1: A sample video frame of rat locomotion. A, b, c, d, and e show respectively the RGB image, hue channel from
HSV color space, the SLIC process on the frame using size 1500 SLIC, the markers segmentation results, and hue threshlding
markers segmentation results.

UTC time provided the pulse generator to not miss a single
frame. The capture time for each trial was 4 seconds pro-
viding 1000 frames. The frames were Bayer encoded and
we use a debayering function to convert them to RGB color
space frames [25].

We converted the frames from the RGB color space to
the HSV color space because it places all color information
in a single channel, as compared to the RGB or the LAB
colors spaces [12, 23].

2.2. Superpixel Segmentation

Superpixels contract and group uniform pixels in an im-
age and have been widely used in many computer vision
applications such as image segmentation [20, 28]. the out-
come is more natural and perceptually meaningful repre-
sentation of the input image compared to pixels. Differ-
ent approaches have been developed to generate superpix-

els: normalized cuts [34], mean shift algorithm [4], graph-
based method [8], Turbopixels [19], SLIC superpixels [1],
and optimization-based superpixels [40]. Simple linear iter-
ative clustering (SLIC) [1] generates superpixels relatively
faster than other methods.

SLIC speed performance depends on a number of super-
pixels and the size of an image. Considering the size of
image constant, the number of superpixels plays as the key
parameter. Having N superpixels divides the image to N
initial squares and associate the center of each square as the
cluster center. This center should not be on an edge of an
object; therefore, the center is transferred to the lowest gra-
dient position in a 3 ⇥ 3 neighborhood. Based on color in-
formation of each pixel with its nearest cluster centers, the
pixel would be associated with a cluster center. It means
that two coordinate components (x and y) depict the loca-
tion of the segment and three components (for example in

2

1
2

3
4 5

Figure 2.1:
A sample video frame of rat locomotion with five markers drawn on the
right side of an animal. (a) shows the original frame. (b), (c), (d), and (e)
illustrate the zoomed in region of interest (ROI; the red dashed rectangle)
from (a) with 1250, 2500, 5000, and 10000 superpixels. In figure a, the
asis, hip, knee, ankle, mtp joints are pointed by the yellow arrows and
numbers from one to five, respectively. The pink arrow illustrates an error
in drawing the markers which cause difficulties for tracking.
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with a different shape and size. With knowledge of the specific type of movement, it

may be possible to predict where markers will move through occlusions, and therefore

to track through these occurrences. This is one driver of our tracking methods, and

the use of 3D information to disambiguate markers.

To track the body segments or limbs of an animal, the available methods are more

limited, and the majority of studies are related to flies. A recent method was presented

to track the leg segment of Drosophila Uhlmann et al. (2017). The authors employed

active contours to track body and leg segments semi-automatically; however, the

capturing arena used a top-down camera that provided a single high-resolution view

of the animal. These situations cannot be applied to running rodents as the limbs

are under the body and the capturing is best carried out from side views.

Therefore, the tracking of some landmarks is an essential step for many studies.

2.3 Methods

2.3.1 Animals

All animal experiments were approved by the Temple University Institutional

Animal Care and Use Committee under Animal Care and Usage Protocol #4675

(Spence).

2.3.2 Camera and Treadmill Setup

Four side view cameras were used to capture video from a treadmill located in the

middle of the capturing area. The cameras were synchronized using an external pulse

generator providing a 250 HZ pulse train. In addition, the frames were time stamped

with UTC time on acquisition to handle any dropped frames. For this work, however,

no trials contained dropped frames. The capture time for each trial was 4 seconds

providing 1000 frames. The frames were Bayer encoded, and we use a debayering
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function (OpenCV) to convert them to RGB color space frames Maghsoudi et al.

(2016c).

We converted the frames from the RGB color space to the HSV color space because

it places all color information in a single channel, as compared to the RGB or the

LAB colors spaces Maghsoudi et al. (2018).

2.3.3 Segmentation

Superpixels contract and group uniform pixels in an image and have been widely

used in many computer vision applications such as image segmentation Li et al.

(2012), Mori et al. (2004). The outcome is more natural and perceptually meaningful

representation of the input image compared to pixels. Different approaches have

been developed to generate superpixels: normalized cuts Ren and Malik (2003), mean

shift algorithm Comaniciu and Meer (2002), graph-based method Felzenszwalb and

Huttenlocher (2004), Levinshtein et al. (2009), SLIC superpixels Achanta et al. (2012),

and optimization-based superpixels Veksler et al. (2010). SLIC Achanta et al. (2012)

generates superpixels relatively faster than other methods.

The speed performance of the method SLIC depends on numbers of superpixels

and the size of an image. The size of the image can be considered as a constant pa-

rameter; therefore, the number of superpixels is the critical parameter. N superpixels

divide the image into N initial squares, and the center of each square is associated as

the cluster center. This center should not be on the edge of an object; therefore, the

center is transferred to the lowest gradient position in a 3 × 3 neighborhood. Based

on color information of each pixel with its nearest cluster centers, the pixel would

be associated with a cluster center. It means that two coordinate components (x

and y) depict the location of the segment and three components (for example in the

RGB color space, R, G, and B) are derived from color channels. SLIC calculates a

distance (a Euclidean norm on 5D spaces) function, which is defined as follow, and
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Figure 2.2:
This figure shows how the images from two cameras and the DLT coeffi-
cients can be used to transfer 2D coordinates to 3D coordinates. N1 and
N2 are the projection point for cameras number 1 and 2, respectively. I1
and I2 are segments of a same obejct in image plane 1 and 2, respectively.
O is the 3D reconstructed object in X, Y , and Z coordinates system.

try to match the pixels based on this function.

Dc =
√

(Rj −Ri)2 + (Gj −Gi)2 + (Bj −Bi)2, (2.3-1)

Dp =
√
(xj − xi)2 + (yj − yi)2, (2.3-2)

D =

√
(
Dc

Nc

)2 + (
Dp

Np

)2. (2.3-3)

where Nc and Np are respectively maximum distances within a cluster used to nor-

malize the color and spatial proximity. SLIC calculates this function for the cluster

centers located in twice width of the initial square to minimize the calculation process.

The results of superpixel segmentation with four different SLIC superpixel num-

bers on a sample frame captured from a rat by five markers (showing anterior superior

iliac spine (asis), hip, knee, ankle, Metatarsophalangeal (MTP) joints) supposed to

be drawn on the body is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. Although, six markers were drawn

because of a human error in the drawing.
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This frame was intentionally selected to show that a high number of superpixels

can help us to segment the small markers and fix the human error for drawing the

markers. The human error, e.g., the pointed spot by the pink arrow in Fig. 3.1

(a), would not affect the segmentation process using the SLIC method. Because the

thresholding needs to be followed by morphological operations and/or a smoothing

function to have a connected blob. Therefore, two markers being relatively close to

each other can make one blob instead of two blobs Maghsoudi et al. (2017c) while the

SLIC method can merge the pixels without smoothing or with a low level of smooth-

ing. However, this human error can change the tracking, if the incorrectly marked

spot and the real marker are too close to each other (less than 10 pixels) because it

remains challenging to segment them even using the SLIC method. Fortunately, this

type of error is rare.

Finally, we examined how to select the correct superpixel number based on the

size of markers Maghsoudi et al. (2017c). If the size of marker is a known parameter,

then, the following equation can find the best superpixel number (NSLIC):

NSLIC =
2048× 700

NP
× 1

100× 100× 2
(2.3-4)

where NP is the number of pixels for that marker. 2048, 700, and 100 are the image

width, height, and sub-image window size, respectively.

2.3.4 The basis for 3D reconstruction and tracking

DLT has been proposed to calibrate cameras for generating 3D reconstruction from

the captured frames Hatze (1988), Přibyl et al. (2017). It has been used to create

3D model of objects in different applications, especially, in biology and biomechanics

fields Choo and Oxland (2003), Hedrick (2008), Hedrick et al. (2012), Song et al.

(2014), Theriault et al. (2014). Fig. 2.8 shows the concept of finding 3D coordinates

12



Figure 2.3:
The calibration objects used for extracting the DLT coefficients. The
calibration object had 25 balls located at different heights and locations
with known coordinates relative to one of the balls, the one located on a
corner with the lowest height.

based on 2D coordinates from two cameras.

To find 11 DLT coefficients, calibration of the cameras is needed. The camera

calibration should be done using an object having specific markers with known co-

ordinates in 3D. We used a custom-made Lego with 25 attached balls on top. This

Lego can be seen in Fig. 3.3.

By having the 3D coordinates, we needed a method to predict the position of

markers in a frame based on previous frames. KF for motion analysis uses some

observed measurements over time to estimate variables related to the motion. KF

has frequently been employed to predict the position of objects in different fields,

human tracking Ligorio and Sabatini (2015), mice tracking Spence et al. (2013), or

cardiovascular disease detection Bersvendsen et al. (2016). The KF model assumes

that a state of a system for frame number n evolves from the prior state at frame

number n-1 Kalman et al. (1960). We extended usual 2D KF to a 3D KF considering

three states and three measurements to update the coefficients of KF. It should be

noted that the KF was designed with a constant speed in our method.
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2.3.5 Features

Seven features were extracted from each superpixel to find an object having the

best match with the previously detected landmarks. These seven features can be

formalized as follow:

F1[i,m,n] = Mean(SSP[i,n]
)−Mean(SD[m,n−1]

)

F2[i,m,n] = Mean(SSP[i,n]
)−Mean(SD[m,1]

)

F3[i,m,n] = Mean(HSP[i,n]
)−Mean(HD[m,n−1]

)

F4[i,m,n] = Mean(HSP[i,n]
)−Mean(HD[m,1]

)

F5[i,m,n] = Mean(GSP[i,n]
)−Mean(GD[m,n−1]

)

F6[i,m,n] = Mean(GSP[i,n]
)−Mean(GD[m,1]

)

F7[i,m,n] = sqrt([Mean(USP[i,n]
)−Mean(UP[m,n]

)]2+

[Mean(VSP[i,n]
)−Mean(VP[m,n]

)]2) (2.3-5)

where i, m, and n are the superpixel number (for all superpixels in a sub-image), the

marker number (five markers), and the frame number (1000 frames in our studies for

each trial). SP[i,n], D[m,n], and P[m,n] are the superpixel number i for the frame n,

the detected landmark number m for frame number n, and the predicted position of

lanmark number m for frame number n. F1[i,m,n] to F7[i,m,n] are the seven features

corresponding to SP[i,n]. In addition, S, H, G, U , and V are the saturation channel

from the HSV color space, the hue channel from the HSV color space Maghsoudi et al.

(2018), the grayscale image, horizontal coordinate in the image planes, and vertical

coordinate in the image planes (shown in Fig. 2.8), respectively.

The reasons for selecting these features are as follows: F1 and F2 were extracted

from the saturation channel of the HSV color space showing how shiny the colors are.

It was an important parameter to keep selecting the best marker segment based on the
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previous tracked segments when a large marker (like the hip and asis markers in Fig.

3.1) should be tracked (a large marker generated a few superpixels). F3 and F4 are

extracted from the hue channel of HSV color space. The hue channel keeps the color

information from the red, green, and blue channels in one channel. We have shown

the importance of the hue channel in the segmentation and classification of different

parts of body Maghsoudi et al. (2018). Therefore, it could help to differentiate the

markers from background and rest of the body. F5 and F6 show the gray scale

intensity parameter. These two parameters could help us to emphasize the darkness

in a similar way with the saturation channel. However, the saturation shows the

shininess level of color while the grayscale intensity shows the darkness based on the

lightening condition during the capturing. When the markers are dark compared to

the body (or vice versa), this channel can help. F7 shows the coordinate parameter

which is calculated based on the previously tracked marker coordinates in the 2D

images.

2.3.6 Initial Tracker

The initial tracker was a simple step, but a necessary process, to initialize the

marker position for two consecutive frames. Two frames from each camera were

needed to initialize (for a first frame) or update (for a second frame) the KF co-

efficients. The captured frames from two cameras located on the same side were

processed at the same time to have the 3D reconstruction possibility using the DLT

coefficients.

The Initial tracker generated superpixels, by an initial value for the number of

superpixels, asking a user to zoom in for a better resolution and click on the five

landmarks for the first frame from cameras. Then, the maximum and minimum

amongst the five landmarks coordinates on an image plane were calculated. This

maximum value in each direction (U and V ) was added by 100, and the minimum
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value was deducted by 100 to make sure that the marker is not missed for the next

frame, this is called sub-image. This smaller sub-image was extracted to reduce the

required time for performing the SLIC superpixels method. Then, the features de-

scribed in section 2.6.5 was extracted and created the initial values needed in equation

5.2-8. Finally, the user was asked to click the markers for the second time while the

next frames were processed using the method described in section 2.6.7.

2.3.7 General Tracker

After the initial tracking, we subsequently focused on a 100 × 100 pixel region

of interest (ROI) given by the projection of 2D coordinates to the 3D coordinates

from the previous frame. The 3D KF, described in section 2.6.4, was used to predict

the 3D position of a marker for the current frame. Then, the reconstructed points

were mapped to 2D using DLT inverse. This mapped point has 2D coordinates of

[UP[m,n]
, VP[m,n]

] in an image plane for a marker number m and a frame number n. This

was used in equation 5.2-8 for calculation of F7[i,m,n]. This zoomed in the region for

each marker (five sub-images), a region of interest, is referred to as sub-image. The

processes happened on these sub-images. The size of the image was selected based

on the maximum displacement of the center of the body in rats (50 pixels).

By applying the SLIC method on each of these sub-images, the features described

in section 2.6.5 were extracted for all of the generated superpixels. One of the options

to classify these features was using a classifier like support vector machine or neural

network, as we presented a method for mice paw tracking using thresholding segmen-

tation and both classifiers Maghsoudi et al. (2015a). However, it should be reminded

that the markers might have different intensities and even colors which could limit

a classifier playing the role of a tracker. Also, classifiers needed to be trained by a

dataset captured with a constant speed which could make the tracker limited for that

speed.
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Algorithm 1 The presented algorithm. The initial tracking 2.6.6 is needed for the
first two frames. For the first frame, the KF is initialized (line 7) while after that it
needs updating (line 14). DLTI is DLT inverse. SPs, n, m, x, y, z, U , V , c1, and c2
are superpixels, frame number, marker number, x coordinate in 3D, y coordinate in
3D, z coordinate in 3D, u coordinate in 2D image, v coordinate in 2D image, camera
one, and camera two. D, H, G, and S are detected (tracked) 2D coordinates, average
of the hue values, average of the gray scale intensity, average of the saturation values
for a superpixel.

1: procedure Initial Tracking(Frame number 1)
2: procedure Generate SPs
3: procedure Manual Clicking
4: function Extract Features
5: D[m,1], HD[m,1]

, GD[m,1]
, SD[m,1]

6: (x, y, z)← DLT (D[m,2])
7: Initialize_KF (x, y, z)

8: procedure Initial Tracking(Frame number 2)
9: procedure Generate SPs

10: procedure Manual Clicking
11: function Extract Features
12: D[m,2], HD[m,2]

, GD[m,2]
, SD[m,2]

13: (x, y, z)← DLT (D[m,2])
14: Update_KF (x, y, z)

15: procedure General Tracking(Frame number n)
16: for Each Marker (m) do
17: (x, y, z)← Predict_KF (n− 1)
18: [(uc1 , vc1), (Uc2 , Vc2)]← DLTI(x, y, z)
19: procedure Sub-images(Based on coordinates from line 18)
20: procedure Generate SPs
21: for SPs do
22: function Extract Features
23: procedure Probabilistic Function
24: function Find SP with Max Score
25: D[m,n], HD[m,n]

, GD[m,n]
, SD[m,n]

26: function Update KF(D[m,n])
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Table 2.1:
Tracking results. The ”SLIC + 3D Tracking” is the method presented here
which is compared with three methods: ”SLIC + 2D Tracking” Maghsoudi
et al. (2017c), ”Thre + 2D Tracking” Maghsoudi et al. (2017c), and ”Man-
ual Tracking.” The ”SLIC” method has been presented in Achanta et al.
(2012). More details about thresholding can be found in Maghsoudi et al.
(2017c). There are eight small tables showing different conditions for eval-
uation of the methods. From top to bottom the tables show: the number
of frames and the total number of markers were used to evaluate the meth-
ods; the average time required for each technique to process one trial (1000
frames); the results for tracking of the markers drawn poorly or unclearly;
the tracking results when the markers were unclear or hidden since the
first frame; the tracking results while a marker was partially occluded; the
results when the markers were occluded entirely; The results when a per-
fect consequence of frames was processed. The total results considering all
mistakes and conditions excluding the missing start.

Method Manual Tracking Thre + 2D Tracking SLIC + 2D Tracking SLIC + 3D Tracking
Database Frames 1,000 4,000 4,000 24,000
Database Markers 5,000 20,000 20,000 120,000

Average Time per Trial 8, 700± 2300 108± 12 118± 14 149± 18

Bad Marker Frames - 800 800 13,500
Total Bad Markers - 800 800 13,500

Correct Tracked - 23 127 11,582
Percentage 100 2.88 15.87 85.79

Missing Start 100 400 400 2,200
Total Markers 500 2,000 2,000 11,000

Correct Tracked 500 35 59 1319
Percentage 100 1.75 2.95 11.99

Partitially Occluded 30 250 250 4,500
Total Markers 150 1,250 1,250 22,500

Correct Tracked 150 10 217 21,212
Percentage 100 0.8 17.36 94.28
Occlused 50 300 300 5,100

Total Markers 250 1,500 1,500 25,500
Correct Tracked 250 10 217 22,788

Percentage 100 0.67 14.47 89.36
Perfect Consecutive 450 1,300 1,300 8,100

Total Markers 2,250 6,500 6,500 40,500
Correct Tracked 2,250 6,377 6,494 40,496

Percentage 100 98.11 99.90 99.99
Total Frames 900 3,600 3,600 21,800
Total Markers 4,500 18,000 18,000 109,000

Correct Tracked 4,500 10,891 14,237 103,562
Percentage 100 60.50 79.09 95.01

Therefore, we developed a probabilistic function, to help us with tracking. First,

to normalize the features, we subtracted the min(Fk[∀i,m,n]) from each Fk[∀i,m,n]; then,

we divided the results by (max(Fk[∀i,m,n]) - min(Fk[∀i,m,n])) where k, max, min are the

feature number, maximum function, and minimum function, respectively. Therefore,
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the normalized feature (N) can be written as follow:

Nk[i,m,n] =
Fk[i,m,n] −min(Fk[∀i,m,n])

max(Fk[∀i,m,n])−min(Fk[∀i,m,n])
(2.3-6)

The normalized features are weighted based on the importance of features using

the following array:

W = [2, 1, 3, 1, 2, 1, 3] (2.3-7)

The weights were selected based on the importance of the seven features by having

a value between one to three. The difference of the hue value for the current frame

with the first frame value (the manually tracked frame in initialization step), F3, and

the difference of 2D coordinates in the image plane for the current frame with the

predicted 2D coordinates using the 3D KF, F4, got highest values as they carried

most valuable information about the color and coordinates, respectively. The next

level of importance for the weights, the weight of 2, was considered for the F1 and

F5 to help differentiate the markers from a background and also selecting the best

segment if there are more than one superpixel for the marker, as described in section

2.6.5. Finally, the rest of the features (F2, F4, and F6) help to update the changes in

the color values based on the previous step.

Therefore, each of Fk[∀i,m,n] should be multiplied by the corresponding W [k] for ∀k.

Then, the sum of the products was calculated, and the superpixel having the maxi-

mum number was considered as the marker for that frame. This can be formalized

as follow:

S[i,m,n] =
∑
∀k

(Nk[i,m,n] ×W [k]) (2.3-8)

D[m,n] = S[Ind(max(S[∀i,m,n])),m,n] (2.3-9)

where S[i,,m,n] is the sum of weighted features of the marker m calculated for the frame

n. Ind() finds the index of S[i,,m,n] which is equal by max(S[i,,m,n]). The process for
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5: The Matlab graphical user interface for cu↵ measurement. See section ??
for more details about the parameters and how it works.

where NP is the number of pixels for that marker. 2048, 700, and 100 are the image250

width, height, and sub-image window size, respectively. Equation 9 can provide251

an ideal number of superpixels for SLIC; however, we needed an estimation of252

the size as the SLIC can segment the objects with half up to twice of initial size.253

Therefore, we considered 10,000, 10,000, 7,000, 3,000, and 3,000 as a number of254

superpixels of a frame, NSLIC, for toe, ankle, knee, hip, and anterior superior255

iliac spine markers, respectively.256

The segmentation process using the SLIC superpixel method was examined in257

[28].258

As discussed in the introduction, manual tracking can be considered as the con-259

ventional method to track the markers for many applications in biomechanics. To260

compare how the proposed method can be helpful for biomechanics/neuroscience261

applications; we compare this method with manual tracking, thresholding for seg-262

Figure 2.4:
A comparison between the methods. Manual tracking, thresholding fol-
lowing by 2D tracking (Thres + 3D Tracking), SLIC following by 2D
tracking (SLIC + 2D Tracking), and the method presented (SLIC + 3D
Tracking) here are compared with each other. The average time to pro-
cess 1000 frames is illustrated in a. The accuracy of the methods for six
different conditions is graphed in b. These conditions are mentioned in
section 2.7.1. Further details can be seen in Table 2.2.

tracking is illustrated in Algorithm 2.
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2.4 Results

2.4.1 Performance of method

The method was examined using Python 2.7.12 platform with installed OpenCV

3.1.0-dev on a MacBook Pro 2.7 GHz Intel Core i5 with 8 GB RAM 1867 MHz DDR3.

Applying the SLIC method on generated sub-images to reduce the required time

for the superpixel process Achanta et al. (2012) was the segmentation process as

illustrated in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 3.1, the number of superpixels could play

an important role in how the SLIC method would be performed. An estimation of

the size of the marker is needed. Then, Equation .3 can provide an ideal number

of superpixels for the SLIC method. This equation is designed based on the fact

that the SLIC method can segment the objects within half to twice of a given initial

size. Therefore, we considered the numbers of superpixels in a frame (NSLIC) to

be 10,000, 10,000, 7,000, 3,000, and 3,000 for the markers drawn on asis, hip, knee,

ankle, and MTP joints, respectively. The segmentation performance using the SLIC

superpixel method was examined in Maghsoudi et al. (2017c), Maghsoudi et al. (2018).

As discussed, manual tracking can be considered as the conventional method to

track the markers for many applications in biomechanics. To compare how the pro-

posed method can help researchers in biomechanics or neuroscience fields; we com-

pared this method with manual tracking, thresholding for segmentation and 2D track-

ing, SLIC method for segmentation and 2D tracking Maghsoudi et al. (2017c), SLIC

method for segmentation and 3D tracking.

The method was examined with six Sprague-Dawley rats. Each rat had five

markers showing: mtp, ankle, knee, hip, and asis. We randomly selected two trials

from each rat, and each trial contained 1,000 frames. It created 12,000 from each of

the two cameras capturing the right side of the animal; the five markers were drawn

on the right side. Therefore, total 24,000 frames producing 120,000 markers consist
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Figure 2.5:
A sample frame of tracked markers. Left frames from top to bottom show
a captured frame from camera 3, tracked markers for the corresponding
frame from camera 3, a captured frame from camera 4, and tracked mark-
ers for the corresponding frame from camera 4. The right image shows
the 3D reconstruction of markers using the DLT coefficients.
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of this study database.

We evaluated the method for different conditions: 1) bad marker frames, the

marker was painted poorly causing difficulties in finding them; 2) missing start, a

trial starts with a set of markers barely being visualized, but the user initialized the

marker location by guessing the position; 3) partially occluded, the markers were

partially occluded by body or dirt on the plexy glass; 4) occluded, the markers were

occluded entirely; 5) perfect consecutive, a consequence of frames that the markers

were evident for the whole time; and, 6) total frames, the overall results were reported.

The results for all these conditions are separately illustrated in Table 2.2 and Fig.

3.5. In addition, Fig. 3.6 shows a 3D reconstructed frame from a rat while running

on the treadmill for a better temporal resolution. It should be noted that we did not

consider the required time to find the DLT coefficients.

2.4.2 Application for Neuroscience and SCI Studies

As discussed in the Introduction section, we used the extracted information from

the method to study the effect of SCI on the locomotion of rats. We had drawn

the same five markers on the body of a rat and captured the locomotion when the

animal was intact. Then, the animal was hemi-sectioned from T1-T3 sections of spinal

cord Bareyre et al. (2004). A week recovery time from the hemi-section surgery, the

locomotion was captured for the second time, referred to as SCI rat.

As shown in Fig. 3.7, two angles (ankle and knee angles) were used to analyze

the effect of SCI procedure on locomotion Varejão et al. (2003): 1) planar angle of

MTP-ankle-knee with the center point at the ankle, known as ankle joint angle, 2)

planar angle of ankle-knee-hip with the center point at the knee, referred as knee

joint angle.

Kinematics results for three rats before and after SCI were examined, and the

results are illustrated in Fig. 3.7. The rats were running at a constant speed of
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20 cm/sec on the treadmill. The strides were classified automatically based on the

3D reconstructed model of locomotion. A stride (One full cycle of paw motion) was

mapped to 200 bins where each bin shows 0.5 percent of a stride. The empty bins

were interpolated using the closest available bins values.

The ankle and knee angles are illustrated in Fig. 3.7 showing the average of angles

with solid lines and the standard division of the angles with the highlighted pattern

around the solid line. The results meet the presented criteria for this type of plot in

Varejão et al. (2003). Finally, the two angles before and after the injury from the

same animal can be differentiated using t-test Sasso et al. (2012). As shown in Fig.

3.7, both angles were significantly different between the normal and SCI rat for some

parts of stride. However, the parts were different from animals. It has been presented

in Chang et al. (2009) that animals should be separated from each other as each one

might have different kinematics even before the SCI.

2.5 Conclusions

The results shown in Fig. 3.5 demonstrated that the best method, as expected

for a gold standard, was manual tracking. However, this method is extremely time-

consuming for even a single trial. This shows the importance of using an (at least

semi-) automated method for marker tracking. In addition, manual tracking can

produce intra- and inter-observer tracking errors which were not studied here.

The 3D tracking showed its superiority compared with 2D tracking in all condi-

tions. However, the results show that if there would be a perfect sequence of frames,

the superpixel method using 2D tracking can work the same as 3D based tracking

method while it is slightly faster than 3D based tracking method. It should be re-

minded that the required time to calculate the DLT coefficients was not involved in

the time series plot. However, it is rare to find have perfect sequences of frames when

capturing from a freely moving animal.
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Fig. 6: The Matlab graphical user interface for cu↵ measurement. See section ??
for more details about the parameters and how it works.

that animals should be separated from each other as each one might have di↵erent350

kinematics even before the SCI.351

4 Discussion352

Here, we emphasize the significance of this study. The results shown in Fig. 4353

demonstrated that the best method, as expected, was using manual tracking; how-354

ever, it takes so much time to process one trail. It shows the importance of using355

an accurate method for marker tracking. In addition, the manual tracking involves356

intraobserver and interobserver tracking errors which were not studied here.357

The 3D tracking showed its superiority compared with 2D tracking methods358

in all conditions. However, the results show that if there would be a perfect con-359

sequence of frames, the superpixel method using 2D tracking can work the same360

as 3D based tracking method while it is slightly faster than 3D based tracking361

method. It should be reminded that the required time to calculate the DLT coef-362

ficients was not involved in the time plot in Table 1. However, it is hard to find363

the perfect consequence of frames when capturing from the animal.364

Figure 2.6:
Extracting kinematics information from one trial for neuroscience appli-
cations. The ankle joint angle for one trial of three rats is illustrated in
(a), (c), and (e); each graph demonstrates the results for one rat. The
x-axis shows the stride percentage where the strides were differentiated
based on the time touching the ground using 3D reconstruction informa-
tion. The knee joint angles for one trial of three rats are shown in (b),
(d), and (f); each graph demonstrates the results for one rat. The blue
and red graphs represent the results for the same animal before and after
spinal cord injury. The black horizontal line at the top (40 degrees) de-
notes significance for the given value of percent stride at P < 0.05; t-test,
N=number of strides mentioned in the legend for each condition while
one stride shows the required time for having one complete cycle of paw
movement.
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The presented method was more than 30% and slower the other two methods while

it was 20% and 50% more accurate than the thresholding following by 2D tracking

and the SLIC method with 2D tracking. The differences were more significant when

the hard conditions, like occlusion, happened. The reason for having this difference

is the advantages that 3D reconstruction provides for KF to predict the position of

the markers.

As the results are illustrated in Table 2.2, our presented method can be sensitive

to occlusion, especially, occlusion at the beginning. To resolve this issue, the future

works can take advantage of joints and bones lengths to establish a model of a paw

and fit the model to predict the position of the joints.

In addition, we presented the application of this method for investigating kine-

matic differences before and after a model SCI in three rats. It can be seen that

different rats showed different behaviors before and after injury. The animals were

visualized separately as is frequently done in small sample studies with considerable

inter-animal variability (e.g., in catsChang et al. (2009)). It is interesting that the

results were significantly different for all three rats (the black lines illustrated in Fig.

3.7) for more than half of the stride cycle. However, this difference was seen at

different parts of a stride cycle within the rats.

An important difficulty in computing joint angles concerns the knee joint. The

knee joint is located under the skin at an area where the skin moves significantly in

relation to the bones underneath. This discrepancy causes significant errors in the

calculated angles Bauman and Chang (2009). A popular method to solve this issue

was presented in Goslow Jr et al. (1973). The method used the anatomical distance

of ankle to knee joints and knee to hip joints to modify the results. This correction

brough our results as seen in Fig. 3.7 into agreement with the results presented in

Thota et al. (2001) and Varejão et al. (2003).

Future work lies in developing a 3D based tracker for a full markerless animal, to
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avoid handling and painting of markers on the body of the animal. The painting of a

marker requires anesthesia, following by bleaching and drawing markers of markers,

but may be worth carrying out as the markers may last for the remainder of the

study time of the animal (several weeks to months). This can be done using 3D

modeling of joint and skeleton model of the body, assigning a probabilistic joint

movement predictor position based on physical constraints Belagiannis et al. (2016),

and applying more sophisticated trackers Streit and Luginbuhl (1993); Oh et al. (2004).

Having a 3D model could provide an excellent setup to track difficult or occluded

markers based on other or more reliable marker data. Missing or incorrectly labeled

markers are likely to be more robustly tracked.

We will continue to develop the method as new data are acquired from ongoing SCI

studies, in order to determine the effectiveness of various interventions for enhancing

recovery from SCI Asboth et al. (2018).

We presented an algorithm to segment markers drawn on the body of rats using

the SLIC superpixel method, following by a 3D KF based tracker to predict the

position of markers in 3D domain, and then finally, to project the 3D coordinates

back onto the 2D image plane. Having the coordinates in the 2D image planes and

assigning a score to each of the superpixels based on the predicted coordinates, color,

and texture information of markers from previous frames provided us the ability to

use a probabilistic function to better label the markers.

The method was evaluated in 24 locomotion trials with five markers drawn on

the body of rats. We compared the method with available methods Maghsoudi et al.

(2017c) utilizing simple thresholding or superpixel method followed by 2D trackers.

The method achieved more than 95% accuracy for tracking of the markers. The

detailed information can be found in Table 2.2.

Finally, we compared the kinematics of three rats before and after a model SCI

(a T10 hemi-section). These animals were part of a separate, larger, ongoing study
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to understand mechanisms of enhanced recovery from SCI. The kinematics were sig-

nificantly different for each rat for more than 50% of stride cycle. This effect will be

comprehensively investigated in future studies.

Therefore, shaving fur and drawing markers is frequently the best available method

for tracking of specific landmarks Schubert et al. (2015).

Commercially available systems (Digigait Dorman et al. (2014); Gadalla et al.

(2014); Nori et al. (2015), Motorater Preisig et al. (2016), Noldus Catwalk Deumens

et al. (2007); Hamers et al. (2001); Huehnchen et al. (2013); Parvathy and Masocha

(2013)) are prohibitively expensive, and may only provide information about paws

during the stance phase which makes them limited for some studies. These systems

employ various methods (simple thresholding, cross-correlation, or template match-

ing) to answer the need for automated tracking. However, the difficulty of tracking

markers in general means that manual clicking is still the usual method to track

markers for many researchers Hedrick (2008). Therefore, there is a need for more

automated, robust methods for landmark tracking in movement research.

In both research and commercial systems, tracking mice has frequently relied on

shaving fur and then drawing markers on the skin for subsequent tracking from raw

video Maghsoudi et al. (2016c,0), or on the attachment of retroreflective markers, and

the use of optical motion capture systems Karakostas et al. (2014). Applying a marker

to make tracking easier is the conventional method in neuroscience and biomechan-

ics. However, these methods have the drawback of requiring anesthesia and multiple

handlings for the application of markers, and the problem of the animal removing

the attached markers. Both conditions would benefit from a more comprehensive

solution.

Tracking is a popular topic in image processing. The Kalman Filter (KF) Sonka

et al. (2014), global nearest neighbor standard filter Veenman et al. (2001), joint

probabilistic data association Rezatofighi et al. (2015), multiple hypotheses tracking
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Kim et al. (2015), Markov chain Monte Carlo data association Oh et al. (2004), and

probabilistic multiple-hypothesis tracking Streit and Luginbuhl (1993) are some of

the most common methods for multiple object tracking. However, the conditions

governing specific tracking problems (e.g., occlusions, marker transformations, etc.)

mean that it is important to develop new methods for important special use cases

where a large number researchers worldwide may benefit from new tracking algo-

rithms. Tracking the tips of the legs of moving animals, as addressed here, is one

such use case.

To track the body of animals, many methods have been developed. Most of these

methods have been used for behavioral studies Dankert et al. (2009); Deng et al.

(2013); Eyjolfsdottir et al. (2014). However, a multi-camera system was developed

to capture frames from flying insects in real-time Straw et al. (2011). There, an

extended KF and the nearest neighbor standard filter data association algorithm

were used to track multiple targets. Also, software has been presented that can

track animals using a signature or fingerprint form each animal Pérez-Escudero et al.

(2014). These methods use shape and color contrast features from the body of animals

to differentiate them. However, at present these methods do not provide a feasible

solution for tracking of moving landmarks on the body of an animal. This is because

the movement of animals next to each other (in a cage, a dish, or an arena) can cause

small occlusions or collisions of the animals for a few frames, but the shape, size, and

the location of animal remain almost constant and trackable. On the other hand,

the landmarks on the body of an animal (especially, ankle and knee) can disappear

entirely for several consecutive frames, and reappear in a different location with a

different shape and size. With knowledge of the specific type of movement, it may

be possible to predict where markers will move through occlusions, and therefore to

track through these occurrences. This is one driver of our tracking methods, and the

use of 3D information to disambiguate markers.
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Figure 1: A sample video frame of rat locomotion. A, b, c, d, and e show respectively the RGB image, hue channel from
HSV color space, the SLIC process on the frame using size 1500 SLIC, the markers segmentation results, and hue threshlding
markers segmentation results.

UTC time provided the pulse generator to not miss a single
frame. The capture time for each trial was 4 seconds pro-
viding 1000 frames. The frames were Bayer encoded and
we use a debayering function to convert them to RGB color
space frames [25].

We converted the frames from the RGB color space to
the HSV color space because it places all color information
in a single channel, as compared to the RGB or the LAB
colors spaces [12, 23].

2.2. Superpixel Segmentation

Superpixels contract and group uniform pixels in an im-
age and have been widely used in many computer vision
applications such as image segmentation [20, 28]. the out-
come is more natural and perceptually meaningful repre-
sentation of the input image compared to pixels. Differ-
ent approaches have been developed to generate superpix-

els: normalized cuts [34], mean shift algorithm [4], graph-
based method [8], Turbopixels [19], SLIC superpixels [1],
and optimization-based superpixels [40]. Simple linear iter-
ative clustering (SLIC) [1] generates superpixels relatively
faster than other methods.

SLIC speed performance depends on a number of super-
pixels and the size of an image. Considering the size of
image constant, the number of superpixels plays as the key
parameter. Having N superpixels divides the image to N
initial squares and associate the center of each square as the
cluster center. This center should not be on an edge of an
object; therefore, the center is transferred to the lowest gra-
dient position in a 3 ⇥ 3 neighborhood. Based on color in-
formation of each pixel with its nearest cluster centers, the
pixel would be associated with a cluster center. It means
that two coordinate components (x and y) depict the loca-
tion of the segment and three components (for example in

2

1
2

3
4 5

Figure 2.7:
A sample video frame of rat locomotion with five markers drawn on the
right side of an animal. (a) shows the original frame. (b), (c), (d), and (e)
illustrate the zoomed in region of interest (ROI; the red dashed rectangle)
from (a) with 1250, 2500, 5000, and 10000 superpixels. In figure a, the
asis, hip, knee, ankle, mtp joints are pointed by the yellow arrows and
numbers from one to five, respectively. The pink arrow illustrates an error
in drawing the markers which cause difficulties for tracking.
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To track the body segments or limbs of an animal, the available methods are more

limited, and the majority of studies are related to flies. A recent method was presented

to track the leg segment of Drosophila Uhlmann et al. (2017). The authors employed

active contours to track body and leg segments semi-automatically; however, the

capturing arena used a top-down camera that provided a single high-resolution view

of the animal. These situations cannot be applied to running rodents as the limbs

are under the body and the capturing is best carried out from side views.

Therefore, the tracking of some landmarks is an essential step for many studies.

2.6 Methods

2.6.1 Animals

All animal experiments were approved by the Temple University Institutional

Animal Care and Use Committee under Animal Care and Usage Protocol #4675

(Spence).

2.6.2 Camera and Treadmill Setup

Four side view cameras were used to capture video from a treadmill located in the

middle of the capturing area. The cameras were synchronized using an external pulse

generator providing a 250 HZ pulse train. In addition, the frames were time stamped

with UTC time on acquisition to handle any dropped frames. For this work, however,

no trials contained dropped frames. The capture time for each trial was 4 seconds

providing 1000 frames. The frames were Bayer encoded, and we use a debayering

function (OpenCV) to convert them to RGB color space frames Maghsoudi et al.

(2016c).

We converted the frames from the RGB color space to the HSV color space because

it places all color information in a single channel, as compared to the RGB or the
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Figure 2.8:
This figure shows how the images from two cameras and the DLT coeffi-
cients can be used to transfer 2D coordinates to 3D coordinates. N1 and
N2 are the projection point for cameras number 1 and 2, respectively. I1
and I2 are segments of a same obejct in image plane 1 and 2, respectively.
O is the 3D reconstructed object in X, Y , and Z coordinates system.

LAB colors spaces Maghsoudi et al. (2018).

2.6.3 Segmentation

Superpixels contract and group uniform pixels in an image and have been widely

used in many computer vision applications such as image segmentation Li et al.

(2012), Mori et al. (2004). The outcome is more natural and perceptually meaningful

representation of the input image compared to pixels. Different approaches have

been developed to generate superpixels: normalized cuts Ren and Malik (2003), mean

shift algorithm Comaniciu and Meer (2002), graph-based method Felzenszwalb and

Huttenlocher (2004), Levinshtein et al. (2009), SLIC superpixels Achanta et al. (2012),

and optimization-based superpixels Veksler et al. (2010). SLIC Achanta et al. (2012)

generates superpixels relatively faster than other methods.

The speed performance of the method SLIC depends on numbers of superpixels

and the size of an image. The size of the image can be considered as a constant pa-
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rameter; therefore, the number of superpixels is the critical parameter. N superpixels

divide the image into N initial squares, and the center of each square is associated as

the cluster center. This center should not be on the edge of an object; therefore, the

center is transferred to the lowest gradient position in a 3 × 3 neighborhood. Based

on color information of each pixel with its nearest cluster centers, the pixel would

be associated with a cluster center. It means that two coordinate components (x

and y) depict the location of the segment and three components (for example in the

RGB color space, R, G, and B) are derived from color channels. SLIC calculates a

distance (a Euclidean norm on 5D spaces) function, which is defined as follow, and

try to match the pixels based on this function.

Dc =
√

(Rj −Ri)2 + (Gj −Gi)2 + (Bj −Bi)2, (2.6-10)

Dp =
√
(xj − xi)2 + (yj − yi)2, (2.6-11)

D =

√
(
Dc

Nc

)2 + (
Dp

Np

)2. (2.6-12)

where Nc and Np are respectively maximum distances within a cluster used to nor-

malize the color and spatial proximity. SLIC calculates this function for the cluster

centers located in twice width of the initial square to minimize the calculation process.

The results of superpixel segmentation with four different SLIC superpixel num-

bers on a sample frame captured from a rat by five markers (showing anterior superior

iliac spine (asis), hip, knee, ankle, Metatarsophalangeal (MTP) joints) supposed to

be drawn on the body is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. Although, six markers were drawn

because of a human error in the drawing.

This frame was intentionally selected to show that a high number of superpixels

can help us to segment the small markers and fix the human error for drawing the

markers. The human error, e.g., the pointed spot by the pink arrow in Fig. 3.1
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(a), would not affect the segmentation process using the SLIC method. Because the

thresholding needs to be followed by morphological operations and/or a smoothing

function to have a connected blob. Therefore, two markers being relatively close to

each other can make one blob instead of two blobs Maghsoudi et al. (2017c) while the

SLIC method can merge the pixels without smoothing or with a low level of smooth-

ing. However, this human error can change the tracking, if the incorrectly marked

spot and the real marker are too close to each other (less than 10 pixels) because it

remains challenging to segment them even using the SLIC method. Fortunately, this

type of error is rare.

Finally, we examined how to select the correct superpixel number based on the

size of markers Maghsoudi et al. (2017c). If the size of marker is a known parameter,

then, the following equation can find the best superpixel number (NSLIC):

NSLIC =
2048× 700

NP
× 1

100× 100× 2
(2.6-13)

where NP is the number of pixels for that marker. 2048, 700, and 100 are the image

width, height, and sub-image window size, respectively.

2.6.4 The basis for 3D reconstruction and tracking

DLT has been proposed to calibrate cameras for generating 3D reconstruction from

the captured frames Hatze (1988), Přibyl et al. (2017). It has been used to create

3D model of objects in different applications, especially, in biology and biomechanics

fields Choo and Oxland (2003), Hedrick (2008), Hedrick et al. (2012), Song et al.

(2014), Theriault et al. (2014). Fig. 2.8 shows the concept of finding 3D coordinates

based on 2D coordinates from two cameras.

To find 11 DLT coefficients, calibration of the cameras is needed. The camera

calibration should be done using an object having specific markers with known co-
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Figure 2.9:
The calibration objects used for extracting the DLT coefficients. The
calibration object had 25 balls located at different heights and locations
with known coordinates relative to one of the balls, the one located on a
corner with the lowest height.

ordinates in 3D. We used a custom-made Lego with 25 attached balls on top. This

Lego can be seen in Fig. 3.3.

By having the 3D coordinates, we needed a method to predict the position of

markers in a frame based on previous frames. KF for motion analysis uses some

observed measurements over time to estimate variables related to the motion. KF

has frequently been employed to predict the position of objects in different fields,

human tracking Ligorio and Sabatini (2015), mice tracking Spence et al. (2013), or

cardiovascular disease detection Bersvendsen et al. (2016). The KF model assumes

that a state of a system for frame number n evolves from the prior state at frame

number n-1 Kalman et al. (1960). We extended usual 2D KF to a 3D KF considering

three states and three measurements to update the coefficients of KF. It should be

noted that the KF was designed with a constant speed in our method.

2.6.5 Features

Seven features were extracted from each superpixel to find an object having the

best match with the previously detected landmarks. These seven features can be
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formalized as follow:

F1[i,m,n] = Mean(SSP[i,n]
)−Mean(SD[m,n−1]

)

F2[i,m,n] = Mean(SSP[i,n]
)−Mean(SD[m,1]

)

F3[i,m,n] = Mean(HSP[i,n]
)−Mean(HD[m,n−1]

)

F4[i,m,n] = Mean(HSP[i,n]
)−Mean(HD[m,1]

)

F5[i,m,n] = Mean(GSP[i,n]
)−Mean(GD[m,n−1]

)

F6[i,m,n] = Mean(GSP[i,n]
)−Mean(GD[m,1]

)

F7[i,m,n] = sqrt([Mean(USP[i,n]
)−Mean(UP[m,n]

)]2+

[Mean(VSP[i,n]
)−Mean(VP[m,n]

)]2) (2.6-14)

where i, m, and n are the superpixel number (for all superpixels in a sub-image), the

marker number (five markers), and the frame number (1000 frames in our studies for

each trial). SP[i,n], D[m,n], and P[m,n] are the superpixel number i for the frame n,

the detected landmark number m for frame number n, and the predicted position of

lanmark number m for frame number n. F1[i,m,n] to F7[i,m,n] are the seven features

corresponding to SP[i,n]. In addition, S, H, G, U , and V are the saturation channel

from the HSV color space, the hue channel from the HSV color space Maghsoudi et al.

(2018), the grayscale image, horizontal coordinate in the image planes, and vertical

coordinate in the image planes (shown in Fig. 2.8), respectively.

The reasons for selecting these features are as follows: F1 and F2 were extracted

from the saturation channel of the HSV color space showing how shiny the colors are.

It was an important parameter to keep selecting the best marker segment based on the

previous tracked segments when a large marker (like the hip and asis markers in Fig.

3.1) should be tracked (a large marker generated a few superpixels). F3 and F4 are

extracted from the hue channel of HSV color space. The hue channel keeps the color

information from the red, green, and blue channels in one channel. We have shown
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the importance of the hue channel in the segmentation and classification of different

parts of body Maghsoudi et al. (2018). Therefore, it could help to differentiate the

markers from background and rest of the body. F5 and F6 show the gray scale

intensity parameter. These two parameters could help us to emphasize the darkness

in a similar way with the saturation channel. However, the saturation shows the

shininess level of color while the grayscale intensity shows the darkness based on the

lightening condition during the capturing. When the markers are dark compared to

the body (or vice versa), this channel can help. F7 shows the coordinate parameter

which is calculated based on the previously tracked marker coordinates in the 2D

images.

2.6.6 Initial Tracker

The initial tracker was a simple step, but a necessary process, to initialize the

marker position for two consecutive frames. Two frames from each camera were

needed to initialize (for a first frame) or update (for a second frame) the KF co-

efficients. The captured frames from two cameras located on the same side were

processed at the same time to have the 3D reconstruction possibility using the DLT

coefficients.

The Initial tracker generated superpixels, by an initial value for the number of

superpixels, asking a user to zoom in for a better resolution and click on the five

landmarks for the first frame from cameras. Then, the maximum and minimum

amongst the five landmarks coordinates on an image plane were calculated. This

maximum value in each direction (U and V ) was added by 100, and the minimum

value was deducted by 100 to make sure that the marker is not missed for the next

frame, this is called sub-image. This smaller sub-image was extracted to reduce the

required time for performing the SLIC superpixels method. Then, the features de-

scribed in section 2.6.5 was extracted and created the initial values needed in equation
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5.2-8. Finally, the user was asked to click the markers for the second time while the

next frames were processed using the method described in section 2.6.7.

2.6.7 General Tracker

After the initial tracking, we subsequently focused on a 100 × 100 pixel region

of interest (ROI) given by the projection of 2D coordinates to the 3D coordinates

from the previous frame. The 3D KF, described in section 2.6.4, was used to predict

the 3D position of a marker for the current frame. Then, the reconstructed points

were mapped to 2D using DLT inverse. This mapped point has 2D coordinates of

[UP[m,n]
, VP[m,n]

] in an image plane for a marker number m and a frame number n. This

was used in equation 5.2-8 for calculation of F7[i,m,n]. This zoomed in the region for

each marker (five sub-images), a region of interest, is referred to as sub-image. The

processes happened on these sub-images. The size of the image was selected based

on the maximum displacement of the center of the body in rats (50 pixels).

By applying the SLIC method on each of these sub-images, the features described

in section 2.6.5 were extracted for all of the generated superpixels. One of the options

to classify these features was using a classifier like support vector machine or neural

network, as we presented a method for mice paw tracking using thresholding segmen-

tation and both classifiers Maghsoudi et al. (2015a). However, it should be reminded

that the markers might have different intensities and even colors which could limit

a classifier playing the role of a tracker. Also, classifiers needed to be trained by a

dataset captured with a constant speed which could make the tracker limited for that

speed.

Therefore, we developed a probabilistic function, to help us with tracking. First,

to normalize the features, we subtracted the min(Fk[∀i,m,n]) from each Fk[∀i,m,n]; then,

we divided the results by (max(Fk[∀i,m,n]) - min(Fk[∀i,m,n])) where k, max, min are the

feature number, maximum function, and minimum function, respectively. Therefore,
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Algorithm 2 The presented algorithm. The initial tracking 2.6.6 is needed for the
first two frames. For the first frame, the KF is initialized (line 7) while after that it
needs updating (line 14). DLTI is DLT inverse. SPs, n, m, x, y, z, U , V , c1, and c2
are superpixels, frame number, marker number, x coordinate in 3D, y coordinate in
3D, z coordinate in 3D, u coordinate in 2D image, v coordinate in 2D image, camera
one, and camera two. D, H, G, and S are detected (tracked) 2D coordinates, average
of the hue values, average of the gray scale intensity, average of the saturation values
for a superpixel.

1: procedure Initial Tracking(Frame number 1)
2: procedure Generate SPs
3: procedure Manual Clicking
4: function Extract Features
5: D[m,1], HD[m,1]

, GD[m,1]
, SD[m,1]

6: (x, y, z)← DLT (D[m,2])
7: Initialize_KF (x, y, z)

8: procedure Initial Tracking(Frame number 2)
9: procedure Generate SPs

10: procedure Manual Clicking
11: function Extract Features
12: D[m,2], HD[m,2]

, GD[m,2]
, SD[m,2]

13: (x, y, z)← DLT (D[m,2])
14: Update_KF (x, y, z)

15: procedure General Tracking(Frame number n)
16: for Each Marker (m) do
17: (x, y, z)← Predict_KF (n− 1)
18: [(uc1 , vc1), (Uc2 , Vc2)]← DLTI(x, y, z)
19: procedure Sub-images(Based on coordinates from line 18)
20: procedure Generate SPs
21: for SPs do
22: function Extract Features
23: procedure Probabilistic Function
24: function Find SP with Max Score
25: D[m,n], HD[m,n]

, GD[m,n]
, SD[m,n]

26: function Update KF(D[m,n])
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Table 2.2:
Tracking results. The ”SLIC + 3D Tracking” is the method presented here
which is compared with three methods: ”SLIC + 2D Tracking” Maghsoudi
et al. (2017c), ”Thre + 2D Tracking” Maghsoudi et al. (2017c), and ”Man-
ual Tracking.” The ”SLIC” method has been presented in Achanta et al.
(2012). More details about thresholding can be found in Maghsoudi et al.
(2017c). There are eight small tables showing different conditions for eval-
uation of the methods. From top to bottom the tables show: the number
of frames and the total number of markers were used to evaluate the meth-
ods; the average time required for each technique to process one trial (1000
frames); the results for tracking of the markers drawn poorly or unclearly;
the tracking results when the markers were unclear or hidden since the
first frame; the tracking results while a marker was partially occluded; the
results when the markers were occluded entirely; The results when a per-
fect consequence of frames was processed. The total results considering all
mistakes and conditions excluding the missing start.

Method Manual Tracking Thre + 2D Tracking SLIC + 2D Tracking SLIC + 3D Tracking
Database Frames 1,000 4,000 4,000 24,000
Database Markers 5,000 20,000 20,000 120,000

Average Time per Trial 8, 700± 2300 108± 12 118± 14 149± 18

Bad Marker Frames - 800 800 13,500
Total Bad Markers - 800 800 13,500

Correct Tracked - 23 127 11,582
Percentage 100 2.88 15.87 85.79

Missing Start 100 400 400 2,200
Total Markers 500 2,000 2,000 11,000

Correct Tracked 500 35 59 1319
Percentage 100 1.75 2.95 11.99

Partitially Occluded 30 250 250 4,500
Total Markers 150 1,250 1,250 22,500

Correct Tracked 150 10 217 21,212
Percentage 100 0.8 17.36 94.28
Occlused 50 300 300 5,100

Total Markers 250 1,500 1,500 25,500
Correct Tracked 250 10 217 22,788

Percentage 100 0.67 14.47 89.36
Perfect Consecutive 450 1,300 1,300 8,100

Total Markers 2,250 6,500 6,500 40,500
Correct Tracked 2,250 6,377 6,494 40,496

Percentage 100 98.11 99.90 99.99
Total Frames 900 3,600 3,600 21,800
Total Markers 4,500 18,000 18,000 109,000

Correct Tracked 4,500 10,891 14,237 103,562
Percentage 100 60.50 79.09 95.01

the normalized feature (N) can be written as follow:

Nk[i,m,n] =
Fk[i,m,n] −min(Fk[∀i,m,n])

max(Fk[∀i,m,n])−min(Fk[∀i,m,n])
(2.6-15)
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The normalized features are weighted based on the importance of features using

the following array:

W = [2, 1, 3, 1, 2, 1, 3] (2.6-16)

The weights were selected based on the importance of the seven features by having

a value between one to three. The difference of the hue value for the current frame

with the first frame value (the manually tracked frame in initialization step), F3, and

the difference of 2D coordinates in the image plane for the current frame with the

predicted 2D coordinates using the 3D KF, F4, got highest values as they carried

most valuable information about the color and coordinates, respectively. The next

level of importance for the weights, the weight of 2, was considered for the F1 and

F5 to help differentiate the markers from a background and also selecting the best

segment if there are more than one superpixel for the marker, as described in section

2.6.5. Finally, the rest of the features (F2, F4, and F6) help to update the changes in

the color values based on the previous step.

Therefore, each of Fk[∀i,m,n] should be multiplied by the corresponding W [k] for ∀k.

Then, the sum of the products was calculated, and the superpixel having the maxi-

mum number was considered as the marker for that frame. This can be formalized

as follow:

S[i,m,n] =
∑
∀k

(Nk[i,m,n] ×W [k]) (2.6-17)

D[m,n] = S[Ind(max(S[∀i,m,n])),m,n] (2.6-18)

where S[i,,m,n] is the sum of weighted features of the marker m calculated for the frame

n. Ind() finds the index of S[i,,m,n] which is equal by max(S[i,,m,n]). The process for

tracking is illustrated in Algorithm 2.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5: The Matlab graphical user interface for cu↵ measurement. See section ??
for more details about the parameters and how it works.

where NP is the number of pixels for that marker. 2048, 700, and 100 are the image250

width, height, and sub-image window size, respectively. Equation 9 can provide251

an ideal number of superpixels for SLIC; however, we needed an estimation of252

the size as the SLIC can segment the objects with half up to twice of initial size.253

Therefore, we considered 10,000, 10,000, 7,000, 3,000, and 3,000 as a number of254

superpixels of a frame, NSLIC, for toe, ankle, knee, hip, and anterior superior255

iliac spine markers, respectively.256

The segmentation process using the SLIC superpixel method was examined in257

[28].258

As discussed in the introduction, manual tracking can be considered as the con-259

ventional method to track the markers for many applications in biomechanics. To260

compare how the proposed method can be helpful for biomechanics/neuroscience261

applications; we compare this method with manual tracking, thresholding for seg-262

Figure 2.10:
A comparison between the methods. Manual tracking, thresholding fol-
lowing by 2D tracking (Thres + 3D Tracking), SLIC following by 2D
tracking (SLIC + 2D Tracking), and the method presented (SLIC + 3D
Tracking) here are compared with each other. The average time to pro-
cess 1000 frames is illustrated in a. The accuracy of the methods for six
different conditions is graphed in b. These conditions are mentioned in
section 2.7.1. Further details can be seen in Table 2.2.
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2.7 Results

2.7.1 Performance of method

The method was examined using Python 2.7.12 platform with installed OpenCV

3.1.0-dev on a MacBook Pro 2.7 GHz Intel Core i5 with 8 GB RAM 1867 MHz DDR3.

Applying the SLIC method on generated sub-images to reduce the required time

for the superpixel process Achanta et al. (2012) was the segmentation process as

illustrated in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 3.1, the number of superpixels could play

an important role in how the SLIC method would be performed. An estimation of

the size of the marker is needed. Then, Equation .3 can provide an ideal number

of superpixels for the SLIC method. This equation is designed based on the fact

that the SLIC method can segment the objects within half to twice of a given initial

size. Therefore, we considered the numbers of superpixels in a frame (NSLIC) to

be 10,000, 10,000, 7,000, 3,000, and 3,000 for the markers drawn on asis, hip, knee,

ankle, and MTP joints, respectively. The segmentation performance using the SLIC

superpixel method was examined in Maghsoudi et al. (2017c), Maghsoudi et al. (2018).

As discussed, manual tracking can be considered as the conventional method to

track the markers for many applications in biomechanics. To compare how the pro-

posed method can help researchers in biomechanics or neuroscience fields; we com-

pared this method with manual tracking, thresholding for segmentation and 2D track-

ing, SLIC method for segmentation and 2D tracking Maghsoudi et al. (2017c), SLIC

method for segmentation and 3D tracking.

The method was examined with six Sprague-Dawley rats. Each rat had five

markers showing: mtp, ankle, knee, hip, and asis. We randomly selected two trials

from each rat, and each trial contained 1,000 frames. It created 12,000 from each of

the two cameras capturing the right side of the animal; the five markers were drawn

on the right side. Therefore, total 24,000 frames producing 120,000 markers consist
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Figure 2.11:
A sample frame of tracked markers. Left frames from top to bottom show
a captured frame from camera 3, tracked markers for the corresponding
frame from camera 3, a captured frame from camera 4, and tracked
markers for the corresponding frame from camera 4. The right image
shows the 3D reconstruction of markers using the DLT coefficients.
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of this study database.

We evaluated the method for different conditions: 1) bad marker frames, the

marker was painted poorly causing difficulties in finding them; 2) missing start, a

trial starts with a set of markers barely being visualized, but the user initialized the

marker location by guessing the position; 3) partially occluded, the markers were

partially occluded by body or dirt on the plexy glass; 4) occluded, the markers were

occluded entirely; 5) perfect consecutive, a consequence of frames that the markers

were evident for the whole time; and, 6) total frames, the overall results were reported.

The results for all these conditions are separately illustrated in Table 2.2 and Fig.

3.5. In addition, Fig. 3.6 shows a 3D reconstructed frame from a rat while running

on the treadmill for a better temporal resolution. It should be noted that we did not

consider the required time to find the DLT coefficients.

2.7.2 Application for Neuroscience and SCI Studies

As discussed in the Introduction section, we used the extracted information from

the method to study the effect of SCI on the locomotion of rats. We had drawn

the same five markers on the body of a rat and captured the locomotion when the

animal was intact. Then, the animal was hemi-sectioned from T1-T3 sections of spinal

cord Bareyre et al. (2004). A week recovery time from the hemi-section surgery, the

locomotion was captured for the second time, referred to as SCI rat.

As shown in Fig. 3.7, two angles (ankle and knee angles) were used to analyze

the effect of SCI procedure on locomotion Varejão et al. (2003): 1) planar angle of

MTP-ankle-knee with the center point at the ankle, known as ankle joint angle, 2)

planar angle of ankle-knee-hip with the center point at the knee, referred as knee

joint angle.

Kinematics results for three rats before and after SCI were examined, and the

results are illustrated in Fig. 3.7. The rats were running at a constant speed of
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20 cm/sec on the treadmill. The strides were classified automatically based on the

3D reconstructed model of locomotion. A stride (One full cycle of paw motion) was

mapped to 200 bins where each bin shows 0.5 percent of a stride. The empty bins

were interpolated using the closest available bins values.

The ankle and knee angles are illustrated in Fig. 3.7 showing the average of angles

with solid lines and the standard division of the angles with the highlighted pattern

around the solid line. The results meet the presented criteria for this type of plot in

Varejão et al. (2003). Finally, the two angles before and after the injury from the

same animal can be differentiated using t-test Sasso et al. (2012). As shown in Fig.

3.7, both angles were significantly different between the normal and SCI rat for some

parts of stride. However, the parts were different from animals. It has been presented

in Chang et al. (2009) that animals should be separated from each other as each one

might have different kinematics even before the SCI.

2.8 Conclusions

The results shown in Fig. 3.5 demonstrated that the best method, as expected

for a gold standard, was manual tracking. However, this method is extremely time-

consuming for even a single trial. This shows the importance of using an (at least

semi-) automated method for marker tracking. In addition, manual tracking can

produce intra- and inter-observer tracking errors which were not studied here.

The 3D tracking showed its superiority compared with 2D tracking in all condi-

tions. However, the results show that if there would be a perfect sequence of frames,

the superpixel method using 2D tracking can work the same as 3D based tracking

method while it is slightly faster than 3D based tracking method. It should be re-

minded that the required time to calculate the DLT coefficients was not involved in

the time series plot. However, it is rare to find have perfect sequences of frames when

capturing from a freely moving animal.
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Fig. 6: The Matlab graphical user interface for cu↵ measurement. See section ??
for more details about the parameters and how it works.

that animals should be separated from each other as each one might have di↵erent350

kinematics even before the SCI.351

4 Discussion352

Here, we emphasize the significance of this study. The results shown in Fig. 4353

demonstrated that the best method, as expected, was using manual tracking; how-354

ever, it takes so much time to process one trail. It shows the importance of using355

an accurate method for marker tracking. In addition, the manual tracking involves356

intraobserver and interobserver tracking errors which were not studied here.357

The 3D tracking showed its superiority compared with 2D tracking methods358

in all conditions. However, the results show that if there would be a perfect con-359

sequence of frames, the superpixel method using 2D tracking can work the same360

as 3D based tracking method while it is slightly faster than 3D based tracking361

method. It should be reminded that the required time to calculate the DLT coef-362

ficients was not involved in the time plot in Table 1. However, it is hard to find363

the perfect consequence of frames when capturing from the animal.364

Figure 2.12:
Extracting kinematics information from one trial for neuroscience appli-
cations. The ankle joint angle for one trial of three rats is illustrated in
(a), (c), and (e); each graph demonstrates the results for one rat. The
x-axis shows the stride percentage where the strides were differentiated
based on the time touching the ground using 3D reconstruction infor-
mation. The knee joint angles for one trial of three rats are shown in
(b), (d), and (f); each graph demonstrates the results for one rat. The
blue and red graphs represent the results for the same animal before and
after spinal cord injury. The black horizontal line at the top (40 degrees)
denotes significance for the given value of percent stride at P < 0.05;
t-test, N=number of strides mentioned in the legend for each condition
while one stride shows the required time for having one complete cycle
of paw movement.
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The presented method was more than 30% and slower the other two methods while

it was 20% and 50% more accurate than the thresholding following by 2D tracking

and the SLIC method with 2D tracking. The differences were more significant when

the hard conditions, like occlusion, happened. The reason for having this difference

is the advantages that 3D reconstruction provides for KF to predict the position of

the markers.

As the results are illustrated in Table 2.2, our presented method can be sensitive

to occlusion, especially, occlusion at the beginning. To resolve this issue, the future

works can take advantage of joints and bones lengths to establish a model of a paw

and fit the model to predict the position of the joints.

In addition, we presented the application of this method for investigating kine-

matic differences before and after a model SCI in three rats. It can be seen that

different rats showed different behaviors before and after injury. The animals were

visualized separately as is frequently done in small sample studies with considerable

inter-animal variability (e.g., in catsChang et al. (2009)). It is interesting that the

results were significantly different for all three rats (the black lines illustrated in Fig.

3.7) for more than half of the stride cycle. However, this difference was seen at

different parts of a stride cycle within the rats.

An important difficulty in computing joint angles concerns the knee joint. The

knee joint is located under the skin at an area where the skin moves significantly in

relation to the bones underneath. This discrepancy causes significant errors in the

calculated angles Bauman and Chang (2009). A popular method to solve this issue

was presented in Goslow Jr et al. (1973). The method used the anatomical distance

of ankle to knee joints and knee to hip joints to modify the results. This correction

brough our results as seen in Fig. 3.7 into agreement with the results presented in

Thota et al. (2001) and Varejão et al. (2003).

Future work lies in developing a 3D based tracker for a full markerless animal, to
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avoid handling and painting of markers on the body of the animal. The painting of a

marker requires anesthesia, following by bleaching and drawing markers of markers,

but may be worth carrying out as the markers may last for the remainder of the

study time of the animal (several weeks to months). This can be done using 3D

modeling of joint and skeleton model of the body, assigning a probabilistic joint

movement predictor position based on physical constraints Belagiannis et al. (2016),

and applying more sophisticated trackers Streit and Luginbuhl (1993); Oh et al. (2004).

Having a 3D model could provide an excellent setup to track difficult or occluded

markers based on other or more reliable marker data. Missing or incorrectly labeled

markers are likely to be more robustly tracked.

We will continue to develop the method as new data are acquired from ongoing SCI

studies, in order to determine the effectiveness of various interventions for enhancing

recovery from SCI Asboth et al. (2018).

We presented an algorithm to segment markers drawn on the body of rats using

the SLIC superpixel method, following by a 3D KF based tracker to predict the

position of markers in 3D domain, and then finally, to project the 3D coordinates

back onto the 2D image plane. Having the coordinates in the 2D image planes and

assigning a score to each of the superpixels based on the predicted coordinates, color,

and texture information of markers from previous frames provided us the ability to

use a probabilistic function to better label the markers.

The method was evaluated in 24 locomotion trials with five markers drawn on

the body of rats. We compared the method with available methods Maghsoudi et al.

(2017c) utilizing simple thresholding or superpixel method followed by 2D trackers.

The method achieved more than 95% accuracy for tracking of the markers. The

detailed information can be found in Table 2.2.

Finally, we compared the kinematics of three rats before and after a model SCI

(a T10 hemi-section). These animals were part of a separate, larger, ongoing study
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to understand mechanisms of enhanced recovery from SCI. The kinematics were sig-

nificantly different for each rat for more than 50% of stride cycle. This effect will be

comprehensively investigated in future studies.
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CHAPTER 3

TRACKING OF PAWS FOR RUNNING

RODENTS

NOTE: The first part of this chapter (section 3.2) was adapted from publica-

tion below: Omid Haji Maghsoudi, Annie Vahedipour, Benjamin Robertson, Andrew

Spence. “Application of superpixels to segment several landmarks in running rodents.”

Journal of Pattern Recognition and Image Analysis 28 (2018): 468-482.

The second part of this chapter (section 3.3) was adapted from currently under

review manuscript at journal: Omid Haji Maghsoudi, A. Vahedipour, B. Robertson,

A. Spence. “Python-based software for robust markerless tracking of rodent paws in

3D.” Journal of IEEE Access, July 2018.

3.1 Introduction

Tracking of tip of paw is useful for many studies in biology, biomechanics, and

robotics Wenger et al. (2016). some computerized methods (simple thresholding,

circular correlation, or template matching) have been proposed to answer this need

Xu et al. (2010); Crall et al. (2015). However, manual Boulland et al. (2013) or

semi-manual Hedrick (2008) clicking can be considered the usual method to track

some markers or features. In addition, it is often important to track the tips of

appendages, e.g., paws, feet, hands, because they often carry extensive information

relevant to a task Maus et al. (2015). But they are often prone to difficult and

periodic occlusions. Therefore, the need for a robust method to help neuroscientists
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and biologists have been felt. To track animal kinematics, studies are limited to a

few trials, because of low yield and a requirement for attaching or drawing markers.

For example, Karakostas et al. Karakostas et al. (2014) provide validation with two

mice, one trial per mouse. To attach or draw markers, current methods typically

require anesthetization of the animal. While the scale-invariant feature transform

(SIFT) has been successfully used for markerless tracking of the rat head Kyme et al.

(2014), in comparison with a paw, the range of motion was limited because the animal

was restrained during imaging. Fly tracking has been demonstrated, but required a

constant background and a limited range of motion Moore et al. (2014). In our setup,

which is very common in neuroscientific applications, the use of a treadmill causes

difficulties for the background subtraction process.

Two-dimensional tracking from a video can provide the required information to

examine gait. However, access to 3D information can improve our understanding of

locomotion including roll, pitch, and yaw Migliaccio et al. (2011); Maghsoudi et al.

(2017b). Indeed, foot position relative to the body has been found to explain a large

amount of the variation in kinematics from stride to stride Maus et al. (2015).

In general, tracking has been a recent favorite topic in image processing. Many

methods have been developed for different applications; cell migration tracking Pen-

jweini et al. (2017), human tracking Ma and Chan (2016), and tracking diseased tissue

across frames Haji-Maghsoudi et al. (2012), Mahdi et al. (2017). Tracking methods

typically need to be developed based on the specific problem at hand. Kalman filters

Sonka et al. (2014), global nearest neighbor standard filters Veenman et al. (2001),

joint probabilistic data association methods Rezatofighi et al. (2015), multiple hy-

potheses tracking Kim et al. (2015), Markov chain Monte Carlo data association

Oh et al. (2004), and probabilistic multiple-hypothesis tracking Streit and Luginbuhl

(1993) techniques are some of the most common methods presently used for multiple

object tracking. However, these methods cannot resolve many occlusions and colli-
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Figure 3.1:
A sample mouse frame in different color channels from different color
spaces. a, b, and c show respectively the RGB image, hue channel from
HSV color space, and the grayscale image. From top to bottom, the rows
respectively show the original frames, SLIC segmentation results by 500
segments, 1500 segments, and 4500 segments.

sions happening for the paws crossing each other or sudden changes in locomotion.

Therefore, the need for developing methods resolving this issue has been felt. Here,

we present such a method.

3.2 Segmentation of Markerless Landmarks

Here, we used the SLIC superpixel segmentation method Achanta et al. (2012)

for different parts of body. We categorized the segmentation to three sections: paw

segmentation; ear, nose, and tail segmentation; and skin (considered as body seg-

mentation class in this paper) segmentation. After applying SLIC segmentation, a

merging function was used to connect the neighbor superpixels. First, the center of

superpixels were found by the following equation:

CXSPi
=

ΣXSPi

Σi
, CYSPi

=
ΣYSPi

Σi
(3.2-1)
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Figure 3.2:
A sample rat frame in different color channels from different color spaces.
a, b, and c show respectively the RGB image, hue channel from HSV
color space, and the grayscale image. From top to bottom, the rows
respectively show the original frames, SLIC segmentation results by 500
segments, 1500 segments, and 4500 segments.

where X, Y, i, and C respectively show the horizontal coordinate, vertical coordinate,

superpixel number after segmentation (between 1 and N which N is superpixel size),

and center of a superpixel. Then, we calculated the average of image intensity from

the channel (hue or gray scale) or channels (average of three channels of R, G, and

B) by the following equation:

ICSPi
=

ΣISPi

Σi
(3.2-2)

where the variable I shows the average intensity for superpixels number i. Each

superpixel was connected to the neighboring superpixels which had the closest average

intensity expect the difference of this average was more than ten percent of image

intensity or five percent should not be more than ten percent of the maximum intensity

of image and ten percent of the median intensities in the connected region. This is

achieved by finding the all superpixels (SPi) having borders with a superpixel (SPj)
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4

FIG. 3: This graph shows the algorithm used to connect the segments to each other after superpixel segmentations.

IV. COLOR SPACES

The frames captured by cameras were in bayered raw
images. We first converted them to the RGB color space
using a debayering process [25]. The color information in
the RGB color space is shared between all three channels
of red, green, and blue.
The rodents’ body carries di↵erent color information
compared to the belt and the background in the frames.
Therefore, we intend to use di↵erent color spaces to find
the best color space for using superpixel segmentation.
We tried to use A and B channels from the LAB color
space showing Chroma information in image [32]; but,
the intensity values were almost too close and did not
provide enough distinctive information for SLIC segmen-
tation. We were, however, able to use this segmentation
approach on RGB, HSV, and gray scale images. Sample
images and segmentation can be seen in Figures 1 and 2
for mice and rats respectively.

V. SEGMENTATION

Here, we investigate the SLIC superpixel segmentation
method [1] for di↵erent parts of body. We categorize the
segmentation to three sections: paw segmentation; ear,
nose, and tail segmentation; and skin (considered as body
segmentation class in this paper) segmentation. After ap-
plying SLIC segmentation, a merging function was used
to connect the neighbor superpixels. First, the center of
superpixels were found by the following equation:

CXSPi
=

⌃XSPi

⌃i
, CYSPi

=
⌃YSPi

⌃i
(4)

where X, Y, i, and C respectively show the horizontal
coordinate, vertical coordinate, superpixel number after
segmentation (between 1 and N which N is superpixel
size), and center of a superpixel. Then, we calculated
the average of image intensity from the channel (hue or
gray scale) or channels (average of three channels of R,
G, and B) by the following equation:

ICSPi
=

⌃ISPi

⌃i
(5)

where I shows the average intensity for superpixels num-
ber i. Each superpixels was connected to the neighbor-
ing superpixels which had the closest average intensity
expect the di↵erence of this average was more than ten
percent of image intensity or five percent should not be
more than ten percent of the maximum intensity of image
and ten percent of the median intensities in the connected
region. This is achieved by finding the all superpixels
(SPi) having borders with a superpixel (SPj) as follow:

ASPj = {(8SPi) : SPi has border with SPj} (6)

where A is the set of superpixels considered as the neigh-
bors of superpixels number j. This leads to find the in-
tensity di↵erence using:

DSPk,SPj = {(|ICSPk
� ICSPj

|) : SPk 2 ASPj ,

|ICSPk
� ICSPj

| < 0.10 ⇤ ICSPj
\ |ICSPk

� ICSPj
| < M}

(7)
where D shows the di↵erence intensity, and M is five per-
cent of maximum intensity value (180 for hue channel
and 255 for red, green, blue, and gray scale). Finally, the
superpixels were connected to each other by the following

Figure 3.3:
This graph shows the algorithm used to connect the segments to each
other after superpixel segmentations.

as follow:

ASPj
= {(∀SPi) : SPi has border with SPj} (3.2-3)

where A is the set of superpixels considered as the neighbors of superpixels number

j. This led to find the intensity difference using:

DSPk,SPj = {(|ICSPk
− ICSPj

|) : SPk ∈ ASPj ,

|ICSPk
− ICSPj

| < 0.10 ∗ ICSPj
∩ |ICSPk

− ICSPj
| < M}

(3.2-4)

where D shows the difference intensity, and M is five percent of maximum intensity

value (180 for hue channel and 255 for red, green, blue, and grayscale). Finally, the

superpixels were connected to each other by the following equation:

LSPk
= {(j) : ∀j,DSPk,SPj

6= ∅}

G = {SPi; ∀i ∈ LSPk
}

(3.2-5)
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L and G respectively represent the indexes of all linked superpixels and the grouped

superpixels. The segmentation algorithm is simplified and illustrated in Figure 3.3.

Regarding the importance of paws for biomechanics studies and the size of body

compared with other landmarks, we reported the results based on the importance for

three manually classified merged regions: paw; skin (also referred as body); and ear,

nose, and tail.

3.2.1 Paw Segmentation

The location of a foot is frequently one the most interesting regions of body for

biology, biomechanics, and robotics; in our images, it can consist of 100 to 3500 pixels

depending on the front and hind limbs, the camera positioning, stride cycle, and the

mouse movement direction on treadmill. The shape has lots of changes especially on

swing phase of stride cycle. Having variable shape, size, and position makes the paw

segmentation difficult. There are, however, two features that can be used to segment

the paws: first, features derived from color and grayscale images, and second, texture

features which are unique for paws. Here, we use superpixels for segmentation that

mainly relies on the first feature. The segmentation using SLIC is shown in Figure

3.1 for mice and in Figure 3.2 for rats.

3.2.2 Ear, Nose, and Tail Segmentation

Ear, nose, and tail (considered as tail segmentation class) are three parts of body

that carry different color information than the skin. Despite lots of shapes, size, and

position variations for paws, the ear, nose, and base of the tail, however, are most

closely coupled to movements of the center of the body/center of mass. Although the

tail moves with more variation (especially in terms of position), the base of the tail

can be considered moving with the center of body, especially at high speeds.
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Figure 3.4:
A sample mouse frame in different color channels from different color
spaces. The RGB image, hue channel from the HSV color space, grayscale
image, and ground truth segmentation are illustrated respectively from
left to right. From top to bottom, each of three rows respectively shows
SLIC segmentation results by 500, 1500, and 4500 segments. The results
illustrate three groups: paw segmentation, tail segmentation, and body
segmentation.
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Figure 3.5:
A sample rat frame in different color channels from different color spaces.
The RGB image, hue channel from the HSV color space, grayscale image,
and ground truth segmentation are illustrated respectively from left to
right. From top to bottom, each of three rows respectively shows SLIC
segmentation results by 500, 1500, and 4500 segments. The results il-
lustrate three groups: paw segmentation, tail segmentation, and body
segmentation.
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3.2.3 Skin Segmentation for 3D Modeling

Subtracting the paws, nose, ear, and tail leaves the body in the frames. The idea

behind superpixels is to create meaningful ”superpixels” that are collections of pixels

with similar color information. The segmentation of skin as some meaningful pixels

(superpixels) is an important step towards creating a 3D model of a mouse body

using four views Maghsoudi et al. (2015a).

3.2.4 Features

Two sets of features were extracted from the superpixels: texture and color fea-

tures. The color features were the average of intensity for each of the superpixels and

from four color channels, grayscale, green, saturation, and hue. This provided four

features. The texture features were extracted by cropping the superpixel regions and

calculating the co-occurrence matrix Albregtsen et al. (2008) on four different angles

(0, 45, 90, and 145 degrees). Then, following six features were extracted for each of

the angles: contrast, dissimilarity, homogeneity, angular second moment, energy, and

correlation Albregtsen et al. (2008).

3.2.5 Tracker

After segmentation and merging of the superpixels using one of the alternate

methods, SLIC, Gb, and QS, we use a tracker algorithm that is based on position,

speed, size, and color information of the tracked region in the previous frame. A

user was asked to click on the correct landmark on the first frame. We subsequently

focused on an 80 × 80 pixel region of interest (ROI) given the user initialization in

the first frame, because frame-to-frame landmark movement was always within this

ROI, and considering only this ROI drastically reduces computation time. The size of

image was selected based on the maximum displacement of center of body in rats (30

pixels). Then, we designed a function, referred to as the ”tracker function,” to assign
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Figure 3.6:
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) plot and accuracy versus preci-
sion plot for mice. The left graphs show the ROC plots and the right
graphs illustrate the accuracy versus precision plots. The First, second,
and third row of graphs show respectively the results related to segmen-
tation of paws, body, and tail. Inside each of the graphs, the red, blue,
and green lines illustrate the results for RGB, hue, and grayscale images.
In addition, three points on each of the line by magenta, cyan, and black
colors show the results related to 500, 1500, and 4500 superpixels.
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Figure 3.7:
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) plot and accuracy versus preci-
sion plot for rats. The left graphs show the ROC plots and the right
charts illustrate the accuracy versus precision plots. The First, second,
and third row of graphs show respectively the results related to segmen-
tation of paws, body, and tail. Inside each of the graphs, the red, blue,
and green lines illustrate the results for RGB, hue, and grayscale images.
In addition, three points on each line by magenta, cyan, and black colors
show the results related to 500, 1500, and 4500 superpixels.
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a weight to each of the objects remaining after segmentation. This function found

the closest object to the previous tracked marker position, average of hue, size, and

following the same speed and direction of movement. The object with the maximum

value of this function was chosen as the tracked object in the current frame.

The tracker function can be simplified as follow:

W (k, f) =



closest object to T (f − 1)

W (k, f) = W (k, f) + 3

moving in same direction T (f − 1)

W (k, f) = W (k, f) + 2

minimum(abs(H(T (f − 1)−H(M(k, f))))

W (k, f) = W (k, f) + 2

minimum(abs(S(T (f − 1)− S(M(k, f))))

W (k, f) = W (k, f) + 1

minimum(abs(G(T (f − 1)−G(M(k, f))))

W (k, f) = W (k, f) + 1

(3.2-6)

T (f) = M(f, where W (k, f) = Maximum(W (k, f))) (3.2-7)

where W, T, and G are respectively the weighted function chosen based experiments,

the tracked marker for the current frame, and average of gray scale image. k and f

are respectively the superpixel number and the frame number.

3.2.6 Results

To evaluate the segmentation, we used the frames captured from five mice and

five rats. Two trials from each animal were selected just from the front right camera.

Each trial created 1000 frames, but to test the method for different animals and reduce

the manual burden of segmentation, we randomly selected 25 frames from each trial.
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The SLIC superpixels method was applied on three image
types (RGB, hue channel, and gray scale) and at three
di↵erent superpixels sizes: 500, 1500, and 4500. These
numbers were selected based on the size of paw in the
frames which can vary between 100 to 3500 pixels. The
image size is 2048 ⇥ 700 which creates 1,433,600 pixels.
SLIC method can generate superpixels that are twice or
half initially specified size. This means that by specifying
a superpixel size of 4500, we can have between 150 to 600
pixels in each of the superpixels (1, 433, 600/4500 ' 300).
Figure 1 and Figure 2 illustrate respectively how the
SLIC is applied on a mouse sample frame and a rat sam-
ple frame.
Then, the process described in Figure 3 was applied on
the segmented regions to connect them to each other and
create paws, nose, ear, tail, and skin. Figure 4 and Figure
5 show the segmented area using this method. To quan-
tify the segmentation method, we needed to compare
with a ground truth segmentation. The ground truth
segmentation was done by manual supervision using a
designed graphical interface in Matlab. This was then
compared to the segmented regions using SLIC segmen-
tation and our merging function. To do this comparison,
we used the following measures:

Sensitivity =
TP

TP + FN
,

Specificity =
TN

TN + FP
,

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
,

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
,

(11)

TP is the number of pixels were segmented by the method
and they are matching with the ground truth segmented
region. FP is the number of pixels were segmented by
the method and they are not matching with the ground
truth segmented region. TN is the number of pixels were
not segmented by the method and they should not be
part of segmentation. FN is the number of pixels were
not segmented by the method and they should be part
of segmentation. The results of SLIC superpixel method
following by the merging function are illustrated in Fig-
ures 6 and 7. Figure 8 shows the temporal segmentation
accuracy for 50 consecutive frames for SLIC method with
1500 superpixels.
QS [42] and Gb [11] methods were selected to compare
the SLIC with the common superpixel methods. The
methods were examined using python platform on a Mac-
Book pro 2.7 GHz Intel Core i5 with 8 GB 1867 MHz
DDR3. Figure 9 shows the results for sensitivity and the
average speed of these three methods to segment the su-
perpixels in a frame.
In addition, we used t-SNE to visualize a 2D represen-
tation of the extracted features mentioned in section VI.
The results are illustrated in Fig 10. Finding the best
features can help to design better trackers and this leads

FIG. 8: A sample video showing the segmeneted and tracked
paws by applying SLIC on the RGB image and having
1500 superpixels for 50 consecutive frames from four cameras
(MP4, 7.5 MB).

the goal needed in biomechanics and neuroscience stud-
ies. The t-SNE shows the automatic classification of the
three groups can be easier for mice compared to rats, es-
pecially in di↵erentiation between the body and the other
regions.
We presented a simple tracker in section VII to show how
the segmented regions can be used to design a tracker.
We have found that this tracker can be used to track any
of the objects but not paws. We evaluated the perfor-
mance of this tracker on 5 trials from mice each having
1000 frames to track the lowest part of the ear. Out
of 5000 frames, there was just 43 consecutive mistakes
which happened when mouse was turning the head in
one of the trials.

IX. DISCUSSION

We presented a method for segmentation of di↵erent
parts of rodents body running on treadmill. We catego-
rized the body parts to three classes: paw; ear, nose, and
tail; and skin. the SLIC superpixels method was used
for the segmentation and it was applied on three di↵er-
ent color images (RGB, hue, and gray scale) from three
di↵erent color spaces (RGB, HSV, and gray scale) with
three SLIC sizes (500, 1500, and 4500). After segmen-
tation, we calculated the average of intensity for each of

Figure 3.8:
A sample frame showing the segmeneted and tracked paws by applying
SLIC on the RGB image and having 1500 superpixels for 50 consecutive
frames from four cameras.

Therefore, 250 frames from five mice and 250 frames from five rats were established

as the database for this study.

The SLIC superpixels method was applied to three image types (RGB, hue chan-

nel, and grayscale) and at three different superpixels sizes: 500, 1500, and 4500.

These numbers were selected based on the size of paw in the frames which can vary

between 100 to 3500 pixels. The image size is 2048 × 700 which creates 1,433,600

pixels. SLIC method can generate superpixels that are twice or half initially specified

size. This means that by specifying a superpixel size of 4500, we can have between

150 to 600 pixels in each of the superpixels (1, 433, 600/4500 ' 300). Figure 3.1 and

Figure 3.2 illustrate respectively how the SLIC is applied to a mouse sample frame

and a rat sample frame.

Then, the process described in Figure 3.3 was applied to the segmented regions
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to connect them and create paws, nose, ear, tail, and skin. Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5

show the segmented area using this method. To quantify the segmentation method,

we needed to compare with a ground truth segmentation. The ground truth seg-

mentation was done by manual supervision using a designed graphical interface in

Matlab. This was then compared to the segmented regions using SLIC segmentation

and our merging function. To do this comparison, we used the following measures:

Sensitivity =
TP

TP + FN
,

Specificity =
TN

TN + FP
,

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
,

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
,

(3.2-8)

TP is the number of pixels were segmented by the method and they are matching

with the ground truth segmented region. FP is the number of pixels segmented by

the method, and they are not matching with the ground truth segmented region. TN

is the number of pixels not segmented by the method, and they should not be part

of segmentation. FN is the number of pixels not segmented by the method, and they

should be part of segmentation. The results of SLIC superpixel method following

by the merging function are illustrated in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. Figure 3.8 shows the

temporal segmentation accuracy for 50 consecutive frames for SLIC method with 1500

superpixels.

QS Vedaldi and Soatto (2008) and Gb Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher (2004) meth-

ods were selected to compare the SLIC with the common superpixel methods. The

methods were examined using python platform on a MacBook Pro 2.7 GHz Intel Core

i5 with 8 GB 1867 MHz DDR3. Figure 3.9 shows the results for sensitivity and the

average speed of these three methods to segment the superpixels in a frame.

In addition, we used t-SNE to visualize a 2D representation of the extracted
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features mentioned in section 3.2.4. The results are illustrated in Fig 3.10. Finding

the best features can help to design better trackers, and this leads the goal needed in

biomechanics and neuroscience studies. The t-SNE shows the automatic classification

of the three groups can be easier for mice compared to rats, especially in differentiation

between the body and the other regions.

We presented a simple tracker in section 3.2.5 to show how the segmented regions

can be used to design a tracker. We have found that this tracker can be used to track

any of the objects but not paws. We evaluated the performance of this tracker on

five trials from mice each having 1000 frames to track the lowest part of the ear. Out

of 5000 frames, there were just 43 consecutive mistakes which happened when mouse

was turning the head in one of the trials.

3.2.7 Conclusion

We presented a method for segmentation of different parts of rodents body running

on treadmill. We categorized the body parts into three classes: paw; ear, nose, and

tail; and skin. The SLIC superpixels method was used for the segmentation, and

it was applied on three different color images (RGB, hue, and grayscale) from three

different color spaces (RGB, HSV, and grayscale) with three SLIC sizes (500, 1500,

and 4500). After segmentation, we calculated the average of intensity for each of the

segments in the three images, and then, we connected superpixel segments if they

were neighbor and they had less than ten percent difference in average intensity. This

process is illustrated in Figure 3.3.

By increasing the SLIC size, the accuracy of segmentation increased, especially for

smaller objects; however, it costs the required time for the processes. This is shown

in Figures 3.1 and 3.2.

Among the three color spaces selected, RGB showed the best accuracy of seg-

mentation, although hue had almost the same results. This was more distinctive
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Figure 3.9:
The average time required to process the frames for the three superpixels
methods and comparison between these methods using the sensitivity
plot. The horizontal axis shows the methods. Left and right vertical
axis respectively demonstrate the sensitivity and time results. The black
graph shows the average time required to process the methods, and the
other three graphs show the sensitivity results to detect paw, body, and
tail classes. The RGB image with 1500 superpixels was used to compare
the results of the three methods.

especially for lower SLIC sizes, as can be seen in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. Therefore, the

best image format for using SLIC in our context is RGB.

As mentioned above, we used the function, illustrated in Figure 3.3, to connect the

segments. This function gave us the possibility to join the segments with a similar

range of average intensity values. We divided animals parts into three classes to

differentiate between these parts. Using this function, we created larger segments,

and finally, the segments consisting of three classes were automatically selected. The

results are shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5.

Having these larger segments allowed us to compare the segmentation sensitivity,

specificity, accuracy, and precision compared to the manually outlined for each frame.

The results are illustrated in Figure 3.6. The results indicated that the sensitivity and
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Figure 3.10:
The t-SNE graph. (a) and (c) show the scatter plots of three features
(green channel, hue channel, and saturation channel averages) extracted
from superpixels. (a) and (c) are respectively the results for 20 mice
frames and 20 rats frames. (b) and (d) show respectively the t-SNE plot
for 20 mice frames and 20 rats frames to demonstrates how the combina-
tion texture and color features can be used to classify the objects for the
future studies. The purple, red, yellow, and light blue are respectively
the background, body, three landmarks, and paws.
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precision of segmentation increased by having a larger number of superpixels. This

trend was seen for the specificity and accuracy; however, they had smaller changes

comparing to the other two measures because of the number of pixels indicating TN

was larger compared to the other three variables (TP, FP, and FN), especially for

mice. The changes for specificity and accuracy were more significant for rats because

of the animal size, as seen in Figure 3.7.

As shown in Figure 3.6, The best image to segment body in mice was the RGB

image while the best image for the segmentation of paw and tail was the hue channel.

This pattern was not seen for rats. The best image was always the hue channel from

the HSV color space, based on the reported results in Figure 3.7. In addition, to

segment the body of rats, the grayscale image showed the higher measures compared

to the RGB image; demonstrating that the fact that the white body of rats was easier

to distinguish from the background.

In conclusion, the SLIC supper pixel gave reliable results for the segmentation of

landmarks in rodents body running on the treadmill. RGB and HSV color spaces

achieved almost similar segmented regions, although RGB was slightly better in the

term of segmentation, especially for lower SLIC size numbers. This means that when

we had bigger superpixels, creating more meaningful superpixels, the RGB images

showed higher measures as can be seen in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. This was opposite

when it came to using color channels information for classifying the segmented region

using the average intensity. Hue carried more information by itself compared to the

average of R, G, and the grayscale. It gives us the idea to use RGB for segmentation

and use hue channel information for classification in future works.

The results of tail segmentation (Figures 3.6 and 3.7) showed a zig-zag behavior

in the ROC plots (especially the frames in the RGB color space) captured from both

rats and mice (more significant changes for mice). This might be because the tail

was small and narrow for some parts and differentiation of these small parts from
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FIG. 10: The t-SNE graph. (a) and (c) show the scatter plots of three features (green channel, hue channel, and saturation
channel averages) extracted from superpixels. (a) and (c) are respectively the results for 20 mice frames and 20 rats frames.
(b) and (d) show respectively the t-SNE plot for 20 mice frames and 20 rats frames to demonstrates how the combination
texture and color features can be used to classify the objects for the future studies. The purple, red, yellow, and light blue are
respectively the background, body, three landmarks, and paws.

However, it takes more time to have the regions seg-
mented and accuracy is lower comparing to SLIC.
For future directions, we will extract more texture, color,
and kinematics features, and then, classify and track
these regions using NN [22], SVM [25], or neuro fuzzy
logic. Achieving this goal will help us to track each of
the objects in the video, that subsequently will lead to
an accurate 3D reconstruction of these objects. 3D data
on animal movement will likely provide a wealth of infor-
mation for not just biomechanics but also neuroscience

FIG. 11: A sample frame showing how the Gb method can
segment the body and other regions without using the merg-
ing function. However, because of the relatively large image
size, it takes more than 50 seconds to give the outcome.

and broader biological investigations. Finally, we will try
to predic and edit the gait transitions [45].
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Figure 3.11:
A sample frame showing how the Gb method can segment the body and
other regions without using the merging function. However, because of
the relatively large image size, it takes more than 50 seconds to give the
outcome.

background was harder using the average of RGB channels or grayscale intensity. In

addition, the lateral part of tail showed different color information compared with

other parts (as shown Figure 3.1). As mentioned, there have been methods pro-

posed to segment the animal using simple thresholding, cross-correlation, or template

matching Hedrick (2008); Noldus et al. (2002,0). These methods can provide infor-

mation for behavioral experiments while tracking specific landmarks on the body is

needed for biomechanics. The proposed method using SLIC provides remarkably fast

and accurate segmentation leading to a promising tracking system as an example

presented here.

On the other hand, superpixel based methods have been used frequently for the

detection of a human hand and the gestures. The t-SNE was used to evaluate the

importance of features for superpixels for hand detection Li and Kitani (2013). This

was inspired us to extract features and evaluate how much they can provide infor-

mation to distinguish the regions from each other and background. The results are

illustrated in Figure 3.10.

Last but not least, although SLIC was equally good for segmentation and much

faster than the other algorithms. However, Gb can be used to segment the ear, paws,
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and body in a merged form by itself as seen in Figure 3.11. However, it takes more

time to have the regions segmented, and accuracy is lower comparing to SLIC.

For future directions, we will extract more texture, color, and kinematics features,

and then, classify and track these regions using NN Maghsoudi et al. (2014), SVM

Maghsoudi et al. (2016b), or neuro-fuzzy logic. Achieving this goal will help us to

track each of the objects in the video, that subsequently will lead to an accurate 3D

reconstruction of these objects. 3D data on animal movement will likely provide a

wealth of information for not just biomechanics but also neuroscience and broader

biological investigations. Finally, we will try to predict and edit the gait transitions

Wilshin et al. (2017).

For these reasons, we present a method for automated, markerless tracking of

rodent paws.

3.3 3D Tracking System for Paw

For clarity, we describe the tracking system in four parts: first, manual initial-

ization of paws positions for first frames of each camera (and if needed, for second

frames); second, the 3D reconstruction and how it was employed to aid in tracking;

third, a typical paw locomotion pattern; and finally, the automatic tracking system,

referred as the ”general tracker.”

The following terms should be clarified to simplify the descriptions: “hidden paw,”

“collision type I,” “collision type II,” and “collision type III.” The “hidden paw” is a

paw becoming obscured by the body. The collisions of a paw with paws on the other

side of the body is referred to as a “collision type I.” The collision of the front and

hind limbs on the same side is referred to as a “collision type II.” The “hidden paw”

typically happens for the front paws at the early stage of the swing phase of a stride.

This was similar for the “collision type II,” with a small difference: the “collision type

II” occurred before having a “hidden paw.” It should be noted that “collision type
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4: Gait Diagram. (a) shows the ideal walk gait diagram for
quadrupeds and (b) shows the ideal trot gait for quadrupeds. In each
of the graphs, blue and red bars are respectively the stride cycle part
that leg is in the stance phase (food on the ground) and the part that
leg is in the swing phase. FR, HR, FL, and HL are respectively front
right, hind right, front left, and hind left.

4 The Proposed Method to Track the Paws

The overall goal of the method is to correctly identify the paws that
are on the near side of the animal as front or hind and to provide
their 2D position in the video frame. There are multiple difficulties
in achieving this goal: 1) the front paw is frequently too small or
occluded by the underside of the body or the hind paw on the same
side; 2) each of the front and hind paws may interfere with the paws
on the other side paws (front with front and hind with hind), which
increases the segmented region size and changes the paw shape in
unpredicted ways, and 3) front and hind paws may get too close to
each other in a stride, resulting in a single object containing both
paws.

To solve these issues, we employed kinematic features of the
locomotion to remove objects that were not paws, and to assign an
identity (front or hind) to the objects. In the first step, we manu-
ally differentiated between the two paws and other objects. These
manually tracked and identified paws were used to train two sup-
port vector machines (SVM) [22]. The first SVM separated the paw
objects from any other objects that we had in a frame, and the second
SVM differentiated between the front and hind paws.

In addition to SVM, we trained a multilayer perceptron neu-
ral network (NN) using the same features [23]. Instead of having
two SVMs, just one NN was used to classify the objects into three
classes: front paw, hind paw, and others.

To have a consistent point of a paw, we used the lowest left point
of paw as the main characteristic of the paw for tracking, which we
refer to as the tip. We refer to each segmented object as a "segmented
paw", which we labeled SP; and for tracked paws, we refer to as
TP. The designation "tracked Paw" means that we believe we have
correctly identified it. The position of each object in a frame was thus
given coordinates (SP

x(i,j),SPy(i,j)) and (TP
x(i�1),TPy(i�1)).

The following features were extracted from the segmented and
tracked paws to train the SVMs and NN: 1) the velocity of the seg-
mented paw computed against the previous tracked paw location

(SP
x(i,j),SPy(i,j))-(TPx(i�1),TPy(i�1)), where i and j respec-

tively denote the current frame and segmented paw number j; 2) the
velocity of the tracked paw computed from frames i-1 and -2; 3) the
average of pixel intensity; and finally 4) the entropy the object [24].
Therefore, a six-element feature vector was used for classification
(with t the time of frame capture).
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>>>>>>>>>:

�
x(i,j) =

SP

x(i,j)�TP

x(i�1,j)

t(i,j)�t(i�1,j)

�
y(i,j) =

SP

y(i,j)�TP

y(i�1,j)

t(i,j)�t(i�1,j)

�
x(i�1) =

TP

x(i�1)�TP

x(i�2,j)

t(i�1)�t(i�2)

�
y(i�1) =

TP

y(i�1)�TP

y(i�2,j)

t(i�1)�t(i�2)
Entropy
Average
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This vector was used to train the both SVMs and the NN.
We call the output of the first SVM as Label 1 and the second

SVM as Label 2. As a wrong decision can change the further track-
ing decisions, we needed to have the best possible prediction and
caution to avoid errors. We kept all objects classified in the paw
group by the first SVM and then determined whether we had only
one front paw and only one hind paw as the output of classification
by the second SVM.

If classification produced only one front or hind paw, this was
taken as the new tracked paw. If multiple front or hind paws resulted,
the paw was identified based on a weighted mixture of the change in
paw position, the magnitude of paw velocity, and changes in the sign
of paw velocity; this is referred as probabilistic function presented in
section 6.

The trained NN classified the all the objects to three groups: front
paw, hind paw, and others. Like the SVM process, if we got just one
object in each class of front and hind paws, the object was consid-
ered as the correct labeled paw. Otherwise, the same probabilistic
function using a weighted mixture of the change in paw position, the
magnitude of paw velocity, and changes in the sign of paw veloc-
ity was applied to determine the best match for the paw among all
classified objects as front paw or hind paw.

At this point, have we differentiated the paws from other objects,
and in most cases have separated the front and hind paws from each
other (Figure 5).

Collisions with paws on the other side of the body referred as
collision type one, or between the front and hind limbs, referred as
collision type two, caused errors in labeling at this stage. There-
fore, we used the kinematic and spatial information to detect and
resolve paw identity in cases of collision. This collision resolution
algorithm, formalized in section 7, worked as follows. Mice typ-
ically used the trot gait on the treadmill and switched the gait to
bound, pace, and walking only occasionally; Figure 4 shows the gait
diagram of one stride. At the trot, the two paws on the same side of
the animal oscillate out of phase and come together at the mid-line of
the animal during each stride, when the fore-paw is at its posterior
extreme position and the hind-paw is at the anterior extreme posi-
tion. Therefore, the collision resolution algorithm worked by using
this prior knowledge of paw velocity and direction during collisions.

The collision of the front and hind paws on the same side of the
animal during trot disrupts classification of the paws due to the merg-
ing of the objects and a sudden increase in the size of an object.
During these collisions, both colliding paws are changing direc-
tion, providing kinematic information with which to discriminate
the paws. Interference with the paw on the other side of the animal
occurs when the paws are in mid-stance or mid-swing, and thus the
direction of paw movement remains constant during the collision,
providing differentiating information. Based on this, the collision
resolution algorithm performed two checks: first, checking for the
collision of the front and hind paws with each other, and second,
checking for the interference of the left and right side paws.

To resolve the first type of collision, we checked for paws hav-
ing the similar position but the front paw object exhibiting rapid
size increase, while the tracked paws indicated movement in oppo-
site directions with decreasing distance from each other. If these two
conditions were true, the collision occurred and we could wait for
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Figure 3.12:
Gait Diagram. (a) shows the typical walk gait diagram for quadrupeds
and (b) shows the ideal trot gait for quadrupeds, adopted from Smith
et al. (1998). In each of the graphs, blue and red bars are respectively
the stride cycle part that leg is in the stance phase (foot on the ground)
and the part that leg is in the swing phase. FR, HR, FL, and HL are
respectively front right, hind right, front left, and hind left.
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II” might happen more frequently as compared with the “hidden paw.” On the other

hand, “collision type I” happened while the one paw was in the stance phase and the

other one, on the other side, was in the swing phase. Finally, the “collision type III”

is like the “collision type I,” but it happens because of resolving the “collision type

II.” In other words, the detected paw, while resolving the “collision type II,” might

jump to the other side paws which cause similar condition as “collision type I,” and

it is referred to as “collision type III.”

3.3.1 Initialization

The major role of this simple step was to find the paws coordinates in the four 2D

camera frames and extract some features to aid in finding the best-matched segment

from amongst the paw segments for the subsequent frames. Therefore, the superpixels

were generated using the initial value for the number of superpixels, and the user was

asked to zoom in, using a rectangle zoom tool in the software, for a better resolution

and click on the paws (front and hind paws, respectively) for each camera. This

means that the initialization consists of one round of clicking on the paws. This step

has been described in Fig. 3.15. From this step, we extracted the following features:

initial red value (R0), initial hue value (H0), and initial green value (G0). These

three values would remain constant unless the user requests to modify the tracking.

These values are used to extract features for the next frame, see equation 3.3-10. In

that case, these values could be updated by new values for that frame.

Then, the paw coordinates in each direction (U and V ) were summed with a

number (“PawXWindowSize” in the U direction and “PawYWindowSize” in the V

direction, defined in section 3.4.2) to make sure that the paw was not missed in the

next frame. “PawXWindowSize” and “PawYWindowSize” were typically 70 and 40

pixels, respectively. The values of 70 pixels in the U direction and 40 pixels in the

V direction ensured that, at the chosen frame rate of 250Hz, the paws did not move
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Figure 3.13:
(A) shows a frame captured from a C57BL/6 mouse, demonstrating the
case where the paws had a ”collision type II.” The SLIC results with
5000, 10000, and 15000 superpixels for the marked red region in (a) are
illustrated in (b), (d), and (f), respectively. The image demonstrated
in (c) shows a ”collision type I” for the front paw. Note that a similar
collision can occur for the hind paw. The calibration object with 25
markers is seen in (e).
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beyond the window of detection in one frame. We analyzed a range of animal speeds

from 10cm/sec to 70cm/sec, and the maximum displacement of the paw for two

consecutive frames was 30 pixels in the U direction and 15 pixels in the V direction.

This value can be adjusted by the user, based on the setup; however, having higher

values would reduce the speed.

The initialization process can be repeated for the second frame of each camera,

or be bypassed. The second frame initialization is recommended if “collision type

I,” “collision type II,” or “hidden paw” are occurring at the start. However, the

tracker does not require the second frame initialization, and frequently tracks the

paw successfully without this. Any incorrect tracking can be corrected using the

software described in section 3.4.

3.3.2 3D Reconstruction and 3D Kalman Filter

We have previously developed 2D based tracking systems using a neural network

(the method has not been published) and support vector machine Maghsoudi et al.

(2016c). The main limitations for those systems were a loss of tracking due to “hidden

paw,” “collision type I,” and “collision type II” issues, that were difficult to overcome

using only 2D information. Also, the 2D nature of those tracking systems meant that

they were fragile to the animal moving diagonally across the belt, which resulted in

large numbers of hidden paws.

We realized that we could take advantage of 3D reconstruction to solve the “hidden

paw” and “collision type I” issues, as well as the change of direction, if we tracked

the paws in all four cameras. Therefore, we calibrated the treadmill volume with a

custom Lego calibration object, with markers at known coordinates. This calibration

object is shown in Fig. 3.13.

Then, direct linear transform (DLT) was used to map the 2D coordinates to 3D

in the calibrated volume Hatze (1988), Přibyl et al. (2017). DLT has been a popular
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Fig. 6: The Matlab graphical user interface for cuff measurement. See section ?? for more details about the parameters and
how it works.Figure 3.14:

Utilization of a spline function for tracking through collisions. The front
paw motion pattern in the U − V plane, the front paw motion pattern
in the U direction, the hind paw motion pattern in the U − V plane,
and the hind paw motion pattern in the U direction for four consecutive
strides are illustrated in (a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively. The plots
in the U − V plane are shifted to have approximately the same start
point. The predicted points for future frames when “collision type II”
occurs are shown in (e). Front and hind paw predicted locations based
on previously tracked points are illustrated in (f) and (g), respectively.
Each of these two plots contains the spline function (which was generated
from a previously studied mouse with a constant speed of 30 cm/sec and
averaged from ten strides) before fitting, after fitting of “frequency of
paw locomotion” and before applying time shift, and final spline function
helping the prediction of paws location when “collision type II” happens.
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method for 3D modeling of objects, in both biology and biomechanics fields Hedrick

(2008); Choo and Oxland (2003); Hedrick et al. (2012); Theriault et al. (2014); Song

et al. (2014). The projection from 3D domain to the 2D camera image planes (focal

planes) is demonstrated in Fig. 2.8. DLT method formalizes the following relation

between an object located in 3D with a corresponded object on an image plane of a

camera, e.g., camera 1:

U1 =
L1X + L2Y + L3Z + L4

L9X + L10Y + L11Z + 1
,

V 1 =
L5X + L6Y + L7Z + L8

L9X + L10Y + L11Z + 1
. (3.3-9)

Where U1 and V 1 are the coordinates in the focal image plane of camera 1. U2 and

V 2 for other cameras can be calculated based on calculated coefficients corresponding

to that camera. X, Y , and Z are the coordinates in the 3D domain, and L1 to L11

are eleven DLT coefficients being calculated by the calibration object Hedrick (2008).

Using equation 3.3-9, we can map the 2D coordinates from two cameras to 3D or

come back from the 3D coordinates to the 2D camera image planes, as shown in Fig.

3.18.

For the reasons described above, we used the 3D reconstructed coordinates to

predict the position of the paw for next frame based on the tracked markers for the

current frame. We employed a 3D Kalman filter, that can take observed measurements

over time and estimate variables related to the motion Kalman et al. (1960) to achieve

this goal. The Kalman filter model considers a state for a frame n evolving from the

prior state at frame n − 1 Brown et al. (1992). Where we had previously used a

2D Kalman filter, here we applied the Kalman filter to X, Y , Z directions (in 3D;

the coordinate system illustrated in Fig. 2.8). Therefore, we could predict the 3D

location of paws for the next frame using the coordinates from the initialization step

or the previously tracked paws.
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3.3.3 Computation of a Spline Template of Paw Kinematics for Collision

Resolution

By looking at tracked paw coordinates in a 2D camera image for just one stride,

it would shape like donuts. Animals, have to take the paw off from the ground, called

swing, and then step down, called stance. This pattern might have a longer or shorter

stance time, referred to as “frequency of paw locomotion,” or the paw goes higher in

the air “amplitude of paw locomotion.” The swing time depends on the morphology

and mechanical properties of paws. A typical walk and trot have been shown in Fig.

3.12. The “amplitude of paw locomotion” is more related to the size of the animal

and it remains roughly constant with the same animal size. On the other hand,

the “frequency of paw locomotion” can vary from one stride to another stride. This

pattern is shown in Fig. 3.14. It should be mentioned that the front and hind paws

have different splines, but the other side limbs (either the front or hind paws) having

the same spline functions.

We tracked ten strides from an animal with constant a speed, 30 cm/sec, and

calculated the average. We fitted a spline function using Scipy to this pattern for

each paw. This spline was used in the “general tracker” step to help to resolve the

“collision type II.”

3.3.4 General Tracker

We subsequently focused on a 140 × 80 pixel region of interest, given by the 2D

projection of the 3D coordinate predicted by a 3D Kalman filter (see section 3.3.2 for

more details). This point has 2D coordinates of [UP[m,n]
, VP[m,n]

] in an image plane for

the paw number m and frame number n. We refer to this zoomed region as the “sub-

image.” The “sub-image” center was determined by the 3D Kalman filter prediction.

Then, we generated the superpixels for the “sub-images” and extracted eight color
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Frame 1 Superpixel
s 

User selecting paws Features 

CD[m,1], HD[m,1], GD[m,1], RD[m,1] 

Frame 2 Sub-image User selecting paws 

Features CD[m,2], HD[m,2], GD[m,2], RD[m,2] 

Superpixel
s 

Initialize 3D Kalman filter 

Predict 3D position 

CD[m,1], CD[m,2] 

(UP[m, n], VP[m, n]) 

Update filter 

Frame n Sub-image 
 

Superpixel
s 

Probabilistic function 

Features 

CD[m, n], HD[m, n], GD[m, n], RD[m, n] 

n = n + 1 

8 Features (Fk[i,m,n]) 

Paw 

DLT inverse 
 

Collision type II 

Collision type II (if n > "Start_Frame_Collision") 
& (if Diff < Collision_Threshold) 

Paw NO 

Paw 

YES 

Consider last "Start_Frame_Collision" frames as a signal 

Spline function Optimization Adjust frequency and phase 

Three best superpixels 

Three best superpixels 

Figure 3.15:
The algorithm. First two frames, the second is optional, are tracked by
the initialization step described in section 3.3.1. From each from, four
values are passed to the next frame to update the Kalman filter and find
the best matching superpixel using the probabilistic function. These
four values are coordinates from the frame n (CD[m,n]), hue value of the
paw (HD[m,n]), green value of the paw (RD[m,n]), and red value of the
paw (RD[m,n]). “Collision type II” process is described at the lowest part
of the chart. If the condition is met, the last “Start_Frame_Collision”
frames create a signal. The spline function is fitted by the signal, and
“frequency of paw locomotion” and time shift (phase) are calculated.
The best superpixels among the “three best superpixels” is found. The
process to avoid the “collision type III” is not illustrated here.
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and location features as follow:

F1[i,m,n] = Mean(GSP[i,n]
)−Mean(GD[m,0]

)

F2[i,m,n] = Mean(GSP[i,n]
)−Mean(GD[m,n−1]

)

F3[i,m,n] = Mean(HSP[i,n]
)−Mean(HD[m,0]

)

F4[i,m,n] = Mean(HSP[i,n]
)−Mean(HD[m,n−1]

)

F5[i,m,n] = Mean(RSP[i,n]
)−Mean(RD[m,0]

)

F6[i,m,n] = Mean(RSP[i,n]
)−Mean(RD[m,n−1]

)

F7[i,m,n] = sqrt([Mean(USP[i,n]
)− UW[m,n]

]2+

[Mean(VSP[i,n]
)− VW[m,n]

]2)

F8[i,m,n] = sqrt([Mean(USP[i,n]
)−Mean(UP[m,n]

)]2+

[Mean(VSP[i,n]
)−Mean(VP[m,n]

)]2)

(3.3-10)

where i, m, and n are the superpixel number (for all superpixels in a sub-image), the

paw number (four cameras and two paws for each camera), and the frame number

(1000 frames in our studies for each trial). SP[i,n], D[m,n], and P[m,n] are the superpixel

number i for the frame n, the detected paw number m for frame number n, and the

predicted position of paw number m for frame number n. F1[i,m,n] to F7[i,m,n] are the

seven features corresponding to SP[i,n]. In addition, R, H, G, and W are red channel

from the RGB color space HajiMaghsoudi et al. (2012), hue channel from the HSV

color space Maghsoudi et al. (2016a), green channel from the RGB color space, and

the center of a “sub-image”, respectively.

Eight features were normalized (Nk[i,m,n] where k shows the feature number be-
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tween one to eight) as follow:

Nk[i,m,n] =
Fk[i,m,n] −min(Fk[∀i,m,n])

max(Fk[∀i,m,n])−min(Fk[∀i,m,n])
(3.3-11)

The normalized features were weighted based on the importance of features using the

following arrays:

Weights_F = [2, 0, 4, 2, 2, 0, 1, 4]

Weights_H = [2, 0, 4, 1, 2, 0, 2, 4]

(3.3-12)

where Weights_F and Weights_H are the weights to calculate a score for the front

and hind paws segments, respectively. These weights make a probabilistic function.

The reason for the selection of these weights is discussed in section 3.5.3. The sum

of the weighted features was calculated, and a superpixel with maximum value was

selected as the paw, referred to as “best superpixel.” However, three superpixels with

maximum values, referred to as “three best superpixels,” were stored for further

possible required processes (resolving the collisions). Therefore, we had the most

likely superpixel showing the paw and stored other two possible candidates for the

paw.

Through experimentation, we found that the “best superpixel” was accurate

enough to track the paw if a “collision type II” did not happen. But, this issue

happened in almost every stride, and an error in the tracking of the paws for a single

frame could lead to missed tracking for all subsequent frames. To solve this issue, we

developed a method to fit the tracked paw coordinates to a calculated spline from a

paw motion template pattern, as described in section 3.3.3.

We fitted the “frequency of paw locomotion” and the time shift between the spline

function and previously tracked paw coordinates. A cost function was defined to
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find the maximum value of circular correlation between these two signals by varying

the “frequency of paw locomotion” and the time shift as shown in Fig. 3.14. The

maximum value of circular correlation can be formalized as follow:

Max
∀f

(
∑
∀T

TP (T − t)× SF (t, f)) (3.3-13)

where TP and SF are the previously tracked U coordinates for a paw and spline

function for the paw, respectively. The terms t and f shows the time points (frame

numbers) and the “frequency of paw locomotion,” respectively. T covers the whole

range of t. It should be noted that we fitted the U coordinates, not V . The reason

was that the V coordinates were noisier, causing poor fits. Therefore, we used the

frequency and time shift from the U movement to adjust the related spline function

in the V direction for the prediction, as shown in Fig. 3.14.

The calculated “frequency of paw locomotion” and the time shift for achieving

a maximum value for matching of the two signals were used to make a new spline

function, referred as the “predicted spline function.” This “predicted spline function”

helped to predict the location of paws on the same side when “collision type II”

happened. It means that the paws were closer than a threshold to each other, called

“collision type II threshold.” This function is illustrated in Fig. 3.15.

However, while the “predicted spline function” fixed the issue of “collision type

II;” it could cause a new problem: a possible jump from the same side front paw

(happening for the front paw, not the hind paw) to the other side front paw. As

described at the beginning of section 3.3, this makes “collision type III.” This issue

was solved using the fact that the front paw after having the “collision type II” should

go forward while the front paw on the other side should move toward the back. By

tracking the paws for all four cameras at the same time, we could use the information

from the other side to find the direction of paw movement for both sides. In addition,
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3D reconstruction aided in finding “collision type III,” because the jump from the

correct front paw to other side paw was caused a significant 3D reconstruction error.

This error was used to make sure the front paw tracked correctly. The “collision type

III” could be detected after having the paws tracked based on the “best superpixel.”

To correct this mistake in tracking, we found the best superpixel having the same

motion direction and being closest in 3D amongst the “three best superpixels.” The

algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.15.

3.4 Software

The advantages of using Python, which is not limited to clear syntax, useful

built-in objects, ease of extension, and so many packages developed for scientific ap-

plications, compared to the other programming languages were discussed in Oliphant

(2007). In addition, Python for image processing has shown superiority compared

to the java Nketia et al. (2017) because of a very rich set of image analysis tools

including OpenCV Bradski and Kaehler (2008) and the scikit-image libraries Van der

Walt (2014). Therefore, we used it for developing the software.

In this section, the required packages for using the software are discussed while

the software can be downloaded on GitHub Repository. The graphical user interface

of software has been shown in Fig. 4.1.

3.4.1 Required Packages and Software Engineering

Python 3.6.5 was used to develop the open source software. The following pack-

ages were needed to be installed for using the software:

OpenCV 3.4.1, Numpy 1.14.5, Matplotlib 2.2.2, Pandas 0.23.1, Scipy 1.1.0, guidata

1.6.1, termcolor 1.1.0, and scikit-image 0.14.0.

From Scipy package, “minimize” function was used to fit the splines with the pre-

viously tracked paws location to predict the paw location for the next frames when
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“collision type II” happens. In addition, a low pass filter to smooth the previously

tracked coordinates (before doing the fitting process) was performed using “signal”

toolbox in Scipy. Many functions from OpenCV were used, including, color trans-

form, Kalman filter, and drawing circle on an image for demonstration of results.

SLIC method was performed using the scikit-image package, and Pandas was used

to save the results in a “csv” format or to load the saved results.

The code was developed in an object-oriented programming method Smith (2011)

to easily track the functions and their outputs. This can help programmers to develop

and extend our work. In addition, we considered the main code, “GUI_Tracker.py,”

calling four modules (codes): 1) “CSV_RW.py” to read and write the results, 2)

“Global_Var.py” to pass all required global variables between the modules and the

main code, 3) “Keyboard_Fun.py” to interact with a user through keyboard; in

addition, the SLIC is performed using this module, and 4) “Kalman_DLT.py” to

apply 3D reconstruction functions or 3D Kalman filter.

In addition, we have considered a system for editing mistakes. If any mistake

would be seen in the tracked coordinate, the user can request to edit them using

some keyboard shortcuts. However, it should be noted that the system would not

stop tracking unless the user asks for a demonstration or edition. The proper imple-

mentation and integration of resolving the mistakes with the tracker was difficult due

to a need for resetting many parameters (e.g., features, coordinates, Kalman predic-

tor system, 3D coordinates, and ...) based on a request for visualizing (with ability

to go back and fore in the frames), editing the tracked coordinates (with ability to

go back and fore in the frames), tracking of the paws, or saving the results by a user.

We employed some keyboard shortcuts to get commands from a user in which the

details can be found on GitHub Repository.
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Figure 3.16:
The Python GUI. Five major parameters classes are illustrated in the
GUI: general, collision, sub-image, visualization, and probabilistic pa-
rameters. The general parameters contain the camera one path which
the other paths would be found based on this by just replacing the cam-
era number. The collision parameters show the two major parameters
to resolve the collision issue. The sub-image parameters easily help the
user to set the paw region that segmentation would be done. The vi-
sualization parameters can be adjusted based on the user need. The
probabilistic parameters are the two weight factors being used in equa-
tion 3.3-12. Therefore, the user can adjust the parameters based on the
setup and animal. Last but not least, if a parameter would be set out
of the acceptable boundary, like Demonstrating_Flag, the system will
highlight it.
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3.4.2 Software Key Parameters

The important parameters needed to be set for the software are listed as follow:

• NumSLIC : The number of segments for the SLIC method. In this paper, we

refer it as number of superpixels. Higher number generates more superpixels,

but it increases the required processing time. Default = 15000.

• Collision_Threshold: If the paws on the same side have less than this number

“collision type II” might happen, it is referred to as ”collision type II threshold.”

Default = 60.

• Start_Frame_Collision: This number shows the minimum frame number that

“collision type II” is checked. The reason is the signal shape with just a few

points can be noisy and causing mistracking. Default = 20

• PawXWindowSize: The number of pixels in the U direction that “sub-image”

is extended from its center to both sides for faster tracking. Default = 70.

• PawYWindowSize: The number of pixels in the V direction that “sub-image”

is extended from its center to both sides for a faster tracking. Default = 40.

• Weights_F : This is the weight vector for the front paw defined in section 3.3.4.

Default = [2, 0, 4, 2, 2, 0, 1, 4].

• Weights_H : This is the weight vector for the hind paw defined in section 3.3.4.

Default = [2, 0, 4, 1, 2, 0, 2, 4].

All these parameters might need to be varied based on the size of the animal and

the resolution of the image, expect the “weights vector.” “Weights Vector” might need

to be varying based on setup if the background color is not green or the animal has

different color features.
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Figure 3.17:
The error plots. Panels (a), (b), and (c) show a comparison between our
proposed algorithm with four other methods for the dataset (4 cameras
×2 trials each animal × 5 mice = 40 trials). These four methods are
SLIC with 2D Kalman filter, “SLIC+2D”; SLIC with 3D Kalman filter,
“SLIC+3D;” neural network method, “NN method;” and MT. Panel (a)
demonstrates the required time by different methods to process one trial,
1000 frames from each of the four cameras. Panels (b) and (c) show the
average number of “critical mistakes” per trials that software needed
user intervention to label paws correctly after that mistake (major er-
ror) and the average number of mistakes per trials that the software did
not need any user intervention to recover from the mistake (minor error),
respectively. While panels (d), (e), and (f) demonstrate the results of
each trial for the measures presented in panels (a), (b), and (c), respec-
tively. The colors demonstrate the results for the methods presented
in (a), (b), and (c). 3D reconstruction error, section 3.5.4, is shown in
(g). It shows the error for the calibration object, front paw, and hind
paw in the four cameras. The blue, red, yellow, and green colors in (g)
show the results of camera 1, 2, 3, and 4. The plots (h) and (i) show
the 3D reconstruction error of different trials for front and hind paws,
respectively.
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3.5 Results

3.5.1 Mistakes in Tracking

We used five mice running freely on the treadmill to analyze the performance of our

algorithm. Two trials from each mouse were randomly selected. Each trial contained

data from four cameras and having 1000 frames. However, the frames should meet

one condition that the mouse should move forward on the belt (any direction toward

front but not backward) or stay stationary. In other words, an animal should not

turn back and move backward or try to climb the plexiglass walls. Therefore, 3300

frames were eliminated from the study for this reason, and a total of 36700 frames

were selected to evaluate the performance.

For all these frames, the animal was freely moving, and the speed of animal relative

to the belt was varying between 0 cm/sec to 64 cm/sec. The average speed was 35

cm/sec with a standard deviation of 15 cm/sec. The treadmill was adjusting the

speed using closed-loop feedback described in Spence et al. (2013) to keep the animal

in the middle of the belt for a better resolution. The frames were captured if the

animal was running faster than 20 cm/sec for at least 2 seconds (500 frames) to make

sure that animal would move during the capturing time.

We considered two parameters to evaluate the number of mistakes for our method:

major and minor errors. The major error was the number of times that a user needed

to intervene to avoid a “critical mistake.” While a “critical mistake” was defined as

a mistake for which the system could not track the paws correctly after it occurred

without user intervention. The minor error was the number of times that mistakes

happened which the software could still manage to track the paws after a few times

wrong labeling. In other words, the second type of mistakes happened, but the system

was recovered a few mistakes.

In addition, we compared our proposed method with four methods. The first
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Table 3.1:
P -value calculated by t-test for 3D reconstruction error between cameras
(shown in Fig. 3.17 (g). The results show that the 3D reconstruction errors
for the majority of cameras were significantly different between cameras.
However, the highlighted results in grey show the ones which were not
significantly different with a relatively small margin.

cam1-cam2 cam1-cam3 cam1-cam4 cam2-cam3 cam2-cam4 cam3-cam4
Front Paw 0.00000004 0.00001030 0.00684739 0.07784151 0.00055666 0.05207830

Hind Paw 0.01414776 0.01414776 0.08251063 0.00210960 0.04616507 0.07077881

method was used the SLIC method for segmentation followed by a 2D Kalman filter

as tracking system; it is referred to as “SLIC+2D.” The second method was the

SLIC method followed by a 3D Kalman filter as tracking system; it is referred to as

“SLIC+3D.” The third method used thresholding on hue channel Maghsoudi et al.

(2016c) and neural network as a tracking system (by training neural network based

on locomotion features); it is referred to as “NN method.” In addition, the proposed

algorithm results were compared to MT. This comparison is graphed in Fig. 3.17.

Last but not least, one of the advantages of 3D reconstruction has been shown in

Fig. 3.18. This figure demonstrates how we can find the location of paws on a camera

image, which the paws were not tracked for that camera. The paws can be tracked

on other side cameras. Then, based on the 3D reconstruction of tracked paws (filled

circles) for those cameras using DLT, we can find the location of paw (unfilled circles)

in different cameras using the DLT inverse. Also, Table 3.1 shows how the cameras

were significantly different compared to each other for the 3D reconstruction error.

3.5.2 Time Performance of Algorithm

The performance was examined on a MacBook Pro 2.7 GHz Intel Core i5 with

8 GB 1867 MHz DDR3. The average and standard deviation of the required time

to process one frame from four cameras were 0.94± 0.12 seconds. The slowest steps

in our algorithm were generating superpixels (0.15 ± 0.03 seconds), demonstrating
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results if needed (0.33 ± 0.05 seconds), and loading the frames from the hard drive

(0.38 ± 0.02 seconds). These numbers were calculated without considering the time

needed for the initialization processing and any possible required editions. However,

we investigated the average required time to process one trial, as shown in Fig. 3.17.

The results showed an average of 1267 seconds with a standard deviation of 129

seconds for processing of 1000 frames for the four cameras.

The demonstration is an optional parameter; however, it might be necessary to

visualize the tracking results and to edit the possible mistakes. We considered some

keyboard shortkeys to let the user close the tracking results for a frame, ”current

frame,” and seeing the results after a specific frame number (based on the pressed

shortkey). Therefore, the user can save time for visualization based on the need for

the edition.

On the other hand, the required time to perform the SLIC on a frame could be

reduced if the images size was lower or the number of superpixels would be smaller.

We reduced the frame size from 2048 × 700 to the “sub-image” size (the default is

140 × 80). The “sub-image” size can be adjusted by the user if needed as explained

in section 3.4.2. To find the best number of superpixels, we presented the details in

Maghsoudi et al. (2017c). We showed that if the size of a marker would be a known

parameter, then, the following equation can find the best value for the number of

superpixels:

number of superpixels =
2048× 700

MNOP × 2
(3.5-14)

where MNOP is the minimum number of object (paws) pixels. 2048 and 700 are the

image width, the image height, respectively. The front paw was the smallest object,

and it was getting as small as 50 pixels (even sometimes getting hidden). Therefore,

we considered the number of superpixels equal to 15000. However, this number can

be adjusted based on setup and animal size.

It should be noted that we did not investigate the required time for the SLIC be-
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cause Achanta et al. comprehensively studied the required time for the SLIC method

to generate a different number of superpixels Achanta et al. (2012).

3.5.3 Probabilistic Function Weights Selection

This section will help researchers to adjust the weights, referred to as the proba-

bilistic function, based on the setup and animal’s paw features.

The weight vectors for the probabilistic function could play a significant role in

determining the results. However, this vector was mainly defined based on the general

features of the setup and animal. The eight features had two components from each

of the followings terms: green channel, red channel, hue channel, and location of the

tracked paw in the previous frame. The green background preserved information in

the green channel. It means that the green channel could be helpful to remove all

the superpixels related to the treadmill and background. We realized that one of the

channels could differentiate mouse paw from the rest of body was the red channel;

however, it could get noisy, and the difference was getting negligible. On the other

hand, the best channel was hue which was shown in Maghsoudi et al. (2018). The

location of the tracked paw in the previous frame was a critical parameter for tracking.

The weight was set based on the importance of the information that they could

have. We considered the weights to be an exponent of 2 and used 0 for showing the

feature should be excluded. In other words, 4, 2, 1, and 0 showed the feature having

supreme importance for tracking, needed, the minimum importance for tracking, and

not required, respectively. Therefore, the features based on the average of hue channel

for the paw in the initialization step, F3, and the tracked paw coordinates from the

previous frame, F8, got the weight of 4. The features based on the average of red

(F5) and green (F1) channels for the paw in the initialization step were needed to

differentiate paws from the background, so, they got a weight of 2. We did not want

to let the previous average values for the red and green channels affect the tracking
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Figure 3.18:
A sample frame of tracked paws which compare the results between MT
and our proposed method (OPM). The filled and unfilled circles show
the tracked paws using the cameras located on the same side of paws
and the remapped of paws locations to the other side cameras relative
to the paw side, respectively. The unfilled circles show the concept of
transferring 2D coordinates to 3D and remapping the 3D coordinates to
2D images (in this figure to other cameras while it can come back to the
same cameras and finding the 3D reconstruction error). The red, blue,
green, black, cyan, yellow, magenta, and white demonstrate the tracked
coordinates of paws for front right by MT, hind right by MT, front left
by MT, hind left by MT, front right by OPM, hind right by OPM, front
left by OPM, and hind left by OPM.
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results because one mistake in tracking could lead to further errors. Therefore, the

weight of the related features, F2 and F6, were considered 0.

The front paw compared to the hind paw had a smaller size, more variation in

the shape and color information, the possibility to get hidden by the hind paw, and

has more potential to mislabelled with the other parts. These differences made us

consider two different weights vectors for two of the features, equation 3.3-12. The

weights of the features for both front and hind paws, Weights_F and Weights_H,

were similar expect the related weights for F4 and F7.

F4 involves the hue color information from the previous tracked frame (not the

initial tracked one). It helped us to track the front paw as it had more changes.

Especially in the early swing phase, from the back view, the fury part of the paw

would be seen which it has a little different hue value compared with the foot part.

This could not happen for the hind paw as it is much larger than front paw and

always being visible. Therefore, we assigned a factor of 2 for the front and a factor

of 1 for the hind paw.

F7 shows the difference between superpixels with the bottom left corner of sub-

image. This helps to track a relatively constant point of the paw, tip of the paw. The

front paw was small, and it generated one to three superpixels which the centers of

them were close to each other. This is why the weight is 1 for the front paw. While

the hind paw can have more superpixels. A weight of 2 was considered for F7 To

avoid the movement of tracked paw because of this issue.

3.5.4 3D Reconstruction Error

The 2D UV coordinates (on an image plane of camera) were mapped to the 3D

XY Z coordinate system using the DLT coefficients to investigate the 3D reconstruc-

tion error. The 3D reconstruction shown in Fig. 2.8 is an ideal scenario while the

result of mapping to 3D is two lines (ray beams of cameras) not intersecting with each
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Figure 3.19:
3D reconstruction for a few landmarks. On the left, four camera frames
are shown with ten markers. We bleached four markers on the body
of the mouse to make tracking easier for the body. In addition, ear,
tail, nose, two paws, and top of the curve of the body are the other six
landmarks. The 3D reconstruction of these ten markers is illustrated on
right.

other. Therefore, a point should be found which is located between the two lines, and

it is the closest point to both lines. Therefore, if a point in 3D was remapped to the

2D UV coordinate systems (on the image plane of camera) using the DLT inverse,

there can be a difference between the tracked points and remapped points (which

shows ideal points on the 2D images for having that point in 3D) on the image planes

of cameras. Therefore, the difference between the ideal coordinates of reprojected

points and the original 2D coordinates can be a factor showing how accurate the 3D

reconstruction process was done. All tracked frames for each method were used to

evaluate the 3D reconstruction. The results are illustrated in Fig. 3.17.
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3.6 Conclusion

It is often important to track the tips of appendages, e.g., paws, feet, hands,

because they often carry extensive information relevant to a task Maus et al. (2015).

But they are often prone to difficult and periodic occlusions.

We presented a method to solve this problem by segmenting and tracking mark-

erless paws of running rodents on the treadmill. The treadmill arena was captured

using four side view cameras; two cameras were located on each side of the treadmill.

SLIC superpixel method was used for segmentation. After one or two rounds of initial

tracking, which was MT, we predicted the location of paw using the 3D Kalman filter.

A “sub-image” was extracted from the frame. Then, eight features described in equa-

tion 3.3-10 were extracted for each superpixel. These features were normalized and

used to find the best match for the paw based on the coordinates and color features

of the paw in the previous frame, and the color features of the paw in the first frame

tracked manually. This was done using the probabilistic function based on a weight

vector presented in equation 3.3-12. The proposed method requires calibration of the

capture volume to extract the DLT coefficients and a spline function calculation for

finding the paw motion pattern. Both of these calibrations are needed only once for

a given setup and specific animal.

The main difficulties to develop a method were occlusion, three types (I, II, and

III) of collisions for the paws, relatively rapid variations in the size and shape of

paws, distinguishing the paws from the other parts of the body, and differentiating

the paws form background and treadmill. One of the innovations that we employed

was using the Scipy fitting tools to match the previously tracked paw coordinates

with the spline function from a typical motion of paws. It helped us to fix the most

severe collision, “collision type II.”

A software to modify any possible mistakes was also presented. The software

gives the option like showing the results for any sequence number of frames, saving
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the results at any time while running the code, having the possibility to adjust the

parameters, visualizing the saved results, and applying an edition at any time of

tracking or visualization. The results shown in Fig. 3.17 demonstrate that our pro-

posed method could track the paws with fewer mistakes in labeling and faster than

other methods. To track a complete trial, we needed an average of 2.54 editions (to

fix major errors) to have an acceptable tracked coordinates for the paws. There was

5.29 mistakes, the minor error, after fixing the major errors. Therefore, by a total of

7.83 editions, a clean tracking can be achieved. However, a lowpass filter can almost

remove the adverse effect of 5.29 mistakes among 1000 frames in a trial which means

with an average of 2.54 editions can have acceptable results. These reported values

are estimates of the expected errors.

For tracking of the paws from four cameras, our presented method was about

ten times faster than the manual clicking and more than two times faster than three

possible combinations of SLIC with 2D Kalman filter, 3D Kalman filter, and using a

neural network. This has been illustrated in Fig. 3.17 (c). The reason that the other

three methods were slower was the need for manual clicking to avoid the major error.

Fig. 3.17 (a) suggests that the major errors could lead to nonrecoverable mistakes

and they should be edited to complete a trial which the editions were slowing down

the speed of processing. However, Fig. 3.17 (b) shows about one half of minor error

for our method.

We also investigated the 3D reconstruction error shown in Fig. 3.17 (d). The

calibration object had an error of about 2 pixels offset between the original points

and reprojected points when the 25 markers were transferred to the 3D domain, and

then, they remapped to the 2D image planes. This error was varying between 5 to 8

pixels for the paws for the four cameras. The interesting point is that the two front

cameras, camera 1 and 4, had a slightly better 3D reconstruction results for the front

paws compared to the hind paws. While the opposite trend can be seen for the back
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cameras, camera 2 and 3.

The proposed algorithm is limited to quadruped animals, and it requires availabil-

ity of a color difference between the paws and the body of animal. It is independent

of the speed and gait; however, the animal cannot move backward (turning back and

move toward back), climb the plexiglass walls, or stand on hind foods. In other words,

the animal should run (just not in the reverse direction) or remain stationary. For

rats and mice, these conditions happen most of the recording time.

As our method relies only on the general assumption that the individual legs will

recirculate through space and time, but not on any specific set of phase relationships

between legs, it will likely handle arbitrary gaits, or issues with individual legs (hes-

itation, perturbation, injury, stuttering), without issue. While the generality of the

tracking is useful for tracking raw kinematic data from recirculating paws, future work

will build on these data to construct a 3D model of the mouse body (Fig. 3.19). Body

roll, pitch, and yaw could be investigated, along with spinal curvature, for example,

to answer interesting questions in biomechanics and disease models.

We have in fact developed a method based on kinematic structure, in the sense

that 3D trajectories through space and time are considered, but not kinematic in

the sense of a “kinematic chain” or “skeleton” with multiple “bones” or “segments”

and joints, that are part of the tracker state. The main assumption for our tracker

is that the legs recirculate through a relatively flexible path in space and time. As

such it will likely capture abnormal gait, or different speeds, without difficulty. We

believe that utilizing the kinematic structure of the rodent, in the sense of a detailed

“skeleton” model of the animal, fit to the data, is beyond the scope of this paper,

due to the difficulty of gathering raw kinematics from these animals without markers.

Future work will build on these data to build such models of the rodent kinematic

structure. Gait and kinematic trajectory feature varying by speed and animal to

animal, and it would make the method limited to specific speed or gait. This can
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be done using a probabilistic joint movement predictor position based on physical

limitation Belagiannis et al. (2016) and applying more sophisticated trackers Streit

and Luginbuhl (1993), Oh et al. (2004).
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CHAPTER 4

KINEMATICS SOFTWARE

NOTE: This chapter was adapted from currently under review manuscript at

journal: Omid Haji Maghsoudi, Annie Vahedipour, Thomas Hallowell, and Andrew

Spence. “Open-source python software for analysis of 3d kinematics from quadrupedal

animals.” Journal of Biomedical Signal Processing and Control, August 2018.

4.1 Introduction

Kinematics can be studied in 2D or 3D coordinate systems. Many studies used the

2D images to analyze kinematics Thota et al. (2001); Pereira et al. (2006) because

of the more straightforward processing requirements. However, 3D kinematics can

provide a wealth of information (e. g. roll, pitch, and yaw Migliaccio et al. (2011))

that may be missed during 2D processing Couto et al. (2008). Therefore, many

research laboratories have to purchase commercially available software to produce 3D

kinematics.

However, the commercially available systems are expensive and can limit the study

for the type of device being used (treadmill or overground), the size of an animal, or

the need to have markers on the body (attaching retroreflective markers to rodents

can be challenging). Examples of these packages include the Cortex software by

Motion Analysis Putrino et al. (2015); Ishikawa et al. (2018), the Xcitex software

Herrel and Bonneaud (2012), and the CleverSys software Sol (2001).

To overcome these difficulties, a variety of methods has been presented to provide

3D reconstruction from multiple cameras. Amongst these methods, the direct linear
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transformation (DLT) has been a popular method for 3D modeling of objects, in both

biology and biomechanics fields Choo and Oxland (2003); Hedrick (2008); Hedrick

et al. (2012). However, the need for an open-source system to analyze the tracked

landmarks and provide the 3D reconstruction of movement has been felt.

The main contribution of this work is to present software to address the need for

analysis of 3D kinematic data from quadrupedal animals. The software can optionally

employ an algorithm frequently used to ameliorate skin motion artifacts, typically in

the elbow and knee joints, based on the intersection of bones of known length. The

need for removing this motion artifact was discussed in 2D Goslow Jr et al. (1973);

however, that solution does not work in 3D. Finally, it can summarize the results

in informative plots to assist researchers in gaining insight through their kinematic

data. We developed a Python-based graphical user interface (GUI) incorporating the

majority of parameters that we expected would be needed for a study.

4.2 Methods

Here, we explain the Python GUI parameters and different steps for data process-

ing.

4.2.1 The Python-Based GUI

Python has frequently been used to develop open-source software for different

applications Sanner et al. (1999); Adams et al. (2010); Fomel et al. (2013); Yang

et al. (2016); Kim et al. (2017), and the QT package is an excellent tool in Python

for making a GUI Summerfield (2007). Therefore, we developed software in Python.

To run the GUI, the following command should be placed in the terminal (the

terminal path should point to the location of files for processing before running this

command): python3 path_to_code\Kinematics_Software\GUI.py.

A simple initial GUI opens to get a number, Number of Animals. This number is
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Figure 4.1:
The GUI scheme. It shows all six steps, described in section 5.1, for
processing of the tracked eight markers (asis, hip, knee, ankle, MTP,
shoulder, elbow, carpal). It can generate the 3D coordinates using the
DLT coefficients and can fix the position of knee and elbow based on the
anatomy of the animal and 3D information. The possibility to combine
or separate the data from left-side and right-side cameras is one of the
features for the software, see section 4.2.1.4. This can also be done based
on the belt speed, see section 4.2.1.3. We also considered two graphical
outputs from the processing: a video and plot systems.
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used to modify many parameters in the main GUI; therefore, it should be set based on

the number of animals in a study. By entering the Number of Animals and pressing

”Ok,” the main GUI window opens. The main GUI is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The

GUI has six main steps for data processing described below:

4.2.1.1 Parameters to combine the tracked coordinates for cam1-2 and

cam3-4 and 3D reconstruction (3D reconstruction step)

During this step, first, the 2D coordinates of landmarks from cameras 1 and 2 are

combined with the 2D coordinates from cameras 3 and 4 to prepare the input for 3D

reconstruction. The followings are parameters for this step:

1. Code Path: This would be updated by the Python compiler. However, if the

user makes any changes, the new path would be given through this parameter.

Default = being set by the Python compiler, and it is the same path that code

is running from it.

2. Animal Name: Default = rat.

3. Needing any Image Processing: This is a checkbox that should be activated if

the processing of images might be needed in steps 4.2.1.2 or 4.2.1.6. Default =

unchecked.

4. Path for Images: It shows the path to the main folder that images are located.

If the images are required in steps 4.2.1.2 or 4.2.1.6, they should be located

in a format like this: Path for Images\condition\animal(j)\cam(i)\trial_name.

Where the condition can be any name based on the study; the animal should

be matching with the entered Animal Name; i and j can be any number and

showing the camera and animal numbers, respectively; and the trial_name can

be number, date, or name. Default = deactivated.
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The software is designed to analyze eight joints. Eight spots on the body of

the animal were painted using permanent blue colors to demonstrate eight joints

which were: anterior superior iliac spine (asis), hip, knee, ankle, Metatarsophalangeal

(referred to as MTP), shoulder, elbow, and hand (carpal).

The required files to run this step which are four ”.csv” files: 2D coordinates from

camera 1 and 2, 2D coordinates from camera 3 and 4, 11 DLT coefficients for each

camera in a single ”.csv” file, and speed-time data.

The 2D coordinates from every two cameras (1 and 2, or 3 and 4) should contain

the following information: first, frames numbers; second, the path that images are

located on an internal or an external hard drive for each frame from camera 1 or

camera 3; third, the path that images are located on an internal or an external hard

drive for each frame from camera 2 or camera 4; fourth, the y and x coordinates for

each marker from camera 1 or camera 3, then, the same marker coordinates from

camera 2 or camera 4. This part of the path should be matching with the path of

images on a drive:

\condition\animal(j)\cam(i). Therefore, if the data is being tracked or processed in

a computer, it can be loaded from an external hard drive for further processing using

this software.

11 DLT coefficients should be calculated for 3D reconstruction. We extracted

these coefficients based on the study presented by Hedrick Hedrick (2008) using a

calibration object to calibrate the capturing volume.

The last file, speed-time data, should have the following information for each

frame: the animal position on the belt from the top view, belt speed, and the animal

speed relative to the ground.

Sample files for each input have been included with the Python code. However,

To ease the usage of software, the inputs for this step should be named as follows:

(Front paw) — cam(i).f.animal(j).condition.trial_name.csv
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(Hind paw) — cam(i).h.animal(j).condition.trial_name.csv

(DLT) — dlt.animal(j).condition.trial_name.csv

(Speed-time) — speed_time.animal(j).condition.trial_name.csv. While the generate

outputs are:

(Combined 2D data) — animal(j).condition.trial_name.csv

(3D data) — Coord_3D.animal(j).condition.trial_name.csv.

4.2.1.2 Parameters for joint edition (joint edition step)

Drawing, shaving, or attaching markers on the skin of animals can cause an error in

finding the position of a real joint because of the joint movement Filipe et al. (2006);

Bauman and Chang (2010). However, these methods are considered as common

methods in biology, biomechanics, and neuroscience. This problem is more significant

for the joints having more range of motion under the skin. Amongst the joints, ankle,

MTP, and hand are not covered by skin; therefore, they are not prone to this issue.

The hip, asis, and shoulder have a limited range of motion, and the error can be

ignored. Although the knee and elbow are the joints moving in a broader range

under the skin which can change the results.

To reduce this artifact, we present a method based on the anatomical length of

limbs from each other; this method in 2D is known as the triangulation Goslow Jr

et al. (1973); Bauman and Chang (2010). Here, we explain the method for the knee,

ankle, and hip joints related to the hind limb which can be applied for the elbow,

hand, and shoulder joints based on the front limb. By knowing the position of ankle

and hip joints in 3D, the distance between ankle to knee joints and hip to knee joints

can be used to find a more accurate location of the knee joint.

This can be done by drawing two spheres and finding the intersection of the

spheres, which is a circle. Any point on this sphere can be a possible anatomical po-

sition of the knee joint. To find the intersection of the spheres, they were transferred
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Figure 4.2:
Joint edition algorithm. The presented algorithm in section 4.2.1.2 uses
two fixed lengths a joint, the target joint, from two other joints, upper and
lower joints, to find the position of the target joint. If the target joint is
the knee, then, the upper and lower joints are hip and ankle, respectively.
The user should set the length for these two joints to the target joint. In
all the figures, the target (by the tracked coordinates), upper, and lower
joints are colored in red, green, and blue, respectively. Two spheres are
drawn at the center of the upper and lower joints which are colored in
green and blue respectively. The intersection of spheres is a circle colored
in cyan. Among the points on the circle, the best match colored in black
is selected as described in section 4.2.1.2. The plots in a, b, e, and f are
3D position of these three joints with two spheres to find the best match.
The figures c, d, g, and h are the projected points in 2D images. Figures
a, b, c, and d show the results for the camera 1 and 2 while the other four
demonstrate the results for camera 3 and 4. By looking at the modified
joints for elbow and knee, it can be seen that they are matching with the
anatomical position of joints Bonnan (2018); Bonnan et al. (2016).
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to the hip or shoulder 3D position to simplify the calculations of points on the inter-

sected circle. The 3D coordinates on the circle (in the new coordinate system) are

remapped to the original coordinate system. Sixteen points on the circle are consid-

ered as the possible position of the joint. It means that the points are located in every

22.5 degrees from each other relative to the center of the circle. To avoid any possible

mistake for detection of knee and to modify any possible incorrect tracked markers,

the direction of movement also assists the prediction of the knee joint position. It

means that the joint could not be extended more than 180 degrees; therefore, half

of the circle points should be eliminated. Amongst all the remained points on the

circle, the closest point to the tracked 3D coordinates of the knee (based on markers

located in the 2D images) is considered as the anatomical position of the knee. A

frame showing this process is illustrated in Fig. 4.2.

Finally, it should be noted that the length, which should be used is not the length

of bones between the joints. However, it is a close value to the bone length, but it has

some differences. There are two reasons for that: first, the bones are longer than the

distance between the joints based on the anatomy of the rodents; second, the markers

are ideally not drawn on the joints. Therefore, the distance for each animal, just one

time, should be found. The best way to find the length is to try values less than the

anatomical values during the stance phase Goslow Jr et al. (1973).

The parameters to adjust the location of joints, shown in Fig. 4.1, are as follow:

1. Animal List: This is automatically updated by Number of Animals and giving

consecutive numbers from 1 to Number of Animals. However, the user might

need to insert different animal numbers which are not consecutive numbers.

Default = a vector having values between 1 to Number of Animals.

2. Hip Kne L Cam1-2: This is a vector for all animals showing the length between

hip to knee joints for cameras 1 and 2. Default = a vector having values equal

by 35. As the rest of the parameters are similar, we briefly explain them.
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3. Ank Kne L Cam1-2: Ankle to knee length. Default = 30.

4. Sho Elb L Cam1-2: Shoulder to elbow length. Default = 33.

5. Elb Han L Cam1-2: Elbow to hand length. Default = 28.

6. Hip Kne L Cam3-4: Hip to knee length. Default = 35.

7. Ank Kne L Cam3-4: Ankle to knee length. Default = 30.

8. Sho Elb L Cam3-4: Shoulder to elbow length. Default = 33.

9. Elb Han L Cam3-4: Elbow to hand length. Default = 28.

10. Make Frames: If this checkbox is active, the frames will be generated for the

joint adjustment. This process is relatively slow. Default = unchecked.

This step modifies the values in 3D and 2D regarding the calculated coordinates,

it means the following ”.csv” files:

(Combined 2D data) — animal(j).condition.trial_name.csv

(3D data) — Coord_3D.animal(j).condition.trial_name.csv.

4.2.1.3 Parameters for feature extraction from the 3D reconstructed data

(features extraction and stride cutting step)

This step contains the parameter to differentiate strides from each other and to

extract the features to study kinematics. One stride is a full cycle of limb’s movement.

The swing phase of a stride is the time between the moment that paw is leaving the

ground till the next touch down. On the other hand, the stance phase of the stride

is the time between the moment that paw touches the ground till the next liftoff.

The 3D coordinates in the x-direction, the same direction as the movement of the

belt, generates a signal. The peaks in this signal show the changes in the direction of

limb movement. In other words, it means that the limb goes forward or backward. We
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Figure 4.3:
A sample frame created based on the generated video. The first row shows
the images with the eight tracked markers. The asis, hip, knee, ankle,
MTP, shoulder, elbow, carpal joints are colored in magenta, yellow, green,
blue, black, cyan, red, and white, respectively. The second row shows the
kinematics, including joint angles. From left to right, the plots show the
angles for the hind limb from camera 1-2, the front limb from camera
1-2, the hind limb from camera 3-4, the front limb from camera 3-4. The
same colors being used in the signals as the joints color described. The
vertical line in each of these kinematic plots shows the current frame.
The colored bottom horizontal lines show different strides. The title of
these kinematic plots changing the color based on the stride color. The
white bottom horizontal lines show the stance time. Also, the vertical line
during the stance has a partially white color. The plot on the bottom left
show the 3D reconstructed coordinates. The animal speed plot shows the
speed of the belt in the yellow line, the speed of the animal in the red line,
and the current frame in the blue point. Finally, the animal location on
the treadmill shows the current position of animal for the frame in blue
and the previous frames in red.
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considered the stance (when paw starts coming backward) as the beginning of a stride.

However, to remove those parts of the video from the analysis that the animal does

not move or moves backward, we considered a parameter, Threshold Speed (m/sec).

This parameter helps us to make sure that animal keeps moving during the strides.

However, if needed, the user can set any value for this parameter to have the standing

part or the backward movement.

The following parameters should be set:

1. Minimum Consecutive Frames: This is the minimum number of frames which

can be considered as a stride. This number can be set based on the speed of

animal and the capturing frame rates for the cameras. If the animal moves so

fast, this value should be lower to avoid missing the fast strides. The purpose of

this variable is to assure that the peaks are not too close to each other because

of a possible mistake in tracking. Default = 70.

2. Threshold Speed (m/sec): If a difference between the speed of the animal relative

to the ground with the speed of the belt is more than this number for a stride,

the stride would not be processed. In other words, the animal goes much faster

or slower than the expected speed; therefore, the data can be ignored for that

stride. Default = 0.12 m/sec.

3. Step Speed (m/sec): This variable defines digitizing resolution of speed if Sepa-

rate by Speed is active. Default = 0.04 m/sec.

4. Separate by Speed: If this checkbox is active, the results will be sorted based

on the speed of belt using Step Speed (m/sec). Otherwise, the trials would be

combined regardless of the belt speed. Default = unchecked.

We computed fourteen features for the hind limbs: ankle angles, knee angles, hip

angles, asis angles (as shown in Fig. 4.3), four distances between the five joints, the
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distance of five joints from the treadmill surface, and swing to stance time ratio.

However, eight features were extracted for the front limbs: elbow angles, shoulder

angles (as shown in Fig. 4.3), two distances between the three joints, the distance of

three joints from the treadmill surface, and swing to stance time ratio.

The needed inputs for this step are:

(Combined 2D data) — animal(j).condition.trial_name.csv

(3D data) — Coord_3D.animal(j).condition.trial_name.csv.

The output file can be without considering speed:

(Stride) — Stride_Features.H(k).animal(i).condition.trial_name.csv,

or with considering the speed:

(Stride) — Stride_Features.H(k).animal(i).condition_speed(m).trial_name.csv

where ”k” can be 1 (showing camera 1 and 2) or 3 (showing cameras 3 and 4). The

”speed(m”) can be a string, e. g., speed0.2 means that the speed of the belt was

0.2 m/sec during the stride. The same files would be generated for the front paw by

changing ”H” to ”F.”

4.2.1.4 Parameters to combine cameras data and create time series (time

series step)

We generate the time series data using the following parameters:

1. Separate Cam1-2 Cam3-4: If this checkbox is active, the time series data are

calculated for each limb from each camera side (1 and 2 or 3 and 4). Otherwise,

there would be no difference between the left-side and right-side cameras, and

the results are combined to increase the number of strides. Default = unchecked.

2. Number of Bins in Time Series: The number of bins between 0 to 100 percent

of a stride. Default = 200.

3. Maximum Acceptable Number of Frames in a Stride: Exceeding from this value
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for the number of frames in a stride means that the animal does not move.

Therefore, the strides having more frame numbers than this value are not rec-

ognized as proper strides. Default = 200.

The required input for this step is:

(Stride) — Stride_Features.H(k).animal(i).condition.trial_name.csv. The output is

a time series data ready for plotting the results:

(Stride) — Stride_Features.H(k).animal(i).condition.0000-00-00-00_00_00.csv

where the numbers are symbol of year-month-day_hour_minute_second. We use

this format based on our dataset format of trial names; however, any possible formats

would not cause a problem for the system. Also, the reason for having ”0000-00-00-

00_00_00” is to combine trials for the same condition/condition_speed. It means

that if there are two trials from one animal having the same speed, the strides are

combined. Therefore, our system can integrate different trials before plotting.

4.2.1.5 Parameters to plot time series data (plotting step)

We also considered some plotting options to summarize a study. To use the

plotting tool, the following parameters can be set:

1. Study Name: This is a name appearing on the header of figures and in the name

of saved figures. Default = Choose_a_Name.

2. Update Experiment Lists: It gives the user all possible conditions in the study

and the user can remove any of them if needed. It should be pressed anytime

that the user wants to plot.

3. List Exp Front and List Exp Hind: They are updated by pressing Update Ex-

periment Lists. The user can select any conditions to be excluded for plotting.

Default = [].
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4. Y Limit Min: The minimum possible value for the time series plots. Default =

0.

5. Y Limit Max: The maximum possible value for the time series plots. Default

= 180.

6. Font Size: Font size for the labels in the plots. Default = 10.

7. Plot All Conditions: If it is active, the system plots a summary of the whole

study; this has been shown in Fig. 4.4. Default = unchecked.

8. Plot Separately: If it is active, the average plots for the whole are saved as

separated files for a better resolution. Default = checked.

The only needed files for input file should be in the following format:

(Stride) — Stride_Features.H(k).animal(i).condition.0000-00-00-00_00_00.csv.

The needed output files are some ”.png” files. Depending on the other parameters,

the name and number of plots can be different. Two examples for the integrated plot,

if Plot All Conditions is active, are illustrated in Fig. 4.4 for the hind paw. On the

other hand, Plot Separately can generate the results separately.

4.2.1.6 Parameters to make video from the results (video step)

Last but not least, to validate the features and results, the user can request to

generate a video from the tracked frames with added details about 3D reconstruction,

the position of animal on the belt, and speed of animal on the treadmill. This is shown

in Fig. 4.3. To do this, the following parameters should be given:

1. Total Number of Frames in Trials: This is the maximum number of frames for

a trial. However, some trials can have fewer numbers. Default = 1000.

2. Total Time for a Trial (sec): This is the real time corresponding to the Total

Number of Frames in Trials. Default = 4.
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3. Speed Plot Highest Value (m/sec): Default = 0.4.

4. Speed Plot Lowest Value (m/sec): Default = -0.1.

5. Maximum Variation from Center in X (mm): This parameter and the next two

ones show the range of plot in 3D. This parameter expands the range in the X

direction from the center of the body (the average of all of the points in 3D)

by Maximum Variation from Center in X (mm) to each side on that direction.

Depending on the size of the animal, the user should set this value. Default =

200.

6. Maximum Variation from Center in Y (mm): Default = 50.

7. Maximum Variation from Center in Z (mm): Default = 50.

4.3 Results

The method was performed on a MacBook Pro 2.7 GHz Intel Core i5 with 8 GB

1867 MHz DDR3. The software has been tested by the following packages in Python

3.6.5:

Opencv3=3.4.1, guidata=1.7.6, matplotlib=2.2.2, numpy=1.14.5, pandas=0.23.2, PyQt5=5.9.2,

scipy=1.1.0, termcolor=1.1.0, sympy=1.1.1.

Two Sprague Dawley rats aged 22 months (aged rats) were used to evaluate the

software. The frames from the four cameras were captured for two speeds from each

rat, and two trials for each speed were analyzed. The speed of the belt was 0.16 and

0.28 m/sec for the first and second speeds, respectively.

Eight spots were painted on the body of rats showing eight joints (asis, hip, knee,

ankle, MTP, shoulder, elbow, and hand). To track the markers, we developed a code

using 3D Kalman filter and superpixels. The segmentation process and a simple 2D
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Figure 4.4:
A summary of hind limb results for the eight trials with different speeds.
This is the results without the joint edition step described in section
4.2.1.2. The first four rows show the results for different conditions, de-
scribed in section 4.2.1.5. The first two columns show the results for each
animal. The last four rows show the results for each angle (four angles
are shown). The last column shows the average for each condition or
angle. The colored lines int he top four rows show the results for each
angle while the colored lines in the last four rows demonstrate the results
for each condition. The last column shows the average for each condition
(for the first four rows) or the average for each joint (last four rows). The
vertical line demonstrates the average stance location in a stride cycle
with it is standard division (first two columns) or standard error (last
column). The results show that there is a significant difference between
16 cm/sec and 28 cm/sec in the ankle angle. While this is smaller in the
other angles. It is also obvious that stance time was much longer for lower
speed compared to the higher speed.
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tracker were presented in Maghsoudi et al. (2017c,0). However, we are developing a

3D based tracker.

We visualized the generated video, e.g., Fig. 4.3, to assess the stride cutting and

the 3D reconstruction of markers based on the 2D frames. We did not find any issue

in the feature extraction or execution of the six steps. In addition, we evaluated the

3D projection error to quantify the 3D reconstruction. The 2D coordinates from each

set of two-camera (cameras on the same side, 1 and 2, or 3 and 4) were transferred

to the 3D coordinate system using the DLT coefficients. Then, the 3D coordinates

were remapped to the 2D images to have the ideal points in 2D. The distance of the

ideal 2D points with the tracked 2D points was calculated. The error had an average

of 7.36 pixels with a standard division of 1.21 pixels.

The joint edition step, section 4.2.1.2, could play an important role in improving

the results. As discussed, the knee and elbow joint are prone to the motion artifact

Goslow Jr et al. (1973). To reduce this artifact, we proposed a method to find the

position of joints using anatomical length between the joints. We compared the angles

before and after the adjustment, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.5. The results showed a

more accurate signal pattern compared to the measured angles by high-speed x-ray

video by Bauman et al. Bauman and Chang (2010). This was more obvious for the

hip joint’s angle compared to the elbow and knee joints’ angles.

4.4 Conclusions

The presented software was able to analyze kinematics for both hind and front

limbs. It needed the 2D coordinates of each marker for each frame, DLT coefficients

based on the setup, the belt and animal speed for all the frames, and the position of

animal on the belt for all the frames. These parameters can be considered as typical

measurements for a kinematic study. All the six steps to analyze the data, mentioned

in section 5.1, could be efficiently processed by having these measures.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 5: The Matlab graphical user interface for cu↵ measurement. See section ?? for more

details about the parameters and how it works.

and the 3D reconstruction of markers based on the 2D frames. In addition, to

quantify the 3D reconstruction, we evaluated the 3D projection error. The 2D

coordinates from each set of two-camera (cameras on the same side 1 and 2, or 3

and 4) was transferred to the 3D coordinate system using the DLT coe�cients.

Then, the 3D coordinates were remapped to 2D images to have the ideal points345

in 2D. The distance of ideal 2D points with the tracked 2D point were calculated.

The error had an average of 4.36 pixels with a standard division of 1.21 pixels.

The joint edition step, section 2.2.2, can play a important role in improving

the results. As discussed, the knee and elbow joint are prone to the movement

artifact [20]. We found to have a350

4. Discussion

However, it should be noted that if the shoulder and hip markers, which

are located on the skin, are drawn, attached, or shaved incorrectly; then, this

method cannot fix the location of elbow and knee. This is because the length of

16

Figure 4.5:
The results before and after the joint edition step. The first and second-
row plots show the results before and after the joint edition step, respec-
tively. The first, second, and third columns show the results related to
elbow, knee, and hip joints, respectively. Different colors show the condi-
tions. The interesting point is that the results after using the modification
have more agreement with the results presented in Thota et al. (2001);
Bauman and Chang (2010). This point shows the importance of using
our techniques, especially for rodents. Because the triangulation method
cannot be used as discribed in section 4.4.

The system could generate 3D coordinates from 2D coordinates. However, the

landmarks on the skin having a wide range of motion could cause a relatively sub-

stantial change in the kinematic results Goslow Jr et al. (1973). Researchers have

used the triangulation technique to modify the angles Goslow Jr et al. (1973) for

larger animals in 2D. The runways for the larger animals, like cats and dogs, are typ-

ically narrow; so the animal cannot move side to side while the rodents can quickly

move to the sides and even turn because of wider runways. Therefore, the triangula-

tion technique cannot be used. To resolve the issue, we considered an optional step

in our presented software, described in section 4.2.1.2. Our presented techniques is
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illustrated in Fig 4.2, and how it affects the results is demonstrated in Fig. 4.5. The

results in Fig. 4.5 show that there is a better agreement with the high speed CT scan

results in Bauman and Chang (2010); Bonnan (2018); Bonnan et al. (2016).

However, it should be noted that if the shoulder and hip markers, which are

located under the skin surface, are drawn, attached, or shaved incorrectly; then, this

method cannot fix the location of elbow and knee. In other words, if the markers for

the shoulder and hip joints are far from the real position, then, the constant length

cannot fix the issue. Therefore, it is crucial to locate these two markers accurately.

Having the 3D coordinates, either directly from the 2D coordinates or after ad-

justing the position of knee and elbow joints, were enough to differentiate the strides

from each other based on the limb motion. Then, kinematic features could be ex-

tracted, as described in section 4.2.1.3. Using the features, a video could be generated

from the frames based on the results, as shown in Fig. 4.3.

On the other hand, the features should be sorted as time series data to generate

a detailed plot from the whole study, as illustrated in Fig. 4.4. We considered the six

separated steps, described in section 5.1, to let the user uses them based on the need.

Because we had a request from one of the peers in the field to use the detailed plot

based on processed results from a motion capture system. Therefore, we clarified the

needed input files for each step to make it easier for users working with the software.

In a future study, we will introduce software integrating a robust tracking system

results with the similar post-processing system. We are also interested in comparing

the joint adjustment method results in a high-speed CT video while the animal is

being captured with our system. This can be done in collaboration with Professor

Chang at the Georgia Tech University Bauman and Chang (2010). Last but not

least, this software has been used for 80 trials for a spinal cord injury study, which

the results have not been reported here. We found an agreement in our tracked results

with the previously published works Thota et al. (2001).
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We presented software for analyzing the tracked kinematics for quadrupedal ani-

mals. The DLT method was used to make 3D reconstruction as it has been a popular

method for biomechanics applications. We considered a method using the anatomical

joint distance from each other to fix a well-known motion artifact of markers located

on the skin and having a relative board range of motion. Stride was cut, and fea-

tures were extracted from the 3D coordinates. We considered a possibility to plot a

summary from a study either being processed by our software or the necessary file

for plotting has been given by another method or software in a proper format.

Additionally, videos from the results can be produced if needed. We considered

the majority of parameters to help scientists in evaluating their study. This can fill

the need for open-source software to examine the kinematics in different fields.
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CHAPTER 5

ELECTRODE OR CUFF IMPEDANCE

SPECTROSCOPY

NOTE: This chapter was adapted from publication below: Omid Haji Magh-

soudi, Annie Vahedipour, Jonathan Gerstenhaber, Shaun Philip George, Thomas

Hallowell, Benjamin Robertson, Matthew Short, and Andrew Spence.“Matlab soft-

ware for impedance spectroscopy designed for neuroscience applications.” Journal of

neuroscience methods 307 (2018): 70-83.

5.1 Introduction

Examining the activity of muscles and neurons with electrical devices in animals

has provided a wealth of information about the neurobiological and neuromuscular

worlds Gruhn and Rathmayer (2002).

Various types of electrode have given these insights. Recently, nanoelectrodes have

been developed to reduce the potential damage of electrodes for recording signals from

the brain Angle and Schaefer (2012), while surface-type electrodes have been used

in many applications James et al. (2004). Cell spreading and locomotion Wegener

et al. (2000), bacterial growth Yang et al. (2003), DNA hybridization Marquette et al.

(2002) and antigen-antibody reactions Mirsky et al. (1997) have all been correlated

with changes in cell impedance. It is often critical to know the impedance of the

measuring electrode in these experiments to have an accurate measure of the target

cell’s impedance.
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Another type of interface between electrical and neural systems is the nerve cuff.

Nerve cuff electrodes have been used in many neuromodulatory Kessler et al. (2010);

Brunoni et al. (2011); Thin et al. (2013); Harkema et al. (2011) and neuroprosthetic

applications, including treatment of chronic pain, providing sensory feedback, and

recording electroneurograms Li et al. (2005); Hoffer and Kallesoe (1999). In addition,

mild neural stimulation can be considered an internal source of neural noise in order

to study how the nervous or mechanical systems compensate for such intrinsically

generated noise Sponberg et al. (2011); Maghsoudi et al. (2016b).

Nerve cuffs are typically better mechanically isolated than surface or muscle elec-

trodes, and are less dependent on, e.g., muscle length and limb position Ortiz-Catalan

et al. (2014). Their placement around the nerve can reduce motion artifacts caused

by movement or muscle contraction. In addition, a tightly sealed cuff can reduce

the required voltage or current magnitude required to stimulate nerves Naples et al.

(1988).

An important part of neural stimulation is finding a suitable stimulation am-

plitude. This is frequently done by manually adjusting the stimulation parameters

Rodri et al. (2000). Recently, a Matlab tool was developed for nerve stimulation

using neural cuffs Yoles-Frenkel et al. (2017) for in vivo applications, that automates

aspects of this procedure. Our complementary tool is designed to automatically find

the impedance of such electrodes in any condition (before, during, or after implan-

tation), without applying current levels that cause neural stimulation. Measurement

of the electrode impedance can help to adjust stimulation parameters to compensate

for changes in the electrode-tissue interface that occur over time, after implantation

Ackermann et al. (2011). Because these measurements can be done non-invasively

with small probe currents Grill and Mortimer (1996), they allow lumped-parameter

circuit models to be fit, that may give more insight into any changes in the interface.

Methods for characterizing electrical cuffs has been the focus of a number of
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studies in recent years Franks et al. (2005); Riistama and Lekkala (2006); Wei and

Grill (2009); Naples et al. (1988); Loeb and Peck (1996); McAdams et al. (1995);

Penjweini et al. (2017). Given a reasonably fast DAQ board (> 500 kHz), the tool we

present can readily cover the frequency range appropriate for neural recording (from

1Hz to > 15 kHz), and we show validation of it with platinum (Pt) bipolar cuffs over

this range. We show that this tool can resolve impedance with useful accuracy for

monitoring nerve interface behavior during an experiment, for troubleshooting issues

such as a de-insulated cuff or broken cuff lead wire, and for exploring new electrode

geometries and theoretical models.

Measuring the impedance spectra of implanted devices have been useful in diag-

nosing encapsulation and comparing electrode materials. El Tahry et al. El Tahry

et al. (2011) measured the impedance of a cuff implanted around the vagus nerve

of rats, and found that the impedance increased after four weeks. The increase in

impedance was subsequently revealed to be caused by a fibrous encapsulation of the

electrode-nerve interface. In two further studies, the resistance of the cuff was mea-

sured manually, and the impedance was reported as changes in relative phase and

amplitude (the full spectrum, or values for each frequency, were not reported) Foldes

et al. (2011); Lee et al. (2010). Similarly, electrode impedance was characterized for

deep brain stimulation electrodes in vitro and in vivo Wei and Grill (2009). A com-

prehensive electrical characterization of cuffs was presented by Riistama and Lekkala

Riistama and Lekkala (2006). These authors presented the measured impedance

for cuffs made of different materials (platinum, stainless steel, and gold) and tested

in different solutions (NaCl, simulated body fluid, and phosphate buffered saline).

In another similar study, authors examined the behavior of electrodes at different

frequencies Franks et al. (2005). Together, these studies show the utility of wide

frequency range characterization of impedance spectra.

Our aim was to develop a tool that makes the recording of full impedance spectra
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easy and automatic; relying only on Matlab and a reasonably standard data acqui-

sition device. The main contribution of this work is to present such an automatic

impedance measurement and fitting device using Matlab based code. This tool gen-

erates the required input signals across frequencies, acquires the resulting output

signals, measures the impedance magnitude and phase, and fits the parameters of a

Randles CPE model of the cuff/electrode interface, a widely used model Lasia (2017);

Wei and Grill (2009). We note that the full Randles model contains a Warburg el-

ement. As is frequently done in the literature, we exclude that element from the

fitting parameters to simplify the model and calculations. As this is an open source

project, this parameter could readily be added to the code by the user community.

Our model includes calculation of the constant phase element (CPE) Bisquert et al.

(1998); Rammelt and Reinhard (1990); Huang et al. (2007), charge transfer resistance,

and solution resistance. To evaluate the tool, we used it to measure the magnitude

and phase of impedance for several platinum nerve cuffs. Subsequent fits of the model

to these data were examined.

The fitting method for the four parameters uses Matlab’s ”fminsearch” function

to find the values that minimize a cost function based on the error between measured

and fitted values. As with any gradient descent optimization, if the cost function has

multiple local minima, the choice of initial values could cause different final results.

Therefore, we repeated the minimization with initial conditions varying several hun-

dred folds around the putative values corresponding to the cost function minimum.

To aid in a robust finding of what is likely the global minimum, we provide an ”ini-

tial guess” procedure that applies specific signals to the electrode and uses them to

calculate initial values for the charge transfer resistance and solution resistance, thus

anchoring the search.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10: The Matlab graphical user interface for cu↵ measurement. See section 2.1 for more

details about the parameters and how it works.

40

Figure 5.1:
The Matlab graphical user interface (GUI) for cuff measurement. The
user sets parameters of the data acquisition in the column at left. The
main plot (top) displays impedance magnitude (Ohms) and constant
phase element value (Q) versus frequency. The left panel below the main
plot displays the estimated parameters of the fitted electrode model, a
comparison of measured and fitted data, and a schematic of the electrode
model. Below and to the right of the main panel, the fitting error is shown.
At the bottom right of the GUI are operational buttons. See section 5.2.1
for detailed descriptions of the available parameters and operation of the
interface. Fitting mode and acquisition mode is demonstrated in (a) and
(b) respectively.
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5.2 Methods

Here, we describe the software environment, and then, explain the signal process-

ing and fitting processes. Before describing the method details, we need to note that

what we refer to as ”cuff impedance” corresponds to the impedance of two theoreti-

cally identical electrodes in series. If the user wishes to estimate the impedance of a

single of these electrodes and the assumption that they are symmetrical is a reasonable

one, then the electrode impedance magnitude is simply the given ”cuff impedance”

divided by two. In other words, ”cuff impedance” means ”dipole impedance” while

”electrode impedance” means ”electrode impedance in symmetrical dipole.” We use

the ”dipole impedance” and ”electrode impedance in symmetrical dipole” terms in

the software to emphasize the difference for the users; but in the interest of clarity and

brevity, further references simply say ”cuff impedance” and ”electrode impedance.”

5.2.1 The Cuff Impedance Measurement Software

5.2.1.1 The Software Features in Signal Acquisition Mode

The GUI gathers the required inputs from the user, presenting defaults suitable

for noble metal electrodes. Then, it generates the driving signals and calculates the

parameters via both the ”Two Equations” and ”Estimated” methods. It does this in

order to have initial estimates of Rs and Rct for subsequent fits. A schematic of the

GUI is illustrated in Figure 5.1, and the parameters that are required for using the

GUI are described below:

1. Max Sampling Rate (MSR): this is the maximum sampling rate of the DAQ

board. The user can set this value based on the DAQ board being used.

2. Min Frequency: the minimum frequency needed for the evaluation. The default

value is 1Hz.
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3. Max Frequency: the maximum frequency needed for the evaluation. If this

number requested higher than 0.1 of MSR, it would be overwritten by one-

tenth of the MSR value. The default value is 10 kHz.

4. Log Based Steps: this number shows how many frequency steps are needed to

be analyzed. The default value is 9 to test two frequencies per decade.

5. Input Channels: Channels to be used for acquiring the signal; default: ai0 and

ai2.

6. Output Channel: Channel on which the output signal will be generated; default,

ao0.

7. Re: external resistance. Default: 10 kΩ.

8. Amp: The amplitude of the signals to use (Volts; applied to both DC and AC).

The default value is 1. When setting this number, please note the maximum

voltage of the DAQ board.

9. Time: The time that each of the signals will be generated and acquired by DAQ

board.

10. Infinite-frequency Gain Factor : this is the factor to attenuate the signal ac-

quired by the maximum possible frequency of DAQ board, please see Appendix

section for more details. The default is 0.01.

11. CPE exponent, n: The CPE exponent in the power of CPE as discussed in

Franks et al. (2005); Lasia (2017); Wei and Grill (2009).

12. Method: Five methods are available to acquire and analyze impedance spectra.

These are: ”Cuff Magnitude & Phase,” ”Electrode Magnitude & Phase,” ”Cuff

Estimated,” ”Cuff Two Equations,” and ”Electrode Estimated.” Two of these

methods, ”Cuff Magnitude & Phase” and ”Electrode Magnitude & Phase,” use
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a multi-parameter optimization to fit the Randles model parameters across the

user specified frequency range of interest. The remaining methods give values of

Q and n that vary with each frequency, to diagnose the fit of the Randles model,

and in instances where the user may wish to compare with previously acquired

data at a single frequency. These latter methods apply DC and high-frequency

AC signals to give their estimates (c.f. section 5.2.2.3, Appendix), because

additional information is needed to estimate Rs and Rct before solving for Q

and n. Impedance magnitude and phase are calculated (c.f. section 5.2.2.2) and

the model parameters can be fitted (section 2.4). ”Cuff Estimated” and ”Cuff

Two Equations” methods are applied as discussed in section 5.2.4. ”Electrode

Estimated” is similar to the ”Cuff Estimated” method; however, this option fits

the results to one Randles circuit rather than two in series. The default is the

”Cuff Magnitude & Phase” method.

13. File Name: the file name in which results should be saved.

14. Save: Choose the directory in which to save the results.

15. Load from Saved File: Load saved data from prior experiments.

16. Calibration: The refers to calibration of the DAQ board. Discussed in section

5.2.5.

17. Reset: Clears the plots and allows further analysis without saving.

18. Run: Runs the code to examine the electrical properties of a cuff/electrode.

Deactivated after pressing until the results are either saved or a request for

reset is sent by the user. The aids in preventing an accidental loss of data.

The setup to acquire the signal is illustrated in Figure 5.2.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: The Matlab graphical user interface for cu↵ measurement. See section 2.2 for more

details about the parameters and how it works.

There are three unknown parameters, Rs, Rct, and C, but two equations

to find these parameters; therefore, it is not possible to find the parameters for

each frequency having just two equations.

There are two ways we could find these three parameters. First, applying100

a direct current (DC) input voltage which causes the CPE to behave as an

open circuit, and then finding the relation between Rs and Rct. Here we refer

to this method as the “Two Equations” method. Second, using the previous

method to find the relation between the resistors, and then, applying a suitably

high frequency of alternating current (AC) signal. The signal amplitude for this105

high frequency would be multiplied by 0.01 (roughly infinite gain factor); this

amplitude would be considered the infinite frequency. This method referred to

as the “Estimated” method. The amplitude factor of 0.01 or one percent was

based on previous work that we have done with an external function generator

and a single channel signal acquiring DAQ board. It arose from the maximum110

sample frequency of the DAQ board to adequately resample the signal.

To maximize this number, we used an external AC power supply to generate

a 5MHz signal. The amplitude of 50 kHz signal was 10.89 ± 0.76 times higher

than the amplitude of 5MHz signal for five cu↵s. It gave us an estimated

attenuation of 0.1 for the cu↵ signal amplitude per two decades increase in115

7

DAQ Board

Cuff In Saline

External Resistor

Avoiding Cross 
Talking

Implanted Cuff

Figure 5.2:
The setup for running an electrode interface measurement. The external
circuit, including the external resistor, can be seen on the left side of Fig-
ure (purple arrow). The cuff is placed in saline solution (green arrow) and
connected to the external circuit and DAQ board (red arrow). To avoid
cross-talk with non-connected channels, 50Ω BNC terminators should be
connected (yellow arrow).

5.2.1.2 The Software Features when in Fitting Mode

First, we describe the parameters, options, and features that need to be set before

using the fitting tool. The details about the fitting process can be found in section

5.2.4.

1. Fitting Method: The method should be selected after loading a saved file. There

are three methods: ”Single Frequency,” ”A Range of Frequency,” and ”Best

Fitting Factors,”

2. Keep Fitting: This checkbox should be active if the fitting tool is going to be

repeatedly used.

3. CPE Fitting: CPE fitting attempts to find the best parameters by minimizing

the average of impedance magnitude and phase error, as seen in Figure 5.2.

This button will be active when the data is loaded using the ”Load from Saved

File.”

The following features appear and are activated after selecting a Fitting Method:
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1. Min Acceptable Phase Error : Larger values of this parameter can be used to

speed up the minimization (See section 5.2.4).

2. Phase Error Factor : This determines the relative weighting of phase error in fit-

ting the model parameters. Higher values (relative to magnitude error) attempt

to reduce phase error more.

3. Magnitude Error Factor : This determines the importance of magnitude error

in fitting the model parameters. Higher values (relative to phase error) attempt

to reduce magnitude error more.

4. Minimum Frequency: The minimum frequency of the frequency range used for

fitting.

5. Maximum Frequency: The maximum frequency of the frequency range used for

fitting. Points outside this range will be excluded from the model fitting, but

are retained from the data collection.

6. Given/initial Rct: The user can give an initial Rct value for the fitting tool. This

is required if the user acquired the signal by the ”Cuff Magnitude & Phase”

or ”Electrode Magnitude & Phase” methods, as these two methods can not

calculate the value. For the rest of the acquiring signal methods, the estimated

value of this parameter will be used as default.

7. Given/initial Rs: The user can give an initial Rs value for the fitting tool in a

exact same way as Rct.

Figure 5.1 (b) shows the software in the fitting mode. A flowchart depicting the

process to acquire a signal and fit the parameters is seen in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.3:
The electrode-electrolyte equivalent circuit. Rs, Rct, ZCPE, and Re are
the solution resistance, the charge transfer resistance, equivalent CPE of
the electrode-electrolyte interface, and the external resistance. The green
part shows the electrode-electrolyte equivalent and the Re is an external
resistor. Two interfaces are shown in series because we tested cuffs having
bipolar geometry with identical electrodes at each wire.

5.2.2 Electrical Model of Cuff

5.2.2.1 Cuff Voltage and Input Voltage

To characterize a cuff, it is useful to fit an electrical model to measured data. Three

popular cuff models provide an equivalent circuit for the electrode-electrolyte inter-

face: the Warburg circuit equivalent, the modified Warburg circuit Geddes (1975),

and a more comprehensive model, known as the Randles model Webster (1978).

We fit the measured impedance spectra with a simplified Randles model Lasia

(2017). This is the Randles model without a Warburg element. For the frequen-

cies used here, the Warburg element is unnecessary. The simplified Randles model

can capture the non-linear, constant phase shift that is typically present in com-

mon metal electrode-electrolyte interfaces. In some cases, the model may only apply

over a narrow range of frequencies, and as such inspection of model fit is required.
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This model consists of a resistor (representing the solution resistance) in series with

a parallel combination of a constant phase element (or CPE) and another resistor

(representing the charge transfer resistance; 5.3). Since measurements from bi- or

multi-polar nerve cuffs are typically made between two electrodes, the electrodes are

of a nominally equal area, rather than an electrode and ground, our nerve cuff model

is comprised of two such electrodes in series with each other, as shown in Figure 5.3.

Thus Rs, Rct, ZCPE, and Re denote the solution resistance, the charge transfer re-

sistance, the equivalent CPE of the electrode-electrolyte interface (also known as the

double-layer capacitance Wei and Grill (2009)), and the external (user determined)

resistance.

We initially selected the external resistor by 220 kΩ based on a previously pub-

lished work Li et al. (2005) to limit the current for high frequencies. An in vivo

and in vitro experiment were conducted by this value. However, after further exper-

iments, we realized that these measurements were inaccurate. This was due to the

input capacitance of the DAQ board analog input channels. This created a low-pass

filter with the external resistor which caused attenuation of the acquired signal. The

standard value for this capacitor is 100 pF. To avoid this attenuation, we selected an

external resistor value such that the cut-off frequency of this RC circuit was at least

ten times our maximum frequency. Therefore, the maximum resistor to avoid the

attenuation should be 15.923 kΩ. We selected 10 kΩ for our study. In future studies,

we will consider the DAQ board capacitor as an element of the circuit to eliminate

this effect.

With our circuit model, we can calculate phase and gain relationships between

the input and the output (measured) cuff voltages. To do so, we first compute the

transfer function of the model. We use the Laplace transform with the modification

that the Laplace variable is raised to a specific exponent, here n, that denotes the

constant phase element (CPE). E.g., we have s = jω where ω = 2πf and f is the
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frequency of input signal. n, also referred to as α in the impedance spectroscopy

literature, is the CPE exponent. Here, we use an arbitrary power of n that may not

be equal to unity, to capture the CPE properties of the electrodes. The user may

select n based on the system under study and the utilized frequency range.

The Laplace transform converts ZCPE to 1/((jω)nQ) where Q and n are the two

parameters of a CPE model for the double layer capacitance referred as CPE value

(Q, also referred to as the admittance constant) and CPE exponent (n, also referred

to as the power of the CPE), respectively. The ZCPE models this double layer as:

ZCPE =
1

(jω)nQ
(5.2-1)

As detailed in the Appendix, the model gives a theoretical transfer function for

the pair of electrodes that from a cuff:

[Vcuff

Vin

]
th
=

[2Rct + 2Rs + 2RctRsQωn cos(nπ
2
)] + [j2RctRsQωn sin(nπ

2
)]

[2Rct + (2Rs +Re)(RctQωn cos(nπ
2
) + 1)] + [j(2Rs +Re)RctQωn sin(nπ

2
))]

,

(5.2-2)

where th denotes theoretical. This is a function of four model parameters (Rct,Rs,Q,

and n) and two controlled parameters, the external resistance (Re), and frequency

(ω). From the above, equations that predict values for the magnitude and phase

relationship between the signals can be computed. For the magnitude term, we have:

| Vcuff

Vin

|th=
√

(Im(
Vcuff

Vin

))2 + (Re(
Vcuff

Vin

))2. (5.2-3)

For the phase, we find:

[
]
Vcuff

Vin

]
th
= ]α = arctan

Re(
Vcuff

Vin

)

Im(
Vcuff

Vin

)
. (5.2-4)
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where Re and Im are the real and imaginary part of Vcuff

Vin

. Again, detailed derivations

are provided in an appendix.

5.2.2.2 Computing Impedance Magnitude and Phase from raw Measure-

ments

We refer to this as the ”Magnitude & Phase Method.” Considering the measure-

ment of input voltage (Vin) and voltage across the cuff (Vcuff), we find the voltage

across the external resistor with:

| VR | ]β =| Vin | ]0− | Vcuff | ]α, (5.2-5)

where α and β are, respectively, the phases of the voltage across cuff and the external

resistor relative to the input. Since we have one equation for the real part and another

for the imaginary part, we have two equations and two unknowns (| VR | and β) and

can find these parameters. The current of circuit is then readily calculated from:

I =
| VR |
Re

]β (5.2-6)

With the current we can compute the measured impedance:

Zcuff =
Vcuff

I
=
| Vcuff |
| VR |
Re

]α− ]β (5.2-7)

5.2.2.3 Estimation of Rs and Rct

To solve for the model parameters at individual frequencies, we require more infor-

mation that is given by our voltage measurement at that frequency alone. Therefore,

we provide the following analyses and procedure to measure Rs and Rct, which then

permit computation of all model parameters at each frequency. The calculations rel-
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evant to this method were briefly described in section 5.2.2.1, and the parameters

needed for measurements are explained in section 5.2.1. The fundamental of calcu-

lation is based on equations 5.2-3 and 5.2-4. Solving the symbolic equations for the

three unknown parameters (Q, Rct, and Rs) has some difficulties because of having

a small number for CPE value and huge number for Rct. However, it is possible to

find the four parameters based on two different frequencies and two equations (5.2-3

and 5.2-4), in many cases, Matlab’s solver could not find a real, positive solution.

Therefore, we use two simple tests to estimate Rs and Rct: ”DC test” and ”infinite-

frequency AC signal test.” They simplify the calculations before sweeping frequencies.

The first test called the ”DC test” or ”open circuit test,” applies a DC signal at

a specified amplitude and duration, defined in the section 5.2.2.1. The CPE thus

behaves as an open circuit, and Equation 5.2-8 is simplified to the following:

Vcuff

Vin

=
Rct +Rs

Rct +Rs +Re

(5.2-8)

The second test is the ”infinite-frequency AC signal test” or ”short circuit test,”

equation 5.2-9. Ideally, this test would utilize an infinite-frequency frequency AC

signal in which the CPE behaves as a short circuit, but this is not possible. Therefore,

we approximate an infinite-frequency AC signal by the maximum possible frequency

generated by the DAQ board (see appendix). The ”infinite-frequency AC signal test”

brought us to the following equation:

Vcuff

Vin

=
Rs

Rs +Re

(5.2-9)

Having equations 5.2-8 and 5.2-9 thus make it possible to estimate Rs and Rct. One

more equation, 5.2-3, is then adequate to find the value of Q for each frequency.

Equation 5.2-3 is used as opposed to 5.2-4 because the amplitude was less vulnerable

to noise compared to the phase. The phase measurement typically has higher variance
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Reaz et al. (2006). Therefore, equations 5.2-3, 5.2-8, and 5.2-9 can then be used to

find the CPE value, the charge transfer resistance, and the solution resistance.

5.2.3 Signal Processing

The overall protocol for signal processing is illustrated in Figure 5.4. The first

step is to update the parameters using the GUI shown in Figure 5.1.

5.2.3.1 Frequency Sweeps and Measuring Amplitude Ratio

Examination of the responses to intermediate AC signals showed that it is nec-

essary to apply a lowpass filter to remove high-frequency noise. The required filter

frequency varies with drive frequency, however, because the noise frequency for Mat-

lab’s function ”butter” is a function of the driving frequency. These changes can be

because of the harmonics of the test frequencies. Therefore, the lowpass filter applied

varied with frequency according to the following function:

Cutoff =
f × 10

SR
2

(5.2-10)

where f and SR are the frequency of signal and sampling rate, respectively. SR

was divided by 2, due to Nyquist sampling theory. To make sure that filtering was

not affecting the signal, we considered ten times of signal frequency as the cut-off

frequency.

Peaks for the acquired voltage signals were then detected using Matlab’s function

”findpeaks,” and the average of peak amplitude was calculated. This provided the

amplitude ratio between input and the cuff presented in equation 5.2-3.

5.2.3.2 Measuring Phase Differences

Phase differences between signals were computed by finding the maximum of the

cross-correlation function between signals. The location of this maximum value gives
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Updating 
parameters and 
DAQ calibration

Select "Cuff 
Magnitude & 

Phase"
Adjust the 
parameters

Apply an AC signal 
with different 
frequencies

Lowpass filter with 
an adjustable cut-

off
Find average of 
peaks for Eq 2

Use CC to find 
phase difference 

for Eq 3
Measure phase and 
magnitude by Eq 6

Save the data Load the data Press "Keep 
Fitting" button

Select method for 
fitting ("Best 

Fitting Factors")

Adjust the fitting 
Parameters

Press "CPE 
Fitting"

Adjust the 
parameters if 

needed
Save the data

Figure 5.4:
The protocol to acquire signal and fit the parameters. See section 5.2.1.1
and section 5.2.1.1 for more details about the steps. To run the signal
generator, the experimental setup shown in Figure 5.2 should be followed
in order to have connections as illustrated in the schematic seen in Figure
5.3.
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time difference in samples between the signals, and it was subsequently normalized by

the signal period to become a phase difference. This phase difference (]α) corresponds

to that on the left side of equation 5.2-4.

Having the ]α and amplitude ratio, the current and voltage across the external

resistor can be calculated using equation 5.2-6. Finally, to compare and fit the model

parameters, equation 5.2-7 was used to compare measured impedance phase and

magnitude with the calculated ones using equation .20.

5.2.3.3 DC Signals

A DC signal with an amplitude given by the GUI was applied, the output signal

was acquired, and an average was taken of that response. The ratio between the

generated signal and cuff signal approximates the left side of Equation 5.2-8. A second

DC signal of zero volts amplitude was then applied to remove any DC offset from

the previous step. The DC response was used in the ”Cuff Estimated,” ”Electrode

Estimated,” and ”Cuff Two Equations” methods.

5.2.3.4 Maximum Frequency Response Estimate

An AC signal with the maximum possible frequency was then applied and the

response acquired. A lowpass filter (Butterworth, order 3, a cutoff frequency equal

to 0.8 of max frequency in the signal) was applied to remove high-frequency noise

from the signal. Peaks for the acquired voltage signals were detected using Matlab’s

function ”findpeaks,” and the average of peak amplitude of the acquired voltage was

calculated. These data were adequate to compute the left side of Equation 5.2-9.

Having the DC test and the infinite-frequency AC signal gives gave us two equations.

Equation 5.2-3 supplied the third. This maximum frequency response was used in

the ”Cuff Estimated” and ”Electrode Estimated” methods.
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5.2.4 Methods for Fitting

As discussed in section 5.2.2.2, we can use our voltage measurements to compute

the observed magnitude and phase of the impedance of the device under study at

each frequency. Equation .20 expresses the impedance as a function of our four

model parameters:

[
Zcuff

]
th
=

2Rct + 2Rs((ω
n cos(nπ

2
) + jωn sin(nπ

2
))RctQ+ 1)

(ωn cos(nπ
2
) + jωn sin(nπ

2
))RctQ+ 1

(5.2-11)

Theoretical predictions for the impedance magnitude and phase as a function of the

model parameters can be computed from the above equation using equations 5.2-3

and 5.2-4, respectively. At this point, we had both directly measured and theoretical

predictions for the impedance magnitude and phase of our device as a function of

frequency.

We then used equation 5.2-11 and data from all frequencies to find the four un-

known model parameters (Rct, Rs, Q, and n) using optimization. Fitting both mag-

nitude and phase simultaneously is difficult because they introduce ”deep” minima

at two different points in parameter space, corresponding to fits of either magnitude

or phase, but neither of which corresponds to a reasonable fit of both curves at the

same time. This fit, that is most useful for the user, is likely a local minima at the

third point in parameter space. To resolve this problem, we add a user-controlled

weighting of magnitude and phase error. To force the program to search the space

and find the required minima, we use two cost functions that enable finding the best

fit and subsequently choosing it such that it meets the user specification. Our solu-

tion forces a mesh optimization across a range of weightings between the magnitude

and phase errors providing a ”local” error, and then returns a final result from the

optimization based on the user’s desired weighting, providing a ”global” error. In

other words, the ”local” error finds the four parameters when the weighting factors
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are varied systematically, but the final parameters returned are those that gave the

lowest error based on the user choice of weightings between phase and magnitude. In

the manuscript, the results we report are for equal weightings of 1 for magnitude and

phase. To do this, we defined the following cost function:

E =
√
(EM + EP )2 + (EM − EP )2 (5.2-12)

where EM and EP are magnitude and phase error functions, respectively. The sum of

the error functions was straightforward and results in a minimization of total error.

The term including the difference of the error functions was an additional constraint

that caused the optimizer to find solutions where the errors were as equal as possible.

EM was calculated using the following formula:

EM = A×
∑

i=∀frequencies

(| | Zm(i) | − | Zc(i) | |)/ | Zm(i) | (5.2-13)

where A is a ”Magnitude Error Factor,” Zm is the measured impedance, and Zc is

the calculated impedance. EP was calculated using the following formula:

EP = B ×
∑

i=∀frequencies

(| ]Zm(i)− ]Zc(i) |)/ | AP (i) | (5.2-14)

where B is a ”Phase Error Factor.” The AP is correction factor that prevents small

numbers from having an inordinately large effect on the fit. It is defined as follows:

AP (i) =


Min, if Zm(i) ≤Min.

]Zm(i), otherwise,
(5.2-15)

where Min is the ”Min Acceptable Phase Error” given by the user through the GUI.

The four parameters from the Randles model were found using Matlab’s ”fmin-
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search” function, using the above cost function and all measured data in the specified

frequency range. A mesh optimization Frey and George (2008) procedure was carried

out to aid in finding a ”global” minimum, as follows. A was equal to 1 for the fitting

process, whereas B was varied twice, in fifty increments each time, between 0.01 to

1, and between 1.01 to 10. For each iteration, the ”global” error function, which

is the ”local” function but this time A and B are given by the user or set to 1 by

default, was calculated. Finally, the minimum cost function for these 100 steps was

considered as the fitted results. The user specified values for A and B were applied

in the final cost function evaluation so that the user could weigh the importance of

phase or magnitude fitting. An example of the fitting results is illustrated in Figure

5.5. The ”global” and ”local” cost function for the steps are illustrated for five cuffs.

5.2.5 DAQ board Calibration

When acquiring low amplitude signals, small errors can affect the results dramat-

ically. The DAQ board calibration thus becomes an essential step in acquiring useful

data.

Therefore, a calibration option has been provided to calibrate the DAQ board if

needed. It should be done before pushing the ”Run” button. The output channel

should be connected to both input channels. By pushing the ”Calibration” button,

the DAQ board generates one AC signal with an amplitude of five Volts and a zero

level DC signal.

Acquiring the signals provides any possible offset, and it saves the data as in-

put parameters when running the main code. All acquired voltages will be interpo-

lated/extrapolated. However, if the calibration is not done before pressing the ”Run”

button, the code assumes the DAQ board is well calibrated and does not adjust the

voltages.
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Figure 5.5:
An example of fitting results with the ”Phase Error Factor” and ”Mag-
nitude Error Factor” equal to one. The top plot, the red, green, and
blue colors show the CPE value, measured impedance magnitude, and
fitted impedance magnitude, respectively. The Rct and Rs are reported
as number. In the left plot, the red denotes CPE exponent n, green the
measured impedance phase, and blue the predicted phase, for the fitted
values of the model parameters. Finally, the right plot, the blue and red
graphs show the error for the magnitude as a percentage number and the
error for the phase in degrees.

5.3 Results

To test the program, we examined five bright Platinum bipolar nerve cuffs de-

signed for sciatic nerve stimulation in mice Vahedipour Tabrizi et al.. The cuff was

a refinement and miniaturization of the design presented in Haugland (1996). The

cuffs were cylindrical in shape, and comprise two exposed electrodes. The dimension

of each electrode plate was 2× 2× 0.025 mm3.

To simulate the body medium, we used 40mL physiological saline, 0.9% NaCl

Riistama and Lekkala (2006). We refer to this as the in vitro experiment. The
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external resistor was set to 10 kΩ for all the experiment, and the effect of this resistor

was studied.

We used a National Instruments 6361 USB 3 DAQ board (NI-6361, National

Instruments). To run the software, two analog input channels and one analog output

channels are required. To have a reasonable estimate of the phase shift between input

and output signals required over-sampling the signal at 10 to 15 times of the maximum

frequency of the generated signal. The DAQ board could not generate and acquire a

signal faster than 15 kHz at the same time for three channels. Because when you use

the DAQ by three channels, the max sampling rate coming down to 300KS/sec while

with one channel it is 2MS/sec. For highly accurate results, the DAQ board should be

capable of a total sampling rate of at least 1MS/sec in total, for a driving waveform

with a maximum frequency of 15 kHz and subsequently being able to acquire signals

with adequate resolution to find phase differences. If a very accurate measurement

of the phase response is not necessary, the ”Estimated” method can compute model

values from the magnitude response only. In this case, the maximum frequency of the

generated signal can be increased to 50 kHz for a similar DAQ board, and the phase

response of the signals can be calculated, rather than measured, using the presented

model. The analysis was repeated three times for each condition.

5.3.1 Signal Acquisition Results

Five methods are provided to acquire the signal: ”Cuff Estimated,” ”Cuff Two

Equations,” ”Electrode Estimated,” ”Cuff Magnitude & Phase,” and ”Electrode Mag-

nitude & Phase.” All the results reported here were acquired using the ”Cuff Mag-

nitude & Phase” method. To acquire the signal, nine frequencies between 1Hz to

10 kHz on the log-based scale were used to evaluate the five cuffs. The impedance

magnitude and phase were calculated separately for each frequency as explained in

section 5.2.2.2. The results are illustrated in Table 5.1. The impedance magnitude
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Table 5.1:
The fitted and measured results for five cuffs. Mean and standard deviation
of the calculated and measured parameters are reported for the five cuffs.
The last row shows the mean of the cuff averages, and the standard error
of these means, for all the cuffs (n = 5). CPE value (Q), CPE exponent
(n), charge transfer resistance (Rct), solution resistance (Rs), error for
the calculated phase (Error C Phase), error for the calculated magnitude
(Error C Magnitude), error for the measured phase (Error M Phase), and
error for the measured magnitude (Error M Magnitude) are illustrated
in the columns. It should be noted that error for the calculated phase,
error for the calculated magnitude, error for the measured phase, and
error for the measured magnitude were calculated for each frequency and
averaged at the end. In addition, the calculated errors demonstrate the
error between the calculated and measured values for the three replicates
of the experiment, while the measured errors show the variation between
the n = 5 individual cuffs.

CPE Value CPE Exponent Rct Rs Error C Phase Error C Magnitude Error M Phase Error M Magnitude
(sec

n

Ω
) (Ohm) (Ohm) (Degree) (Percentage) (Degree) (Percentage)

Cuff1
Mean 3.92E-05 0.6517 5.04E+04 671 4.08 14.92 0.46 2.65
Std 6.90E-06 0.0238 8.35E+03 7 0.19 1.82 0.23 1.89

Cuff2
Mean 3.50E-05 0.6338 5.19E+04 814 4.06 14.55 0.21 2.53
Std 5.77E-06 0.0207 1.24E+04 15 0.30 0.06 0.14 1.90

Cuff3
Mean 3.35E-05 0.7289 3.88E+04 294 6.06 0.20 0.37 0.68
Std 7.97E-06 0.0301 6.84E+03 3 0.71 2.53 0.18 0.71

Cuff4
Mean 4.48E-05 0.6017 5.32E+04 414 4.26 11.08 0.39 2.57
Std 4.77E-06 0.0245 2.16E+04 20 1.10 2.15 0.09 1.08

Cuff5
Mean 2.90E-05 0.6097 4.61E+04 716 4.95 12.50 0.48 1.86
Std 1.21E-06 0.0017 1.44E+03 9 0.10 0.23 0.26 0.80

Total
Mean 3.63E-05 0.6452 4.81E+04 582 4.68 10.65 0.38 2.06

Ste 5.99E-06 0.0508 5.85E+03 218 0.85 6.05 0.11 0.83

and phase have been demonstrated in Figure 5.1 and 5.5.

As it can be seen, the measured impedance magnitude and phase followed the

same pattern for each measurement method, suggesting they are consistent. The re-

sults show the mean of the cuff impedance magnitude average was two percent while

the mean of the cuff impedance phase was 0.38 degree by repeating the measure-

ments three times. This shows good levels of repeatability for this tool in measuring

impedance.

5.3.2 Fitted Parameters

The results for fitting the simplified Randles model to a specified user range of

frequencies using optimization are seen in Figure 5.6. The fitted CPE value, CPE
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1: The Matlab graphical user interface for cu↵ measurement. See section 2.2 for more

details about the parameters and how it works.

impedance was subsequently revealed to be caused by a fibrous encapsulation50

of the electrode-nerve interface. In two further studies, the resistance of the

cu↵ was measured manually and the impedance was reported as changes in

relative phase and amplitude (the full spectrum, or values for each frequency,

were not reported) [25, 26]. Similarly, electrode impedance was characterized

for deep brain stimulation electrodes in vitro and in vivo [1]. A comprehensive55

electrical characterization of cu↵s was presented by Riistama and Lekkala [20].

These authors presented the measured impedance for cu↵s made of di↵erent

materials (platinum, stainless steel, and gold) and tested in di↵erent solutions

(NaCl, simulated body fluid, and phosphate bu↵ered saline). In another similar

study, authors examined the behavior of electrodes at di↵erent frequencies [19].60

Together, these studies show the utility of wide frequency range characterization

of impedance spectra.

4

Figure 5.6:
The fitted parameters for five cuffs over nine frequencies between 1Hz to
10 kHz. The error bars show the maximum and minimum value calculated
for each cuff over three measurements. In each graph, the colors represent
the results for different cuffs. (A), (b), (c), (d) show the fitted values for
the saline solution resistance, the charge transfer resistance, the CPE
value, and the CPE exponent.

exponent, solution resistance, and charge transfer resistance are plotted, and listed in

Table 5.1. The results showed that the average value for CPE value, CPE exponent,

solution resistance, and charge transfer resistance were 36 secn

Ω
, 0.65, 48 kΩ, and

582Ω, respectively. While the standard error of means for these parameters were 6
secn

Ω
, 0.05, 6 kΩ, and 218Ω, respectively.

5.3.3 Error Functions

Using fitted model parameters, we can compare the model predictions to the

measured values. This was done using equation 5.2-11, with the computation of

the phase and magnitude as described in the Appendix section. The measured and

calculated cuff impedance amplitude and phase are illustrated in Figure 5.7, and they
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: The Matlab graphical user interface for cu↵ measurement. See section 2.3 for more

details about the parameters and how it works.

DC o↵set from the previous step. Next, an AC signal with maximum possible

frequency was applied and the response acquired. A lowpass filter (Butterworth,

order 3, a cuto↵ frequency equal to 0.8 of max frequency in the signal) was

applied to remove high-frequency noise, from the signal. Peaks were detected

using Matlab function ’findpeaks’ and the average of peaks was calculated. This270

was enough to find the left side of Equation 8.

Having the DC test and the infinite AC signal test gave us two equations.

Equation 2 supplied the third. A range of frequencies was given by a user

through the GUI for generating AC signals. Examination of acquired signals

showed that it was necessary to apply the lowpass filter to remove high-frequency

noise. However, the required filter frequency was di↵erent for each sweep fre-

quency because the noise frequency content should be considered based on the

signal frequency. Therefore, we applied an adjustable lowpass filter based on

15

Figure 5.7:
Comparison between the measured and model predicted impedances us-
ing the mesh optimization method described in sections 5.2.4 and 5.2.2.2.
The error bars show the standard deviation for three replicates. Color
represents the results from different cuffs. (a), (b), (c), (d) show the mea-
sured impedance magnitude, the measured phase, the fitted impedance
magnitude, and the fitted phase, respectively.

have been compared in Figure 5.8, (a) and (b).

Different Errors are reported in Table 5.1. The error for the calculated phase, error

for the calculated magnitude, error for the measured phase, and error for the measured

magnitude were calculated for each frequency and averaged at the end. It should be

noted that the calculated errors demonstrate the error between the calculated and

measured values for three times repetition of the experiment while the measured errors

show the variation between the measurements. The average error between measured

and calculated impedance magnitude and phase were approximately 10 percent and

4 degrees, respectively.

The value of the ”local” and ”global” cost function, defined in section 5.2.4, is

plotted in Figure 5.8 (c) for 100 steps on the ”Phase Error Factor” while the ”Mag-
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(c) (d)

[3] M. R. Angle, A. T. Schaefer, Neuronal recordings with solid-conductor

intracellular nanoelectrodes (scines), PLoS One 7 (8) (2012) e43194.

[4] C. D. James, A. J. Spence, N. M. Dowell-Mesfin, R. J. Hussain, K. L. Smith,

H. G. Craighead, M. S. Isaacson, W. Shain, J. N. Turner, Extracellular

recordings from patterned neuronal networks using planar microelectrode545

arrays, IEEE Transactions on biomedical engineering 51 (9) (2004) 1640–

1648.

[5] J. Wegener, C. R. Keese, I. Giaever, Electric cell–substrate impedance sens-

ing (ecis) as a noninvasive means to monitor the kinetics of cell spreading

to artificial surfaces, Experimental cell research 259 (1) (2000) 158–166.550

[6] L. Yang, C. Ruan, Y. Li, Detection of viable salmonella typhimurium by

32

Figure 5.8:
The error function details. The error bars in (a) and (b) show the max-
imum and minimum value calculated for each cuff over three measure-
ments. In each graph, the colors represent the results for different cuffs.
The impedance magnitude and phase errors after fitting compared to the
measured values are graphed in (a) and (b), respectively. The “local” and
“global” errors are demonstrated in (c) and (d), respectively, by 100 steps
on ”Phase Error Factor” and for one measurement from each cuff. The
first fifty steps are between 0.01 to 1, and the next fifty steps are between
1.01 to 10.

nitude Error Factor” remained constant and equal by one. The ”local” cost function

shows a dramatic increase by the increasing of steps values. The results show the best

results for the ”global” cost function were achieved when the factors were around one.

This shows that the cost function is reasonably well behaved. However, the best re-

sults did not happen when the factors were equal by one. Therefore, a small variation

around the desired factors by the user could help us to find the ”local” fitted results.

This corresponds to finding the actual desired minimum of the cost function that si-

multaneously fits magnitude and phase, and is the reason for using the ”global” cost

function at a range of weightings.”
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5.3.4 Limitations due to current and DAQ board

The electrode spectroscopy can be done for a wide range of frequencies (from

0.01Hz to 100 kHz) for different applications Cogan (2008); however, the range re-

quired for neuroscience is more limited (from 10Hz to 5 kHz) Wei and Grill (2009).

In addition, the DAQ board could limit the impedance measurement for the high

frequencies. To have a good reconstructed signal, we could not increase the frequency

higher than 15 kHz. This issue could cause problems to measure the phase of signals.

However, because of the modeling based on magnitude (equation 5.2-3) and fitting of

the values by minimizing the errors, this issue can be fixed. It will be discussed more

in the Discussion section.

The current can be limited by changing the external resistor or reducing the volt-

age. This is important for in vivo experiments where stimulation of neural tissue

should be avoided. We implemented the voltage adjustment with the ”Amp” param-

eter in the GUI.

5.4 Conclusion

A Matlab based program was presented to measure the impedance of electrodes

for neuroscientific applications. The software was evaluated with miniature neural

cuffs in vitro. We focused on neural cuffs designed for mice, but the tool can be

applied to any kind of electrode.

Five neural cuffs were examined here. One volt AC signals at nine different fre-

quencies between 1Hz to 10 kHz were generated to test the cuffs electrical charac-

teristics. The signal across the cuff was acquired, and based on equation 5.2-7, the

impedance magnitude and phase were measured. As illustrated in Figure 5.4, the

fitting process could be used to calculate the parameters from the Randles model.

Finally, the impedance magnitude and phase could be calculated based on the fitted
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parameters.

The results, presented in Table 5.1. There was 4.65 degrees difference between

the calculated and measured impedance phase while the difference for the impedance

magnitude had an average of 10.65 percent over all the frequencies. Figure 5.5 shows

the well fitted impedance with the measured values. These values for the electrode

properties are in good agreement with measurements for bare platinum electrodes

reported in the literature Wei and Grill (2009); Franks et al. (2005). The values

for Rs we obtained were higher than those previously reported. This may be due to

the difference in solution geometry; with this value corresponding to the limited fluid

inside the cuff between the electrodes.

We used a mesh for the optimization with the ”fminsearch” function. 100 steps

in the ”Phase Error Factor” while holding the ”Magnitude Error Factor” constant

were used to evaluate the effect of changes in ”Phase Error Factor” and ”Magnitude

Error Factor” for the fitting process. The ”local” and ”global” cost function results,

presented in Figure 5.8 (c) and (d), suggested that the lowest error was achieved

for the factors being almost equal by one. It should be noted that the ”Magnitude

Error Factor” was set to 1 and ”Phase Error Factor” was varied to find the four

parameters for each step in the ”local” cost function. As shown in Figure 5.8 (c),

the ”local” function values had increased with each step. Considering the Figure

5.8 (d), we realized that the error related to the phase response should have been

higher for the low values of ”Phase Error Factor” and because of the small factor, the

well-fitted magnitude response was affecting the ”local” cost function. On the other

hand, the ”local” error was increasing by the growth in the values of steps because

of reducing the smaller changes in the phase response while causing a larger error in

the magnitude response. In total, we could understand that the changes by varying

the steps in the phase response were much less than the changes in the magnitude

response. In other words, the steps were affecting the magnitude response more
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dramatically and the phase response. Therefore, we considered the ”global” function,

which was using constant given or set ”Phase Error Factor” and ”Magnitude Error

Factor” values through the GUI, kept focusing on improving the response based on

what the user is asking for. We reported all the results by having both factors were

set to 1.

We noticed that the phase response has a higher error at the highest frequency

10 kHz. This was due to an increased signal to noise ratio, in turn due to the lower

signal amplitude at high frequencies. Therefore, the cross-correlation of the signals

did not yield the correct phase difference, as can be seen in Figure 5.5. The measured

phase showed positive values for the highest frequency while this could not happen

because of the resistor-capacitor circuit properties (even if it has non-Faradaic be-

havior); therefore, it must originate from an incorrect reading of the low-level signal.

Although we tried to reduce this issue by limiting the range of signal for acquisition

to the same number as an amplitude of a generated signal, it could be seen for some

measured phases. On the other hand, the fitting process was showing the proper

pattern as presented in Franks et al. (2005) and Wei and Grill (2009). The model

may be useful here to make predictions for the electrode behavior at these higher

frequencies, that can subsequently be verified with future measurements.

Also, care should be taken in considering the input impedance of the DAQ board

used. We had previously used a TBS1052 Tektronix oscilloscope to acquire the signal

manually and found the impedance by sweeping frequency Maghsoudi et al. (2017a).

Significant amplitude differences between the DAQ board and the oscilloscope were

observed because the input impedance of the oscilloscope was only 1MΩ, compared

to 10GΩ for the DAQ board. Rct is relatively a large resistance value, and therefore

a large input impedance from the measurement device is required to give an accurate

voltage reading. If the measurement device used has an input resistance of less than

a few GΩ, use of an op-amp buffer circuit may be necessary.
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The ”Estimated” method for acquiring signal can provide a really good estimation

of the values for Rct and Rs. However, it makes the process of acquiring the signal

much slower. The estimated Rct and Rs can be used for the initial values for the

fitting process, helping the ”fminsearch” function to converge. We repeated the fit

with different initial values to confirm that the results were similar, however. This

makes it more likely that we are finding a ”global” minimum of the cost function.

We found that the ”Two Equations” based method would diverge in finding the

solutions in many cases. This resulted from the equations having very large (charge

transfer resistor) and very small (CPE value) quantities. For some frequencies, the

solutions were negative or complex numbers that these types of numbers could not

be considered as the resistor or CPE values. The estimation process helped to be

independent of phase calculation of two signals that could be hard to obtain, especially

in a noisy environment.

In addition, we had examined the effect of DC offset on measurement and fitting

of parameters. A polarization of electrodes could cause differences in results across

repetitions of the measurements. We implemented two solutions to fix this: first, we

added a relaxation time (”Time” parameter given through the GUI and explained

in section 5.2.1.1) between measurements for the cuff to depolarize (larger than the

typical relaxation time of most electrodes), and second, we applied a zero-volt signal

to the DAQ to accelerate the depolarization of capacitance. The zero-volt signal was

applied for all methods except ”Cuff Magnitude & Phase” and ”Electrode Magnitude

& Phase” because these methods did not require DC voltages to be applied. If two or

three percent changes in measurement are not important this issue can be ignored.

We believe that we have considered the majority of parameters to adjust in the

software for multiple different applications and tests. These parameters have been

selected based on discussions with neuroscientists. Our aim in documenting the code

thoroughly is to make possible more fundamental changes and extensions, such as
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modifying the code to implement different model equations. This software can be

used for in vivo or in vitro cuff evaluation as the current can be limited by an external

resistance to avoid stimulation while the cuff is implanted. Our goal was to create an

easy to use tool with readily adjustable parameters, a graphical user interface, and

easy extensibility.

In future work, we will evaluate more cuffs with different materials both in vivo

or in vitro. For the in vivo experiment, we will use different animals to examine

the nerve and surgery effect on the measurements. Finally, We will conduct survival

surgeries to evaluate the implanted cuff characterization.
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CHAPTER 6

FUTURE WORKS

In this book, we presented methods to help researchers in the fields of neuroscience,

biomechanics, and biology. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 developed methodologies to analyze

kinematics for running rodents. The proposed method for tracking (chapters 2 and

3) can be performed without any particular system requirements. However, more

advanced tracking methods (e. g., the application of deep learning techniques for

animal tracking Mathis et al. (2018) which needs high-performance systems) can

be employed to compare and improve the results. In addition, developing software

running both tracking and kinematics analysis can be helpful for many applications.

It can add the deep learning methods, like Mathis et al. (2018) and Pereira et al.

(2018), if a user prefers and can use these methods for tracking.

On the other hand, chapter 5 developed a method to examine the impedance of

cuffs and electrodes. As the future directions for this work, considering the equivalent

circuit of the probe (to avoid the dependency of the external resistor to the maximum

frequency of the DAQ board) and more parameters (e. g., the Warburg element) for

more accurate fitting. Cuffs or electrodes can be implanted, and the impedance

of them can be measured to evaluate the changes during the implantation time.

In addition, the measurements can be done while the animal is running. Then,

the locomotion can be analyzed using the methods discussed in chapters 2, 3, and

4. Finally, the kinematics changes can be synced with the stimulation while the

impedance is monitored.
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APPENDIX

Cuff Impedance Measurement Details

Cuff and Input Voltage Calculation for CPE

To find the mathematical relation between the input signals and the cuff model

components, the impedance of cuff should be formalized:

Zcuff =
2Rct

RctQsn + 1
+ 2Rs (.1)

where Zcuff is equivalent impedance of cuff considering the CPE value, the charge

transfer resistor, and solution resistor. The relation between cuff voltage and input

voltage can be calculated as follow:

Vcuff

Vin

=
Zcuff

Zcuff +Re

=

2Rct

RctQsn + 1
+ 2Rs

2Rct

RctQsn + 1
+ 2Rs +Re

(.2)

organizing the equation:

Vcuff

Vin

=
2Rct + 2RctRsQsn + 2Rs

2Rct + (2Rs +Re)(RctQsn + 1)
(.3)

replacing Laplace index by jω, where n is the CPE exponent:

Vcuff

Vin

=
2Rct + 2(jω)nRctRsQ+ 2Rs

2Rct + (2Rs +Re)((jω)nRctQ+ 1)
(.4)
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The power for an imaginary number can be calculated as follow:

(x+ y)N = rN(cos(Nθ) + j sin(Nθ)) (.5)

where r =
√

(x2 + y2) and θ = arctan(
y

x
). Therefore, we can substitute (jω)n by the

following term:

(jω)n = ωn cos(n
π

2
) + jωn sin(n

π

2
) (.6)

Therefore, the equation .4 can be rewritten as follow:

Vcuff

Vin

=
2Rct + 2Rs+ 2RctRsQ(ωn cos(nπ

2
) + jωn sin(nπ

2
))

2Rct + (2Rs +Re)(RctQ(ωn cos(nπ
2
) + jωn sin(nπ

2
)) + 1)

(.7)

organizing the equation:

Vcuff

Vin

=
[2Rct + 2Rs+ 2RctRsQωn cos(nπ

2
)] + [j2RctRsQωn sin(nπ

2
)]

[2Rct + (2Rs +Re)(RctQωn cos(nπ
2
) + 1)] + [j(2Rs +Re)RctQωn sin(nπ

2
))]

(.8)

To make the calculations easier, we simplify this equation as follow:

Vcuff

Vin

=
a+ jb

c+ jd
(.9)

where a, b, c, and d are the following terms:

a = 2Rct + 2Rs+ 2RctRsQωn cos(n
π

2
) b = 2RctRsQωn sin(n

π

2
)

c = 2Rct + (2Rs +Re)(RctQωn cos(n
π

2
) + 1) d = (2Rs +Re)(RctQωn sin(n

π

2
))

then, we can use the denominator conjugation to keep denominator real:

Vcuff

Vin

=
(a+ jb)(c− jd)

c2 + d2
(.10)
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separate the real and imaginary parts from each other:

Vcuff

Vin

=
(ac+ bd) + j(bc− ad)

c2 + d2
(.11)

real part of relation:

Re(
Vcuff

Vin

) =
ac+ bd

c2 + d2
(.12)

imaginary part of equation:

Im(
Vcuff

Vin

) =
bc− ad

c2 + d2
(.13)

Magnitude of voltage ratio can be calculated as follow:

| Vcuff

Vin

|=
√
(Re(

Vcuff

Vin

))2 + (Im(
Vcuff

Vin

))2 (.14)

Finally, the phase of voltage signals governs the following equation:

]
Vcuff

Vin

= arctan
Im(

Vcuff

Vin

)

Re(
Vcuff

Vin

)
(.15)

In all equations, ω is equal to 2πf .

Cuff Impedance Magnitude and Phase Calculation based on model

The cuff impedance can be found by the following relation:

Zcuff =
2Rct

RctQsn + 1
+ 2Rs (.16)

which can be rewritten as:

Zcuff =
2Rct + 2Rs(RctCsn + 1)

RctQsn + 1
(.17)
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Figure .1:
The Gain plot for different frequencies for the five normal cuffs. Each color
shows different cuff. It shows 0.1 attinuation in gain per each two decade
increase in frequency.

Same as the cuff and input voltage calculations, it needs replacing the Laplace index

by jω:

Zcuff =
2Rct + 2Rs((jω)

nRctQ+ 1)

(jω)nRctQ+ 1
(.18)

it can be written using equation .6 as:

Zcuff =
2Rct + 2Rs((ω

n cos(nπ
2
) + jωn sin(nπ

2
))RctQ+ 1)

(ωn cos(nπ
2
) + jωn sin(nπ

2
))RctQ+ 1

(.19)

To make the calculations easier like the previous section, we simplify this equation as

follow:

Zcuff =
e+ jf

g + jh
(.20)

where a, b, c, and d are the following terms:

e = 2Rct + 2Rs + 2RctRsQωn cos(n
π

2
) f = 2RctRsQωn sin(n

π

2
)

g = RctQωn cos(n
π

2
) + 1 h = RctQωn sin(n

π

2
)
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The real and imaginary parts can be calculated in the same way described in equations

.12 and .13.

The Infinite-Frequency Gain Factor Selection

To simplify finding the three unknown parameters in Equations 5.2-3 and 5.2-

4, we used an approximation of an infinite-frequency gain factor. The reason that

it was selected as 0.01 is seen in Figure .1. The voltage gain (Vcuff/Vin) drops by

approximately 0.1 for each of two decades. The maximum frequency that DAQ broad

could generate and acquire as a sine wave was 50 kHz; however, for the calculations,

the infinite-frequency gain approximation was assumed. Therefore, we extrapolated

the gain at 500MHz based on the gain plot to give the attenuation gain of 0.01.

In addition, we used an external function generator to generate a 500 kHz sine

wave and acquired it by a single channel of DAQ board. This is shown in Figure .1

at the circle point. It followed the trend described in this section.
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